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editor’s note

Sierra_Oscar_
Uniform_Tango
Hotel
SOUTH is an arts and culture magazine published in Athens and distributed internationally. Possessed by a spirit of absurd authority, we
would like to contaminate the prevailing culture with ideas that derive
from southern mythologies such as the perfect climate, easy living, chaos
and the dramatic temperament, to name but a few. What might be considered weaknesses of the southern mentality we would rather present,
perhaps a little self-mockingly, as a force of power with which to face down
the future! Tradition, Trickster, Shout, Landscape and Mysticism are
some of our regular columns. In these you ’ll find discussions of cultural
myths within southern territories, essays on architecture and insights into
how you can, for example, use palm reading or oracles as a way to resist
rigid rationalism. There will be in-depth presentations about acclaimed
or emerging artists and political commentary, tips on where to go, as well
as reviews of exhibitions, films, music and books, not necessarily timely.

To start, we ’ve invited people from different —literal or metaphorical— Souths to be renegotiating the southern attitude, partly to define it
and partly to invent it. We are grateful to everybody that responded to our
call and helped spring to come early to our office, during this difficult and
turbulent time for Greece.
Opening up an unexpected dialogue among neighbourhoods, cities,
regions and approaches, we hope that SOUTH will be both a magazine and
a meeting point. Now that the sun is shining, and we hope it will stay like
that for a while...
We are looking forward to meeting you, down here, in the South!
Marina Fokidis
PS: SOUTH has been the result of an unimaginable effort by a big
bunch of people. To start compiling a thank you list would be like stating the obvious, as well as take up half this magazine; thank you all very
much. United we stand.
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by Marita Virgioti

A demonstrator sees through all the ‛burning and looting’ that took place while
politicians vote on the second ‛bail out’ memorandum for Greece, in February 2012
The destruction of a metropolitan centre may
have started as a privilege of the domain of anti-authoritarian anarchy but it has become a widespread
practice, gaining the consent and approval of all
those who smile, applaud and cheer at the sight of
a bank engulfed in flames. The question of violence
and street-fighting practices will not be approached
from a remote stance but as an experience for a section of society that sanctions, applauds and sometimes adopts such practices.
Before we can examine the question of violence
on the streets we need to ask ourselves about the
meaning of demonstrations and strikes. Once we
have realised that capitalism as a system is designed
so as to make us unable to imagine another form of
society and at the same time to stifle any attempts
to this end, then we shall see unfolding before our
eyes a system based on the violence of exclusion and
obedience. In such a context, where social acquiescence is obtained by violence, the change in the dynamics of power will only come through violence.
The strikes and marches disrupt the mantle of nor-

mality; hence they lend themselves to outbreaks of
widespread social violence.
The burnt banks, the broken shop windows, the
roadblocks in Stadiou Street, the smiles and the
cheers for every metre that the cops-swine-murderers are forced to cede are symbols of the appropriation of a metropolis where, in its moments of normality, it is alienation that reigns. Those who have
found themselves on a Sunday at Syntagma or one
of the crowded streets around it will be well aware
of this feeling. Those who see in riots their enemies
may not have thought that behind the balaclavas
there may be angry unemployed or redundant people, destitute immigrants and desperate students
who are smiling while they destroy the source of
their oppression. On the other hand, those who only
see the police, behind the balaclavas, are trying to
justify their own personal inability to retort with violence to the exponents of capitalism and the state.
Finally, those who merely lament the destruction of
a cinema deserve to remain onlookers for their entire lives.
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Destroy to Build

The Politicalisation
of Hooliganism
by Kostis Papagiorgis

Notes on the Athens riots of December 2008
Athenians, confused by the extent of the looting,
arson and general pillaging, are trying to calculate
the political ‘bottom line’ and understand the reason why the old methods of rallies, protests and
pavement opposition are no longer valid. No one
can tell us how we got into this shameful situation
where groups of unbridled youths – the future of
the country, that is – set buildings on fire and leave
charred property in their wake. We have had similar instances of vandalism in previous years, so
the riddle remains: where does this uprising of the
balaclava lead us?
Let us say something that is usually left unsaid:
When young people are left to it, so they are out of
control, they tend heavily towards ‘corsair’ behaviour. Destruction, or negation, constitutes a work of
art. So amidst the general paralysis, and tolerated
by the police, these youths have turned to ‘artistry’.
It is so cool – a pure dream – to form a gang and en-

gage in acts that defy the imagination. Apartment
blocks up in flames? Cars reduced to scrap metal
in seconds? Shop windows ground into sugar and
banks smouldering like a fireplace? This is facile
surrealism, and criminal behaviour beyond the
scope of the courts of law.
And next to all this let us not forget the camera:
the omnipresent television that magnifies every one
of the horde’s demonstrations of power. Bringing
down a shop window is not enough, you need to be
broadcast as well, to get into every home, to gain immediacy — a feast for all eyes. Avenger, rioter with
a moral right, arsonist but at the same time visible,
nationwide, televised as a real danger. The politicalisation of hooliganism, a phenomenon of recent
years, certainly promotes some unspecified, sinister interests, but aside from any moral concerns it
is now a public danger. The phrase “night of riot by
thousands of Alexises” makes no sense.

Athens, Photo by Alexandros Katsis
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12.02.2012 the morning after the fires in
the centre of Athens.
Photo by Yannis Drakoulidis / FOSPHOTOS
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“The genuine does not exist”
New York based Greek artist Georgia Sagri talks about her participation in the
Occupy Wall Street movement
Interview by Apostolos Vasilopoulos

Georgia Sagri, Polytechnic,
1999, performance view,
Athens, A.D. Gallery
are not after some vague vision but act in order to create
ways, relationships and expressions here and now, then
yes, we are on course to create yet another form, and we can
be lots of other forms as well. There isn’t just a single way.
We are everything, and we fight without limitations.
S: How can an artist go into this in a way that is productive in terms of expanding the contemporary artistic
language as well as producing a radical political discourse?
G.S.: I imagine that when you are trying it means that

Georgia Sagri, Whitney Biennial 2012
All the turbulence in the streets while we were putting
together the magazine, and the relentless political unrest
in Greece, couldn’t leave us indifferent, so we have included in this issue some special reports on the physicalities
of this ongoing tumult: the damage, violence, destruction
and the clash of forces as seen on the streets.
We asked Greek artist Georgia Sagri, now living and
working in New York, to comment on her personal experiences in the fields of collective protest and being actively
present as an individual at times of civic crisis; firstly,
through her significant participation in the OWS movement and secondly, through her work as an artist. Sagri
has mainly worked through and on performance. Her last
presentation at the Whitney Biennial (2012) included an
extended installation and a “rehearsal” (her words) that
disrupted all projections about and possible anticipations
of her appearance there. Other notable examples are her
performance outside the Polytechnic School of Athens in
1997, for the annual commemoration of the student protest
against the military junta (where she stood silent, inside a
glass cage and covered in bandages) and another presentation, in XYZ Outlet exhibition space in Metaksourgeio,
Athens, where, as part of her performance, she promenaded into the area’s red light district, which was quite
busy at the time, completely naked.
The way she attends and penetrates the street, how
she undercuts expectations about the notions of spectatorship, the performing body, the stage, historicity, protest
and the visual arts’ vocabulary, were all reasons for us to
seek her out as a witness.

collapse. The only way is to come up with new concepts,
terms and ways of relating to one another. Once we have
fallen into the trap of using all concepts for reasons of convenience, we forget what it was that brought us together
in the first place.
S: What is your experience of the Greek movement, if
you have any?
G.S.: I have great respect for the way Greek society
struggles against authoritarianism, against the dos and
don’ts dictated by the forces of the economy and today’s
pathetic political figures. What I’d like to see is people taking charge of their own lives, and I think that Greek society can turn this slogan into action.
S: How do you see your street actions (for instance, the
one outside the Technical University) redefining the form
and the content of public protests?
G.S.: When I did that, I did not designate it as solely a
protest or solely an artistic action. I think what I always
explore is the point, the moment at which the act is stronger than the form or the content. I am neither reformist
nor reactionary, and I need none of the existing systems
to define my actions. The ideologies that dictate modes of
action make me nauseous. The concept of authority has
collapsed. I am not afraid and I do not ask for permission.
This may be the moment when I can talk and act and stand
before history and developments on equal terms.
S: Do you think that conventional forms of protest (rallies, marches, demonstrations) are stereotyped and may
thus detract from some of the dynamism of a large gathering? How can we go out in the streets in an effective and
genuinely ‘dangerous’ way?
G.S.: The genuine does not exist. The ‘dangerous’ does
not exist, either, if we consider that none of the actions in recent years aimed at overthrowing governments and revolution, with all the limitations and the historicity with which
this term is charged. If we can forget the aim but recognise
the need behind all these protests, then yes, we’ll see that
the important thing here is to come into the socio-political
realm as equals; to act side by side, to reflect upon the conditions and the structures that concern us more than ever
before. The demand for life, solidarity and equality are the
strongest motives. When these demands do not come from
specific ideologies but from an autonomous and spontaneous search for something beyond the security of structures—authority, social identities, leaders— by people who

S: What was your experience of Occupy Wall Street,
and how do you evaluate the overall movement?
G.S.: Right now I cannot evaluate my involvement because the movement keeps expanding and no one can predict what it will continue to contribute to the political and
social scene. We are now faced with a series of constant
changes. What I think will be the end of this movement is
when certain individuals will identify themselves as members of OWS and try to appropriate its name, its function
and its form. The special trait of this movement, which
is linked to the ‘outrages’ of Syntagma Square, the uprising in Egypt and the demonstrations outside London, is
a mistrust of political leaders and political representation and the desire to see the present economic system
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you have already thought so much about circumstances
that you can no longer remember why you are part of them.
Personally, I think it’s more expedient to create the circumstances, to be an active member to such a degree that instead of thinking of some ideal ultimate aim you would just
keep changing things carelessly, without fear. Producing a
radical discourse is for those who want an audience. I don’t
believe we can still think in dipoles such as sender/receiver,
inside/outside, citizen/state, artwork/viewer.

Georgia Sagri, Antigone Model, 2011, performance view XYZ Outlet, Athens
All images courtesy of Andreas Melas & Helena Papadopoulos gallery, Athens
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Dear South,
In 2009, while living in Filopappou, I wrote this essay: “What is
the South?” It was a reflection on the idea of the South as a cultural modality and as a regional optic, or on what I call ‘spherical
consciousness’. The idea of spherical consciousness comes from Herodotus. In Herodotus’s account of history we must remember that his
account of events is informed by the principle that everything is in
eternal motion. The centre of the world is the sea. He sees things
not from a specific vantage point within terra firma, but as if he was
also a traveller, a sailor, a mere passer-by. His approach towards
other people and cultures is not to regard them as adversarial enemies or monstrous subhumans, but rather as equals who have developed
different values and traditions. To comprehend these differences
Herodotus recommends that we observe, enquire and relate them to our
own values and traditions. Looking out towards the horizon Herodotus had no idea of what lay beyond. He did not have an aerial perspective. There were no real maps. He overcame the doubt and anxieties that normally cloud the imagination when it considers what lies
over the horizon. Herodotus proceeded by reassuring himself that
he would ask his neighbour, and his neighbour’s neighbour to guide
him through the unknown parts of the world. This kind of horizontal
thinking, a set of connections, which unfold and cascade into new
connections, has always given me hope.
During the time I lived in Greece, a young artist who had just returned from a residency in Australia described his positive experiences: “everyone was so friendly, everything was so efficient,”
and then he added with considerable emphasis, and “SO CHEAP”. I
thought to myself that this is what going South usually means. Now
of course, the world financial system is spinning around different
axes and thrusting in unpredictable directions. Even well-positioned
friends of Greece are saying crazy things: “Why not default?” said
a Greek in the South. “It worked for Argentina. Within a few years
the financial markets will have forgotten and forgiven everything.” I
have no doubt that traders and bankers have the capacity to convince
themselves that there are opportunities in catastrophe. But now
the troubles that are befalling Greece do not just fall on Greece.
Greece is not the sole author of this crisis, and the consequences
spread far beyond its shores entangling others. Now is the time to
think about the crisis in terms that go beyond the polis, the state
and the nation. We need a new kind of spherical consciousness.
Nikos Papastergiadis
Melbourne 2011
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WHAT IS THE SOUTH?
by Nikos Papastergiadis

A highly ambivalent concept, the South oscillates between a clarion call for antipodean rebelliousness and the stigmatic expression of the cultural cringe
The south is not a place in the world; it is a space where people
meet to imagine the possibility of other ways of being in the world.
It is a ‘little public sphere’. It is where strangers encounter each
other and through dialogue produce some form of exchange and
mutual understanding. The raw matter of this little public sphere
is the democratic right to give voice to one’s beliefs and the cosmopolitan principles of curiosity and respect for the other. Today, we
are aware of the fragmentation and commercialisation of public
spaces. There has been a steady erosion of the available spaces for
public debate. However, there has also been a proliferation of media outlets through which private views can be made public. Each
time we find a place to meet, whether it is in the context of a journal, a website, an exhibition or a conference there is the possibility
of building a little public sphere. I am drawn to those events and
sites that are not just magnets for like-minded people, but also assume the function of a platform for generating an understanding
of the predicament we share. The little public spheres play a crucial role in the delivery of this option. They require participants
to position themselves as interlocutors of the contemporary. What
counts is not whether you are based in New York or Melbourne,
but how you follow the flows.
So while the South is a big and spherical concept, it is nevertheless a useful heading for understanding a certain set of relationships within the global network of little public spheres. In the
recent past it has been revived as a possible frame for representing the cultural context of not just regions that are geographically
located in the South, but also those that share a common postcolonial heritage. Over the past decade the idea of the South has
captured the interest of historians, activists, political scientists
and cultural practitioners. It has been used to explore the legacies
and links that shape the lives of people who are dispersed across
a vast region. In geopolitical terms the South is not confined to the
southern hemisphere as it captures elements that are located on
both sides of the equatorial divide. The only constant for those
who identify with the concept of the South is a dual awareness
that the Euro-American hegemony in global affairs has concentrated power in the North, and that survival requires a coordinated transnational response.
I understand the concept of the South as a loose hemispheric
term that refers to a series of places that share similar patterns of
colonisation, migration and cultural combinations. For me, the
South is also expressive of a cultural imagination that looks outwards from its own national base, going against the grain of its
colonial past. This appeal to a more open-ended identity is, in one
critic’s view, a betrayal of a deep imperial history. In other words,
any use of the language that draws from a metaphoric association
with the cardinal points of cartography risks being embedded in
the naturalistic discourse of magnetic polarities.
South is an ambivalent concept. It oscillates between a clarion
call for antipodean rebelliousness and the stigmatic expression of
the cultural cringe. However, in this current phase of globalisation
there is a further twist in the geopolitical polarisation – whereby
the isolation of a region is not a consequence of its physical remoteness, but of a negative process of bifurcation – and parts of
cities, rural areas and significant parts of a region are increasingly
bypassed or ‘splintered’ from the emergent forms of exchange. It
is therefore crucial to stress that the South does not refer to a geopolitical entity that possesses a singular territorial bloc with an at-

tendant unified cultural and political identity.
In the South many people may share many common negative
sentiments and political ideologies. They may start by feeling the
same sardonic pain of cultural belatedness, and may reach a conjoined stance against the political humiliations of the North. However, beyond this kindred untimeliness and shared sense of opposition what are the subtle bonds that affirm a sense of community?
The South in geopolitical terms has been described as a kind
of defensive reaction to the hegemony of the North. However, in
the case of this magazine and my essay, it can also be a deliberate act of rapprochement, a path that both ‘swerves away from
the influence of predecessors’, and heads towards a ‘third space’.
The relational energy that connects personal and historical claims
not only curves away from the compulsive trajectories that head
North, but also draws force from the swirling gestures of rapport
with other like-minded southerners.
More than two decades ago the Australian political scientist
Alan Davies suggested that “we should spend less time in awed
upward contemplation of the great metropolitan centres and a
good deal more looking sideways at the experience of similar small
nations, whose solutions should be better scaled to our problems,
and whose definition of their problems are more likely to help us
understand our own”. He imagined a form of cultural exchange
that would reveal insights and develop skills that would be more
worthy of emulation because their fit would be closer to our own
experiences. The transferability of knowledge would not be about
adopting and applying models, but in grasping what Davies called
the “nuances of likeness”.
What blocks the potential for a relational understanding of
geopolitical scale and socio-cultural texture? Is it due to our fears
of facing the insecurities and horrors within, as well as a failure
to define a measure of our own worth and common bonds? The
models of explanation that have been prominent in the humanities and social sciences tend to reinforce a view that privileges
defensive psychic reactions and imbalances in the global system.
For instance, Freud’s insight into the “narcissism of minor differences” is an account of the disproportionate violence directed towards proximate rivals, while Paz’s exegesis of the self-hatred in
the “Malinche complex” is reliant on a paradigm that underlines
the potency of negative cultural identifications.
The South is, as Michael Taussig would say, a “murky” concept. It embodies the “nightmarish medium of domination”, but
as it diverges from its intended axis, invents new relations and
sweeps up the missing it impugns the prison-house of its own
language. From this perspective, the South does not always arrive
after the North. Our sense of becoming is not doomed by a primal loss, because as Borges promised in “El Sur”, “reality favours
symmetries and slight anachronisms”. The South, as he said in his
favourite story, exists, “on the other side of Avenida Rivadavia”.
Borges gives us the phantasmagorical hint that the South is found
in the rugged recovery of memories. To find such a place we are
usually told to choose between a specific place, unique voice or
permanent exile. However, I place greater faith in the sparkling
intelligence of the antipodean intellectual who, according to Peter
Beiharz, not only leaves home in order to return, transmits messages from across the horizon, and maintains an open line with
the past, but also “lives out all three modes of activity”.
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Southern Comforts:
Tropical Baroque, Pirate Thinking
by Octavio Zaya

Who Defines Who We Are?

To the Northern Face, the Southern Butt

Evening just refused to fall, the sun’s beating on the asphalt and the
metalwork brought on a nauseous vertigo. The dark glasses, hankies
“South,” you say. And you write the South.
daubed with cologne on people’s heads, the improvised defence measures, to avoid a burning reflection or a mouthful of exhaust fumes, were
But you confront the failure of the word as a sign of things,
being devised and perfected, and were the subject of communication and
and accept that it is a sign of a new reality, independent of any
commentaries… 1
extra-textual reference. Is it the inability of words fully to express
…with artificial style, characterised by the romanisation of the
reality? The word might become the experience being described,
syntax and vocabulary, continuous classical allusions, and referwhere everything converges in the conception of this most comences to mythology, original metaphors, and the creation of a poplex ‘text’, whose narration represents a search for a meaning,
etic diction as far as possible from everyday language…
and an identity, in the elusive moment that it tries to capture. SenHowever, the conflict of this space cannot be identified fully
sation, mediation, reflection, artifice: surface of images, mental
with the interaction between the cultural reality of the homogenisproduct, text reflected in a mirror, accumulation of words.
ing ‘centre’ and those of the ancestral Native Americans, Africans
and Asians with primitive components. Its hybrid configuration
“South,” I say. And South is on my lips.
— decentralised and destabilising — marks my southern comfort.
Avoiding the risks of compositional space, and nurtured by the
Converging and diverging, I am just moments of a self, but
juice of universal culture, the marvellous starts to be unequivocal
not a self. Unfolding in the confluence of fragments of the past,
when it arises from an unexpected alterawhich is re-enacted through the continuous flow
tion of reality, the magical; events that are
of memory, I am the images of my own memory,
real but seem fictional, in disorder, around
living in a present that fades away at the very moevery corner, in our cities, street signs, in our
ment of its utterance. Forgetfulness is necessary to
nature and in our history. Fusion becomes a
remembrance. I am the mirror, which reinstates
rich mythological flow, regardless of time
memory and the longing for love. I am a circular
and of historic times. It is like a thread with
delirium of my degraded expression, a copulawhich one can always grasp the nature of
tion of clichés. And these clichés are the facts that
human beings in general, human identity, or
substantiate the certainty of my existence, an inthe existential being of southern comfort, a
vention that time has legitimised as truth, whose
thread consisting of multiple mediations. Its
transformations operate on the level of writing.
‘identity’ is subjected, then, to specificities
that stem from its rooting in an ecumenical
“South,” he says. And South is named Desire.
spirit, even aggregated into a product that
accounts for culture as a synthesis of the
Writing is the art of digression. Let us speak then
particular and the universal.
of a smell of hashish and of curry, of a stumbling basic
Nature, history and hybridity are, necEnglish and of a tingling trinket music. This signalecessarily, not the starting points, since it is
tic file card is the Indian costume-maker’s, who three
Octavio Zaya. Bogotá,
Colombia, 2011
destined to ambiguity and the semantic
hours before curtain time would arrive with his little
dissemination of artificiality. Its process
box of brushes, his minutely precise bottles of ink and
of masking, and progressive development
“the wisdom”—the same turbaned one would say, in
of the cliché, the stereotype, and the ridiculous is so radical
profile, displaying his only earring—”of a whole life painting the same
that it has been necessary to disassemble an operation similar
flower, dedicating it to the same god.”
to so-called meta-meta-language. Severo Sarduy identified three
mechanisms of artificiality: replacement, proliferation and conAnd so he’d decorate the divas with his arabesques, tit by tit, since
densation, which are believed to allow manipulation of the sigthese, for being round and protuberant, were much easier to adorn than
nifier, which is no longer completely tied to the meaning, but
the prodigal bellies and little Boucherian buttocks, pale pink with a tenrather open to the possibilities of extrapolation, ornamentation
dency to spread. The hoarse divinities would parade before the inventor
and masquerade, making explicit that the relationship with the
of butterfly wings and there remain static the rime to review their songs;
world is representational.
devoted, the miniaturist would conceal in vivo the nudity of the frozen
Southern comfort: multi-weaver of texts, spiralling series of
big-footed queens with silver fringes, eye hieroglyphs, arabesques and
transformations.
rainbows, which came out thinner or thicker depending on the insertion
and watery brew; he would disguise the shortcomings of each with black
whorls and underline the charms surrounding them with white circles.
1 Julio Cortazar, “The Southern Thruway,” All Fires the Fire, trans. SuOn their hands he’d write, in saffron and vermilion, their cue lines, the
zanne Jill Levine (New York: Pantheon, 1973).
most forgettable, and the order in which they had to recite them, and on
their fingers, with tiny arrows, an outline of their first movements. They
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William Eggleston, from Southern Suite, 1981, dye transfer print, 25 x 38,2 cm, Sammlung
Moderne Kunst in the Pinakothek der Moderne Munich. Acquired in 2006 through PIN. Freunde der Pinakothek der Moderne e.V. © Eggleston Artist Trust

a bizarre hybrid, a composite of snakes, writings, rhythms, of a
flight of traces and a mosaic of infinitesimal shining instants, manoeuvring through endless passages and trapdoors, rendering the
epiphany of the body luminous, where the pleasure of the void
meets the furious fire of the world. Language reconstructs itself
elsewhere under the teeming flux of every kind of linguistic pleasure. Where is this elsewhere? In the paradise of words. Here we are
gorged with language; the moment when, by its very excess, verbal pleasure jams and whirls into bliss.

would leave the minister of external affairs, all tattooed, psychedelic,
made for love from head to toe. The Madam would look them over, stick
on their eyelashes and an OK label for each, and send them off with a
slap on the backside and a Librium.2

Residue

Wordscapes that plunge into life, splashing, shaking, and exploding in a magical juggling act, of image balancing upon image:
2
Severo Sarduy, Cobra, trans. Suzanne Jill Levine (Normal, Illinois:
Dalkey Archive Press, 1995).
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Sour South
by Chus Martínez

By convention, the bottom half of a map is South

i: Finisterre

While talking about what to talk about he started telling me a
story. There is a general assumption that people from the Basque
country are quite reserved, of a taciturn character. However, one
of his best friends as a teenager was completely mute. They would
go in groups to the seaside to sit and drink some beer and to chat,
and he was always silent. They would also play ‘pelota’, a traditional Basque game, for hours without him saying a word. Nobody
seemed to mind it. Among friends they called him ‘Finisterre’, to
refer to his condition of being there and being, at the same time,
remote. My friend was very close to Finisterre.
One day, without any preamble, Finisterre said that he wanted
to talk to him. The request made my friend uneasy; what was there
to talk about after all those years of silence? Could he have missed
something, even if they spent their days together? Finisterre met
him at the door of the polytechnic school, where my friend used
to practice Judo till late. They walked home together. After a few
minutes Finisterre said, “I am not from here”. My friend failed to
understand. “Where are you from? San Sebastian? Bilbao? The
Basque Country?” How big is the “here”? my friend thought. Also,
why is this fact important? “No. Not this here. I mean, I am not
from here at all. I am from elsewhere.”

isfying life full of material and cultural wealth. In contrast, those
protesting and engaging in the struggle up to a point of almost selfdestruction, sometimes are hoping for the coming of a liberated
territory outside this all-pervasive and suffocating oppression. In
both cases, the here is turned into a refugee camp run by its inhabitants where life is thriving because of acts of authentic solidarity.

iii: Panic

The question of avoiding binary logic, as well as liberating ourselves and others from the master-signifier, cannot be the concern
of philosophy. It is impossible to force ourselves to understand
what it means to think differently about agency or to refuse, in
principle, any form of transcendentalism. It is not reason that can
help us here, but art. It is through ‘panic’ that we are forced to act,
to think, to live these days, and it seems logical that we should then
use panic as the substance for a different way of thinking about
agency, effect, matter, relations, labor, economy, knowledge and
experience. It is a way of thinking that cannot make any sense, or
any sense as we are used to representing ‘sense’ in our minds. In
reading Fernando Arrabal and Alejandro Jodorowski’s notions
about panic, one understands the optical accuracy of panic as
a method for agency: “I refuse to imagine reality without phantasms, the monstrosities, the distortions (of the baroque).” Panic
is a radically upsetting situation; therefore it is one that invites us
to be centered in the grotesque, allowing for the interconnection
of various patterns of coherence. Panic is an impetus, a force, a
movement, but it cannot be mistaken for agency; it is a feeling that
proliferates through fantasies, not one we can reach by consensus.
Panic is both inimitable and hermetic, and able to proliferate and
link the human, not only with itself but also with its various others, from inert matter to monsters, animals and plants. Imagining
panic as a substance not just to train ourselves in a different logic,
but also in the interwoven complexity of several logics at work simultaneously, is a stunning tour de force. The hyperbolic character of panic plays a fundamental role: to shutter the innocence of
activist minds, but also to act as a counterbalance to the self-styled
‘First World’. To think through panic is to radically trust the illusions of theatricality and pretense in order to rejoice in and also
overcome the imminent cataclysm. The art of panic is the art of
being simultaneously trapped while having already escaped.

ii: Elsewhere

There are many ways of imagining elsewhere.
At the point of unbearable frustration, violence may explode
to enact a revenge for the destructive impact of progress. Hope assumes the guise of a violent enforcement of justice in an effort to
render calamity meaningful. To act is to remember. To remember
the accumulated injustices, to state that the wrongs are registered,
to collectively hope for a correction. Both those who do or did the
‘wrong’ and those who dare to confront it are structured by the
logic of ‘intervention’. This is a force that transcends the ‘here’ and
will, ultimately, explode, manifesting itself in the form of a critical
interpretation of the catastrophe that stresses the ‘split’ between
here and there, insiders and outsiders, us and them. This is a force
that hopes for a divine intervention that somehow will put an end
to the nameless and faceless suffering of millions. The logic of an
elsewhere, embodied in a ‘First World’ in eternal antagonism with
the ‘Third World’, develops its dramaturgy thorough a language
of sacrifice, in opposition to those who spend their days in the
praise of stupid daily pleasures and those who can afford a sat-

Image by Socratis Socratous
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Dimitris Rokos, The Explosion, 2011
20,5 x 26 cm, coloured pencils on paper
Courtesy of Fizz Gallery

Dimitris Rokos, The Jungle, 2012
42,5 x 54,5 cm, coloured pencils on paper
Courtesy of Fizz Gallery
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Black Skin,
White Masks1
by Ricardo Nicolau

Remote controlled colonisation: Peripheral artistic
programmes are forced to imitate centrally-located
institutions and bank on well-known
and ‛safe’ names

1
1
The title of a well-known book Black Skin, White Masks by the Martinique-born psychiatrist, writer and essayist, Frantz Fanon, published by Seuil in
1952. His book provides an analysis, from a psychological perspective, of the legacy
that has been left to mankind by colonialism, starting with the relationship between blacks and whites. Fanon uses psychoanalysis and psychoanalytic theory to
explain feelings of dependence and alienation experienced by blacks in the “world
of whites”. Although it is still considered to be influential and of great contemporary relevance — cited, for example, by Palestinians and Afro-Americans — it
was relatively unknown for several decades after its publication. It’s only since the
1980s that it has became an anti-colonial and anti-racist manifesto that is widely
read and studied in Anglo-Saxon countries. Before then greater emphasis was
placed on subsequently published works, of an explicitly revolutionary nature, offering a psychoanalytic explanation of colonial relations, nationalism, colonialism
and liberation movements.
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“The explosion won’t happen today. It is too soon... or too late.” These are the
opening lines of the introduction to the book Peau noire, masques blancs (Black Skin,
White Masks) written by Frantz Fanon in 1952. In the author’s own words, he aimed
to provide the first psychoanalytic interpretation of the “black problem” and “dual
narcissism” that he believed prevailed in relations between black people and white
people. I started reading this book after visiting a solo exhibition by the artist Mathieu Kleyebe Abonnenc, held in the La Ferme de Buisson Arts and Cultural Centre,
on the outskirts of Paris. I’m currently preparing an exhibition with this French artist in the Serralves Museum of Contemporary Art, which will open in April 2012.
The term ‘French artist’ is thought-provoking: in fact, Abonnenc was born and
grew up in French Guiana, and is thus simultaneously French and South American
(Guiana was a French colony until 1946 and then became an overseas department of
France, and as such forms an integral part of the European Union – the only place in
the American continent that uses the euro as legal tender). Obviously influenced by
his roots, Abonnenc soon developed an interest in the colonial past of France – the
country where he pursued his studies and currently works and lives. He also began to study the Portuguese colonial context (it should be remembered that Guiana
formed part of the Portuguese empire before it became a French colony), in particular the liberation movements that occurred in the 1960s and 1970s in Guinea Bissau
and Cape Verde. This interest led him to investigate films and documentaries commissioned by these liberation movements and also analyse works by authors who
explored the eminently dialectical relationship between colonists and colonised
subjects, i.e. between whites and blacks. He paid special attention to the writings of
Frantz Fanon, to whom he virtually dedicated his most recent exhibition, hosted in
the La Ferme de Buisson, entitled Orphelins de Fanon [The Orphans of Fanon].
Black Skin, White Masks is a pioneering work that still has chilling contemporary
relevance. It provides an interpretation of the issue of racism that goes well beyond
mere historical data and proposes to analyse the phenomenon from a psychoanalytic perspective. For someone such as myself, who lives and works in Portugal,
Fanon’s work inevitably inspires parallels between the relationship between blacks
and whites and that between southerners and northerners. After all, according to
both national and international news media, Portugal is likely to be the next “country to fall after Greece”. We are the southern nation to whom better-behaved northern countries need to provide management and organisation lessons, for better or
for worse. We’re proud of that which distinguishes us from northerners and yet we
simultaneously, and somewhat schizophrenically, feel that we owe a debt of obedience – after having our incompetence exposed, in comparison with more methodical
Nordic nations.
Numerous opinion articles have been published recently in the Portuguese
press, criticising the austerity measures imposed by Germany because they won’t
resolve, and are more likely to worsen, the financial crisis that currently engulfs the
eurozone – including several texts that defend an authentic insurrection against the
debt and deficit dictatorship. A series of articles have also been published regarding Germany’s alleged proposal, yet to be denied (I’m writing this on 31 January),
that Greece’s already questionable ‘independence’ concerning its own financial
management should be removed, through the nomination of an external manager
and imposition of immediate sanctions unless austerity measures are implemented.
According to Portuguese columnists this would represent an assault on Greek national sovereignty, and set an extremely dangerous precedent. An article published
today in one of the national newspapers states: “Germany now wants to illegalise
– for the time being in Greece, but Portugal will be next in line, followed by others –
the exercise of national sovereignty by indebted nations. An indebted nation won’t
be entitled to take decisions in relation to its own domestic policy. Obviously, Berlin’s proposal only concerns decisions which could undermine financial objectives
and payment of debts – the ‘budget commissioner’ nominated by the eurogroup for
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Greece will only be able to veto decisions taken by the Greek government that have a budgetary impact. But it’s difficult to imagine any government measures that won’t have a budgetary impact. In practise, the
‘budget commissioner’ will be a quasi-colonial governor, guaranteeing
that the rights of the ‘metropolis’ (i.e. the creditors) will prevail under all
circumstances over the rights of the local populations. This is a form of
colonisation from a distance, i.e. remote-controlled colonisation, financial occupation.”1
In Portugal (the next “country after Greece”) this “precedent” inevitably has greater significance than in other countries, but my key
concern in this text is to explore, with the aid of Frantz Fanon, the permanent oscillation between, on the one hand, a sense of blame and inferiority – that to a certain extent leads us to accept measures imposed by
organised, non-defaulting, methodical, serious and enterprising countries – and, on the other hand, a sense of pride and haughtiness through
which we defend our creativity, imagination and spontaneity, which
enables us, for example, to improvise and come up with last minute solutions. My method, if I can use this term – given that Fanon himself
states “we should leave methods to botanists and mathematicians”2 –
consists of using the line of analysis provided in Black Skin, White Masks,
often copying entire sentences, but substituting the words “black” and
“white” with “southerner” and “northerner”.
Why did Frantz Fanon write this book? He said it was because he
wanted to shed light on a new form of humanism and contribute to a
greater understanding of mankind. Why did I decide to explore his
work? Because by substituting the term “Colonial Adventure” for
“Capitalist Adventure” or “colonisation from a distance” or “remotecontrolled colonisation” it’s possible to explain how the acronym PIGS
(for Portugal, Italy, Greece and Spain) was invented, and predict how
“victim countries” will develop in the future, alongside countries that
have created a form of “dual narcissism”.
But before embarking upon my interpretation of Black Skin, White
Masks, I’d like to provide a small introductory note:
I work as a curator in a Portuguese contemporary art museum that
has a semi-private management structure (the Serralves Museum has
a public-private foundation). Until now, this status has guaranteed a
certain degree of stability and immunity in relation to governmental
changes, which in countries such as Portugal almost inevitably leads to
alterations in cultural policies. My position has exposed me to the economic crisis and a wide array of different consequences, some of which
are extremely disturbing. As a result, reading Fanon’s book, in addition to providing supporting material for preparation of a solo exhibition by a specific artist, also helped me to reflect upon the relationship
between art and culture and the so-called financial crisis. The issues
raised by the present financial crisis don’t begin and end with the lack
of money. Obviously, sponsors and patrons have reduced their support,
which leads to fewer resources for organising exhibitions, but the truly
disturbing issue, more than the financial cuts themselves, are the ‘ideological’ cuts. This crisis represents an opportunity for administrators of
cultural institutions to do away with everything that they don’t understand, which irritates them because it highlights their own ignorance,
because it doesn’t attract enough visitors, because it implies expenditure
that wouldn’t be understood by a community that now exercises zealous
moral scrutiny over all expenses on ‘non-essential products’.
Today, more than ever, we’ve started to hear that it is reprehensible
1 José Vítor Malheiros, “A Europa aqui tão longe” (Europe: so near, so far), Público, Tuesday, 31 January 2012, p. 29.
2 Frantz Fanon, Peau noire, masques blancs (Black Skin, White Masks), Paris: Éditions du Seuil, p. 9.
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during a period of austerity to continue to lavish money on the personal
whims of artists and irresponsible and egotistical curators. The conclusion: artistic programmes that previously stood out from the rest, because
they took advantage of the peripheral status of the respective art centres and
museums (peripheral locations can also deliver advantages), now risk having to imitate centrally-located institutions, and bank on well-known and
recognised names, as well as exhibitions that some people believe may be of
interest to large audiences. At the start of the present economic crisis it was
claimed that the shortage of money would lead, in the case of museums, to a
healthy and unprecedented focus upon local communities, and artists who
are less international, less interchangeable and perhaps more singular. But it
soon became obvious that the struggle to maintain sponsors would ultimately foster an attempt to imitate centrally-located institutions and markets. Instead of paying greater attention to the world around us – looking at small
structures, spaces managed by artists, titles published by small publishing
houses – museums now run the risk of mistakenly attempting to transform
themselves into imitations of large museums, i.e. chasing the yardstick applied by administrations, patrons and sponsors – and in the process lose
their distinctiveness, which differentiated them from ‘larger’ institutions.
It may appear to be somewhat exaggerated to talk about a new form of
colonisation, but the truth is that if museum curators transform themselves
into ‘budget commissioners’, by guaranteeing that the same names exhibit
their works in all countries, we may end up with a form of “colonisation from
a distance, remote-controlled colonisation, financial occupation”, as identified by the Portuguese journalist in relation to Berlin’s attempts to undermine national sovereignty. There is a risk that this crisis will lead to a slow
strangulation of all contemporary art museums that are committed to offering fresh insights on established art history. Inferiority complexes may lead
to the worst form of provincialism – in which some try to mimic others, who
they consider to be more civilised. That brings us back to the essential issue...
between North and South.
It’s a fact: northerners believe they are superior to southerners. For the southerner
there’s only one alternative: to become a northerner.
Does the southerner suffer from an inferiority complex? Is that why he wants to
become a northerner?
Anyway, all forms of unilateral liberation are imperfect.
The South reveals a mixture of aggressiveness and passiveness.
The soul of the South is a construction, based on myths of spontaneity, exacerbated
sexuality and virility.
And is the perception of the lazy southerner well entrenched amongst northerners?
The myth of spontaneity: if I’m a southerner, I’m automatically merged with the
world, including the earth.
And, in addition to the inferiority complexes harboured in southern nations, are
there guilt complexes in the North?
The northerner is also enslaved by his superiority and behaves in accordance with
a neurotic orientation
Whenever a southerner protests, there is alienation, humiliating insecurity, selfaccusation.
Individuals strive to fit into pre-established categories. First and foremost: a lazy
southerner is someone who other men consider to be a lazy southerner. It’s the
methodical, hardworking northerner who creates the lazy southerner.
To colonise me is to strip me of all my value and originality. They call me a
parasite of the world, and tell me I have to walk as quickly as possible, to keep up
with the northerner.
Emotion pertains to the South, in contrast with the rationality of the North.
Sensitivity, essential violence. I marry the world! I am the world!
When northerners feel excessively mechanised they return to the south.
Good naturedness.
Intensity, poetry, freedom.
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Inconclusive Rhapsody
by Pier Luigi Tazzi

South is this nadir into the object-hood into which the object-hood of desire(s) sinks.
To be where you are. To wish to be elsewhere is just a fancy, a hint of nostalgia for
something that was never there, an exhausting daydream
I think it worked until the beginning of the 1990s.
In the course of that decade everything changed. The world
changed.
That ‘thing’ that the Western culture had been thinking on
was there, outside the closed room of control, the safe and protected room of measurements and observations, out “in the storms of
spring” (R.M. Rilke), in the regio exteriores, that thing was thought
to be ‘real’ and ‘reality’ doesn’t change in itself but just in its appearances. ‘Reality’ stays firm in its own being, and being is reality.
Becoming is changing, in opposition to the permanence of being.
But in the end it didn’t work like that.
They came to the estuary where the big river meets the ocean
and the next tide washed them away. Floating wrecks, like “bits
of paper, whirled by the cold wind/ That blows before and after
time,” (T.S. Eliot). Scattered fragments of a glorious story.

For a very long time this schema had been valid to fix and measure the position of a vision or a point of view and of an individual
stance or of a cultural object as a projection of the latter, at least
within the context of Western culture.
This schema is derived from these other ones, largely known
and accepted even beyond Western culture:

No schema, neither the old one, drawn above, nor a new one to
come in the next future, could contain them, or even give them
a form.

“Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow, /…/ To the last syllable of recorded time;” (W. Shakespeare).
From the nadir of time and the world, the others came bumping
to the stiff surface of the Superflat.
It was neither an invasion, nor an irresistible conquest, nor an
expansion, nor an extension. It was, it is, a Here we are.
Thus there is no more necessity to fix you own position: you
are nowhere. Erewhon.
Probably South is this nadir into the object-hood of which
desire(s) sinks. To be where you are. To wish to be elsewhere is
just a fancy, a hint of nostalgia for something that was never there,
an exhausting daydream.

The schema can be more analytically drawn like this:

An empty marketplace you may cross at your own risk.
Heath. Sensually damp. Erotically dry. Belly power.
Visions at noon. Mirages. Fata morgana. Hallucinations.
Night falls immediately after the sun sets. Lonely nights. Not every dawn has been so cool. An iron ring around your head is growing and tightening. No questions. Any questions are likely to sound
stupid. Some infrequent answers to unrequested demands.
The mild and blurred splendour of distant horizons.
South as a disease, and never as a sin. Vices fade away and are
never replaced by virtues.

Afternoons with no escape. Pan the god of high noon. Panic.
Death in the Afternoon [Yo] and spirits in the night. Phantasmata
(φαντάσματα). Djinn ()نج. Pee (ผี). La forêt sacrée. The endless desert.
A solitary beach on an unknown island. Soyez amoureuses, vous serez
heureuses (P. Gauguin). La Maison du Plaisir.
Silent and black. Noisy and glittering. Busy and empty. Lush
and waste.
Crossings. Solo crossings across the sea of indifference.
And needs, more than desires.

LEFT: Jirayu Rengjaras
Isaan City, 18/11/2011
2011
Courtesy of the artist
Apichatpong Weerasethekul
Ghost Teen, 2009
giclée print
147 x 222 cm
Courtesy of the artist
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Kornkrit Jianpinidnan
I Wish (Bangkok Version), 2012
24 cm x 16 cm
photography mount on aluminium
Courtesy of the artist
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Zik’s Dream
by Carlos Capelán

It was very late and dark when the noise awakened them. An
army of angels, souls and spectres was creating the world. By the
next morning they had already made some big holes from which
lava spewed out, they could cross large valleys inhabited by killer animals and they could hear the drunken growls of men who
were shaking their fists at the mutes who were eating honey. The
seas were frozen and their shores were warm, and the water was
clearer than air. One could hear sharp sounds, soundless, thick
and shrill sounds. The trees spread far away, and storms were
rare. The weight of things depended upon the force one used to lift
them. Calm pacing was a way of measuring the passage of time.
Keeping the eyelids open and the gaze fixed was another way of
measuring space. Intentions became clear only if they had a purpose, and dreams were heavy, brief and intermittent. There were
many languages but only one was spoken, and all the rest were
equally intelligible. I dreamed of Zik. Zik spoke all the languages
(to preserve their differences) and had helped create the fortune
of the poet C’hi. We all knew that when the poet C’hi set off from
the Fu Mountain, during his 9,086-day march, he drank tea at the
bars he found along the way. Once an old dog approached him and

stood next to him. The poet looked the dog in the eyes, and for a
minute the only sound to be heard was the music of the bar. The
poet realised that the dog was the reincarnation of his old mentor, the cowboy Chong, and he emptied a jar of boiling water on
the dog’s back and drove him away with slaps. My dreams with
Zik were brief. The angels, the souls and the spectres stayed on in
the world and were forgotten. They bred children among themselves and created new languages which everyone could understand, even though they were spoken fast. They also wrote texts
of a proverbial stiltedness. Over time the world changed, and a
new one had to be made. A man once painted a vast landscape, so
wonderful that the emperor wanted to visit it together with his entourage. Behind the emperor the artist stood before his work and
showed the sky, the pleasant hills, the little boats on the horizon,
the beaches, the empty bars and a road that went down to the sea
and vanished after a turn. The man stayed there for a long time.
When at last he decided to go, he found the city up in flames and
the world moribund. He drank his mate, switched off the radio,
said goodbye to his neighbour and began to throw stones until he
was arrested.

BACKGROUND: Image by Socratis Socratous
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A Southern utopia
by Juan Andrés Gaitán & María Inés Rodríguez

Four chairs await a conversation that takes place
somewhere in the South, in the countryside. The
conversation has no specific topic, but the place
where it happens lends it a mixture of urgency
and dissipation. The conversation oscillates,
thus, between these two objectives. Dissipation
gives way to a sense of urgency. Or perhaps
the conversation is already taking place, but
elsewhere, in a place that is in a constant state of
emergency, and dissipation arises as the utopia
towards which the conversation will tend.
Photo taken on 04/01/2012
Courtesy of Juan Gaitán & María Inés Rodríguez
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MAC: My Family at ‘Middle South’
by Miltos Manetas

The emergence of a ‛Middle South’, means that ‛feeling like a southerner’
is not an obligation and a default anymore, but a viable option.

I was born and grew up in Greece: that definitely makes me a
the art world. It was the early days of digital, and in Los Angeles
southerner.
I started looking for new friends, other orphans, who were – like
In those days, phones were analogue and while my mother
myself – under the existential spell of computing.
was working at the central phone station as a phone operator,
That’s how the Electronic Orphanage in LA’s Chinatown was
my father was repairing the electric circuits in the same building.
born, and that’s how the art movement Neen was initiated. But the
Outside that building and all over Greece old ladies in black were
art world started expanding west, and so I left Los Angeles to difeverywhere, orbiting like human satellites around our life from its
fuse Neen through the world.
beginning until its end.
Ten years later – for reasons that I will not mention here – I beApart from a few politicians, no Greek would bother about
came lost. At that point, I had been compulsively travelling all over
whether he was a ‘European’ and had no need to prove it either.
the world for two years. I would bounce from the deserts of IsThere was a single book on the history of Greek modern art, but
rael to the forests of the Amazon and from the huge metropolis of
you could go and find Tsarouchis in his garden in Marousi and
South America to the forgotten towns of the Middle East. Having
look at him while he was
developed the technique of
painting. Google cars
‘Invisible Painting’ – a very
would not take pictures for
personal and simple way to
their maps: it was a totally
keep doing my art while I
PC universe (PreComputwas travelling – I was roamers and PreContemporary
ing shamelessly until I met
art) and I remember myCatalina. Immediately our
self in it, excited, bored and
genes started talking to each
happy.
other so loudly that we deThe new Greece, the
cided to coproduce a baby.
one that I left in 1985 and
I should also mention
that I see now happenthat at this point I had starting on YouTube (every
ed to want to become a local
episode, crisis and struggle
again.
regularly published), is
The instruction that my
filled with computers, netdear friend and master, Malworks and contemporary
colm McLaren (1946-2010),
art. This is definitely a new
had given me before his
South, populated by MAC
death had finally, inescapMiltos Manetas, Alpha Manetas, 2011
(Man After Computers/
ably, sunk in. “You need to
photograph, 30 x 40 cm, Courtesy of the artist
Man After Contemporary
find your private place Milart). But is Greece today
tos,” Malcolm had kept reand, for that matter, is any
peating at breakfast, in the
European country – or part of that country – ‘South’ at all? They
restaurant of the hotel where we were staying for his last show at
are and they are not: in the same way that the countries of the
the Baltic Museum of Art in Newcastle, UK.
Middle East are not exactly ‘East’. We are confronted with a new
“You desperately need to do this for yourself, and then we’ll all
situation: the ‘Middle South’.
come and find you there. For the sake of your sanity and your art,
In this Middle South, ‘feeling like a southerner’ is not an obstop moving around. You’ve seen it all by now, and anyway it’s all
ligation and a default anymore but an option. Obligations and
the same out there, there isn’t anything waiting for you or for anydefaults terrify me and I’ve always felt the need to live outside
one else for that matter. Slow down and start feeling again what an
Greece; it was also a way to escape from my family. The concept of
artist needs the most – and that is boredom.”
family – an important pillar of southerness – is related to the conAt the time I didn’t take him seriously. After all, Malcolm was a
cept of South by a number of preconceptions: “Southerners have
citizen of the no-place himself, but his insistence was on a par with
in their DNA some special interest in having kids and making
that of a British Victorian old lady and he wouldn’t stop schooling
families.” “Southerners make a successful family only when they
me until I finally promised him that I would pick a place and that
find their ‘other half.’” “Southerners are addicted to their family
soon I’d be able to welcome him and his girlfriend there. “Good,
home” and “for southerners family means work and responsibilyou’ll bring us to see your new paintings at a studio that will not be
ity.” Those preconceptions are so strong that I always believed
in some industrial city like London or New York but somewhere
them – and that making babies wasn’t my cup of tea – right until I
that you really love,” said Malcolm and his eyes filled with somemet Catalina in Bogota, Colombia.
thing I had never seen in them before and unfortunately I would
Not only didn’t I want a family, but I actually enjoyed been an
never see again.
orphan. Having moved again, this time from the far north of New
It was with this promise at the back of my mind that when in
York to the extreme west of Los Angeles, I tried and I succeeded
January 2011 the tube of a pregnancy test we bought from a pharin distancing myself even from that second happy family of mine:
macy in Leticia, Amazon, turned purple (positive) and Catalina
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Miltos Manetas
Alpha and the Bird That Brought Her, 2011
photograph, 30 x 40 cm, Courtesy of the artist

asked me “where will we live?” I didn’t hesitate to answer, “Rome”.
The reason that I picked Rome, instead of Los Angeles or Nairobi,
was because Enzo Cucchi had recently told me that “Rome is not
one city but many, at least seven, one over the other, all still very
active”.
Always amazed by parallel worlds I went there, but after
spending only a month in the city I discovered that there is something else that makes Rome special as well and that is the concept
of ‘Middle South’.
Indeed, for centuries now Rome has been the border between
South and North and I suspect that the city actually owes at least
a part of its riches to the job it does dividing the two. The energetic
wave of the South is carefully channeled to crash over the unforgiving walls of the Vatican and its Pope. The ridiculous emptiness
of the Coliseum, the talent for prostitution of the various Italian
governments and, most of all, the dead body of Cinecittà are making Rome the place where the energetic South is obliged to recognise itself in an ugly portrait fabricated in the North and to feel
inadequate.
So when it comes to us, having decided to ‘start up’ our daughter there, we felt like making something of a statement. Indeed, we
called her Alpha, which as a symbol and term is used to refer to
or describe the first or most significant occurrence of something.

Looking at Alpha coming to light at The Fatebenefratelli, a very
peculiar hospital located in the middle of the Tevere River, I was
overwhelmed by the realisation of how little of a ‘baby’ Alpha had
in her. We are used to thinking of babies as ‘step one’ of a process
that – if done well – will bring the newborn creature to our level.
Impatiently waiting for the baby to send us back the familiar echo
of our own voice, we disregard what this creature is already letting
us know from day one. We should watch carefully instead and try
to see beyond their lovely faces, hear beyond their misleading crying. Like a painter who is executing an impressionist drawing, we
should be looking at the forms and not at the details.
I tried and this is what I discovered: Alpha ‘speaks’ by her
presence. That little, unstable body that’s so NOT similar to any
body that doesn’t belong to a baby is her manifesto. Maybe the
craze for parents to take pictures of their babies in a nice and sympathetic way is also an attempt to cover their babies’ real talk?
So, in my pictures I try to reinvent family photography. I am doing
that by projecting the pictures that I take of Alpha onto the room
where I photographed her or onto some other place. Then I rephotograph them. Decontextualising the picture in this way helps
me to think of the three of us not just as a family but also as MAC
(Miltos/Alpha/Catalina): a network.
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in praise of laziness
by Mladen Stilinović

As an artist, I learned from both East (socialism) and West (capitalism). Of course,
now that the borders and political systems have changed, such an experience will be
no longer possible. But what I have learned from that dialogue stays with me. My observations on and knowledge of Western art has lately led me to conclude that art can’t
exist anymore in the West. This is not to say that there isn’t any. So why can’t art exist
any more in the West? The answer is simple. Artists in the West are not lazy. Artists
from the East are lazy; whether they will stay lazy now when they are no longer any
eastern artists, remains to be seen.
Laziness is the absence of movement and thought, dumb time, total amnesia. It is
also indifference, staring at nothing, non-activity, impotence. It is sheer stupidity, a
time of pain, futile concentration. Those virtues of laziness are important factors in
art. Knowing about laziness is not enough; it must be practised and perfected. Artists
in the West are not lazy and therefore not artists but rather producers of something.
Their involvement with matters of no importance, such as production, promotion, the
gallery system, the museum system, the competition system (who is first), their preoccupation with objects, all that drives them away from laziness, from art. Just as money
is paper, so a gallery is a room.
Artists from the East were lazy and poor because the entire system of insignificant factors did not exist. Therefore they had enough time to concentrate on art and
laziness. Even when they did produce art, they knew it was in vain, it was nothing.
Artists from the West could learn about laziness, but they didn’t. Two major twentieth
century artists treated the question of laziness, in both practical and theoretical terms:
Duchamp and Malevich.
Duchamp never really discussed laziness, but rather indifference and non-work. When asked by Pierre Cabanne what had
brought him the most pleasure in life, Duchamp said: “First, having been lucky. Because basically I’ve never worked for a living. I
consider working for a living slightly imbecilic from an economic
point of view. I hope that some day we’ll be able to live without being obliged to work. Thanks to my luck, I was able to manage without getting wet.”
Malevich wrote a text entitled “Laziness – The Real Truth of
Mankind” (1921). In it he criticised capitalism because it enabled
only a small number of capitalists to be lazy, but also socialism because the entire movement was based on work instead of laziness. To quote: “People
are scared of laziness and persecute those who accept it, and it always happens because no one realises laziness is the truth; it has been branded as the mother of all
vices, but it is in fact the mother of life. Socialism brings liberation in the unconscious,
it scorns laziness without realising it was laziness that gave birth to it; in his folly, the
son scorns his mother as a mother of all vices and would not remove the brand; in this
brief note I want to remove the brand of shame from laziness and to pronounce it not
the mother of all vices, but the mother of perfection.”
Finally, to be lazy and conclude: there is no art without laziness.
“Work is a disease” — Karl Marx
“Work is a shame” — Vlado Martek

Mladen Stilinovic,
´ “The Praise of Laziness”, Moscow Art Magazine No 22, 1998, pp.25-26

Photos by Socratis Socratous
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Pasa dynamis adynamia*
by Yorgos Tzirtzilakis

When the use of crisis becomes the stage of existence: The particular character
of contemporary art in Greece

Could this be the time – kairos, or the right point in time, the
it. This kind of list makes up the cultural anthropology of crisis
‘crucial moment’ in the ancient Greek meaning of the word – to
and describes the mental behaviour of its victims, who are often
talk about contemporary ‘Greek art’? If so, what is it that gives us
described using medical terms. Indeed, the word crisis itself has,
this opportunity today? What is it that makes it timely or untimein addition to its ancient Greek origin, a prominent medical meanly?1 Finally, what is it that makes it a ‘special case’?
ing as well. This is the critical moment, the threshold at which the
One almost self-evident answer to these questions is that
patient ‘either dies or follows an entirely different course’,3 and
‘Greek art’ – which we should call ‘contemporary art in Greece’
‘the body gets healed after it has come out of the crisis’. The sêmaif we were to observe the terms of post-national correctness – beta that preceded it are not recognised as warning signs until after
gins to acquire international interest today because Greece is in
the event. Of course, the question here remains which of these anthe throes of an extended crisis; that is, not because of a sudden atthropological traits will be suspended or changed after the critical
traction exerted by its social preoccupations, its aesthetic idiom or
moment of the crisis and what will replace them. In other words,
its territorial conceptual framework, however weak it may be, but
what shall we be like after the crisis? And can we really talk about
because its geopolitical trace and its territorialisation are shaken
after the crisis?
to the core.
For the moment, in any
One does not need to be
case, anyone who has these
particularly stochastic to sustraits in an adequate combipect that a country’s attracnation is vulnerable to the
tion is usually heightened at a
disease of the crisis at any moweak moment, which it strives
ment. The more easily percepto conceal or repress in every
tible among them – hence the
possible way. As always, howmost translatable – are also
ever, a repressed weakness
the most popular ones in a
always returns to exact its
debate, lending themselves to
revenge. Indeed, I would add
long-winded media reports,
that it accrues interest until
stochastic or scientific interthe day of its ‘bankruptcy’, litpretations, calculations and
eral or symbolic.
statistical analyses. As with
The weak moment, howevery ailment, the suffocatever, denotes not only a couning spread of fear concerns
try’s ‘dark side’ and ‘inferiornot the symptoms themselves
ity’ but also the scandalous
but the ultimate end they may
imaginings and translations
bring (bankruptcy, regressthat other societies and couning into conditions similar to
tries build for it through a
those in the Balkan states that
Tiziano, Ninfa e Pastore
peculiar correlation of knowlemerged after the fall of East(Nymph and Shepherd), c.1570,
Kunsthistorisches Museum Vienna
edge and power. In a certain
ern European regimes, underway these are constructs of the
development, poverty, the end
‘other’, charged with spectres and primordial fears and feeding on
of the welfare state, uncontrollable conflicts).
the colonial and the earlier past. Yet all this shapes the psychopaWhat does all this show? That the weak moment comes inesthology and the behaviour of large sections of the population.
capably when a country’s culture is literally different. This means
So what comes upon us from all sides is not just the crisis but
the kind of vagueness and irresolution that flourishes at geographialso the use of the crisis, which becomes the stage of existence. Its
cal and cultural borders and is seen as the scandalous relic of earlier
anthropological and social conditions are linked together in a sinprocesses – authentic and precious when promoted as a tourist atgle chain of meaning and tend to evolve into a stereotypical, nortraction, a purulent abscess when it comes to implementing fiscal
mative discourse which is not of an economic nature. I have listed
bail-outs. This is the very moment at which the country differs not
here some oft-cited anthropological conditions behind the ‘Greek
in the established, stereotypical way but by following routes that
crisis’ to shed light on the pragmatic and ideological edges of the
deviate from an acceptable, generic and dominant model.
issue: inertia, delays, emotionalism, black economy, vagueness,
Aristotle in Metaphysics links “impotentiality” with its oppoprocrastination, inefficiency, nihilism, sloth, apathy, rash impulsite, “potentiality,” the “non-being” with “being”. This symmetrisiveness, lack of competitiveness, irrationalism, waste, suspended
cal interdependence gives a different meaning to our perception of
modernisation, mystical relics, Oriental propensities, focus on the
“impotentiality” as well as of “non-being”. The philosopher defines
past, remnants of orthodox spirituality,2 and so forth.
“impotentiality” as “a privation contrary to potentiality. Thus all
I should make it clear, lest I be misunderstood, that I am depotentiality is impotentiality of the same and with respect to the
scribing the phenomenon of constructing contemporary represame.” (pasa dynamis adynamia)4. In other words, “potentiality” is
sentations, which we all know and spontaneously recall as soon as
always the relationship with its absence, i.e. with “impotentiality”.
we hear the word ‘Greece’, and I certainly do not intend to justify
This is why what we see as impotentiality is also our truth, the
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Aris Konstantinidis, Attica 1947,
Photographs, Drawings, Aris Konstantinidis, Manos and Eppi Pavlidis Collection,
(Rethymno Centre for Contemporary Art, 2000)

ultimate social and cultural condition which may mean something.
Strange as it may seem, therein lies its ‘innovation’. Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben starts from Aristotle’s definition and focuses on the structure of ‘sovereignty’, in which adynamia (translated
as ‘impotentiality’, ‘weakness’, ‘inability’) and inoperativity (désoeuvrement) are excluded in order to produce an opposition where
potentiality is represented as something absolute. In this spirit he
proposes the concept of the ‘irreparable’, which we can recontextualize and introduce here: “Irreparable means that these things are
consigned without remedy to only their thus; […] but also means
that in their being-thus they are absolutely exposed and absolutely
abandoned”.5 Just like “the insalvable that renders the salvable possible, the irreparable allows the coming of the redemption”.
“Impotentiality” and the “irreparable” function here as a metaphor, a “substitute of the signifier”, since, in psychoanalytical terms,
they denote one thing through another. This is why the crisis brings
out a collective truth which reveals, in its own way, that “we have
never been modern. […] Modernity has never begun.”6 Therein lies
the special character of contemporary art in Greece.

1 The untimely is a Nietzschean term for something that opposes the hypertrophy of the hegemonic historical knowledge and the constructed
time we have got used to: Friedrich Nietzsche, The Untimely Meditations
1873-1876, trans. R.J. Hollingdale, Cambridge, 2nd edition, 1997. The
ancient Greek meaning of kairos – what we call ‘opportunity’ today –
manifests itself as the ideal balancing of the parameters in a situation.
2 Stelios Ramfos attempted an anatomy of the roots of crisis by exploring a “modern-Greek anthropology” in Αδιανόητο τίποτα. Φιλοκαλικά
ριζώματα του νεοελληνικού μηδενισμού, Athens, 2010. The “Philokalia”
cited in the title refers to the anthology of ascetic texts by the “Neptic
Fathers” of Oriental Christianity; it was printed in Venice in 1782 and,
according to Ramfos, shaped the “empty self” of modern Greeks. Cf.
the same author’s Ο καημός του ενός. Κεφάλαια της ψυχικής ιστορίας
των Ελλήνων, Athens, 2000, and Ni kolaos Loudovikos, “Από τον
διευθυντικό ή συγκρουσιακό εκσυγχρονισμό στη διαλεκτική της πραγματι
κής ιστορίας. Με αφορμή τον Καημό του ενός του Στέλιου Ράμφου”, Indictos, 17, 2003, pp.116-131.
3 Michel Serres, Le temps des crises (2009), Greek ed. Καιρός των κρίσεων,
trans. Laokratia Lakka, ed. Vangelis Bitsoris, Athens, 2011, pp.15-16.
4 Aristotle, “Metaphysics”, 1046 e25-32, trans. W.S. Hett (Harvard Univ.
Press, Cambridge, MA 1986)
5 Giorgio Agamben, The Coming Community, trans. Michael Hardt, Minnesota 1993, p39.

* Aristotle, Metaphysics, Theta, 1045 a, 31. Excerpt from a more extensive paper on “Crisis and Mourning in the Contemporary Greek
Culture”, on the occasion of the exhibition Ντέρτι Humanism, curated by Nadja Argyropoulou, Faggionato Fine Arts, London,
July-August 2010.

6 Bruno Latour, We Have Never Been Modern, (1991), trans. Catherine
Porter, Harvard Univ. Press, p47.
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It’s grim up north.
it’s grim down south, too
by Kostis Velonis

Can the South be defined in different terms to those dictated by its geographical
reality? If yes, wouldn’t one stumble across the rival definition of the haughty and
hostile North? Yet the next question would be who owns
the South and who owns the North?
Remembering one term can often lead to another, not necessarily because of any common etymological roots but because they
are similar in form. This similarity may acquire a binding character and the symptoms of an obsession. My departures and returns
to Greece are almost invariably associated with some journey,
brief or longer, to a country up North – or at least more northerly
than Greece. This means that nostalgia for home is also geographically defined as a yearning to return South. But is the reverse also
possible – can you long for the habits and values of the North, especially when you feel that you are suffering in the South? What
is important is that you find a way to determine what it is that you
love in the South in order to understand what makes you miserable in the North.

remains fascinating, when the distance acquires the weight of
scale and direction, and an environment is created that shapes this
metric relationship.
The reproduced image of a landscape, whose exotic nature is
underscored by an artificial palm tree in a sitting room, turns my
mind to the trivial and unbearably mundane, everyday reality of a
worker who fights the merciless monotony of the monochrome office by putting up the occasional poster of some landscape. These
are usually photos that must have been distributed through the
years by the National Tourist Organisation to ministries and other
agencies, as well as pictures from calendars and other commemorative publications by various societies and unions.
I have met a lot of people whose dream was like that. Some
will get to go to the northern or southern cape or to other distant
places, but I am moved by the possibility of losing yourself in the
idea of escape, inspired by a poster in the workplace. We are a human race full of illusions and yearnings, and the practice of this
indirect denial of reality within the office corroborates the fundamental principle behind a personal utopia.

In “My Best Holidays” someone could escape into the picture that hangs under the artificial palm tree. They could sit in the
sitting room and let their gaze be absorbed by the point where the
wooden fronds of the palm touch the wall. I am certain that visitors cannot escape the laminated picture from the photocopy shop
in Strilingas, which shows some unspecified, dark Eden. This
is, in fact, a view of Europe’s northernmost tip, the point where
Norway meets the North Pole. Although I have visited that special
place under the most extreme conditions, I opted for a ready-made
picture like those in the accompanying booklets to viewmaster
disks of Norway.

“Another Sun” is one of those works that are interesting because of their small size and the vague, shapeless yet hopefully attractive sense of depicting a world between an object, a still life
and a landscape. Is it a mock-up of a monument to the Victory of
the Sun, the triumphant course of some ideology or just an ‘interpretation’ of sunrise or dusk in a Greek landscape? Again, the
specific fiction is not as important as the feeling of the impending
birth of something new and bright, even if it emerges through a
kind of springtime harshness like the one we all feel in Athens on
sunny days after the spring.
It’s a pity that we are not silent or at least softly-spoken like a
Bergman film; we are a rather loud and hysterical lot, yet at the
same time fascinating and inventive to some. N’est ce pas? Le chat
de la Méditerranée came from a sign designed by Βalthus for

Kostis Velonis, My Best Holidays, 2002
wood, plywood, veneer, printing
Private collection

The important thing may not be what is South and what is
North but the provision of a condition in which viewers, in their
own present, observe another place in a virtual present – which
is, indeed, the constitutional principle of the image, the symptom
of the potential for geographic displacement. Such topologicallydefined thoughts may provide a clear answer as to why sculpture

Kostis Velonis, Another Sun, 2010
wood, acrylic, private collection
Courtesy of the artist
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Kostis Velonis
Le Chat de la Méditerranée, 2008
wood, acrylic, paper, plexiglas
170 x 80 x 70 cm
Courtesy of the artist and Monitor Gallery

the effigy of the goddess Athena that used to be kept in the temple
of Erectheum. I follow a tradition that showed the sacred statue
as wooden and as rigid as the rooster wedged in the prostasis of
the caryatids on the south side of the temple. The feeling it gives
is at best that of an unfortunate event, in the sense of an unexpected combination, an error turned into a neo-platonic vision for
a sculptor: it is a rooster, even if it is upside down and amidst a
group of abducted and abused maidens.
“The End of an Autumn Day”
The autumn here is defined as a dwindling experience, a time
when not only fruits run out but also when the moments of reflection – or abandonment, if you will – intensify. The peasant, the
man of the countryside, leaves his land and goes outside the frame.
In place of an epilogue I’ll resort to an ode by Pindar:
The pleasure of mortals grows, and soon it falls to the ground,
When shaken by an adverse will.
Creatures of a day! What is a man?
What is he not? A dream of a shadow is man
—Pindar, Pythian VII 92-96

the La Méditerranée restaurant on the Place de l’Odeon in Paris.
Βalthus had painted it in memory of a dinner with Picasso at the
Golfe-Juan resort on the Cote d’Azur two years earlier. It is probably meant as the artist’s self-portrait, since in all the works the
female nude is accompanied by the enigmatic presence of a cat.
The elements in the painting are fetish points for many artists, and
I hope that almost no one would
flirt with the idea of depicting themselves as a dog; that would be regrettable and pathetic. The South has a
justified fondness for the carefree,
independent nature of cats and see
them as the model and the symbol
Balthus, Le Chat de la
of a liberal attitude. My own cat in a
Méditerranée, 1949
three-dimensional interpretation of
oil on canvas,
Balthus’s work is probably not sit127 x 185 cm, Private
ting, but it is certainly quite excited
Collection
and about to dive into the sea.
“It’s Grim Down South”
Even if we cannot escape psychological devastation in view
of the impending death of a harassed society, a simple reference
to Greek history — in the sense of a common geographic destiny,
not necessarily a blood relation — can turn into an imaginative
journey. The underworld can be attuned to these troubled times
of crisis and riots. Everyone can fit on this half-opened chair: delinquents, strays, even the battered old timers from the political
parties. Oedipus ultimately comes to terms with death, so why
can’t we?
“The Fall of a Rooster at the Erechtheum”
History as a farce is no less enviable than its dramatised version, just as a tourist souvenir from the old Athens market may
convey different and not necessarily academically useful information about the real object it replicates. I can reproduce the story of

Kostis Velonis
The Fall of a Rooster
at the Erechtheum, 2012
plaster, acrylic, wood
Courtesy of the artist
Kostis Velonis
The End of an Autumn Day, 2008
wood, acrylic, fabric, felt
Courtesy of the artist

Kostis Velonis, It’s Grim Down South, 2012
wood, felt, acrylic
Courtesy of the artist
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Behind the (Southern)
Looking Glass
by Sotirios Bahtsetzis

From the time of Charlemagne to the present day, art as an expression of the ‛South’
seems to be the ‛magic potion’ of European fantasies

The very title of this magazine can serve as a
trigger for examining the relationship of Greece
with Europe – the latter defined as the nucleus
of states that shaped the modernist European
hegemony in political, economic and ideological terms. In his profound analysis of this relationship, social anthropologist Michael Herzfeld
makes a series of points that contribute to our
understanding of modern Greek identity and
ideology as well as our many national illusions.
The interesting thing about Herzfeld’s insightful analysis is that he keeps his distance from
both the essentialist approaches as they are established in the ethnic romance and the mainly
academic theories about construction, which
present the nation as a historically and culturally
finite entity.
Drawing on these two opposed approaches,
Herzfeld goes on to make his apposite point
about a “double-headed Hellenism” (East and
West, “Romios” and Greek) – the cultural dipoles
which shape the modern Greek conscience. One
of his major findings concerns “the peculiarly
Greek version of Orientialism”, which creates
the twofold Greek identity and places it in the
semantic space defined by the ideological projections of Europe and the respective poles of the
European and the Other as they are shaped by
these projections. The ambiguous Greek identity constitutes a symptom of the most important

among these significations: the contrast between
the ‘civilised’ capitalist Europe and the ‘barbarian’ pre-capitalist Orient.
Interestingly, however, these neutral schematisations that help in historical research are
also used systematically for political and economic propaganda within and outside Greece.
Greeks are not described as constitutionally excluded from Europe but rather as not sufficiently
the same: not sufficiently lawful, not sufficiently
efficient as capitalists, not sufficiently sovereign. This is obviously an ideological approach
that resorts to psychological terms about deviant behaviour and legitimises the current fiscal
(and more general) ‘black pedagogy’ exerted on
Greek society by its fellow members and creditors. This approach is not meant to discredit
the topical pragmatic analyses of the current
crisis in Greece, which is investigated in terms
of the absence of development policies and the
divergence in the social division of labour compared to the developed capitalist countries, and
in terms of speculative attacks by the global financial markets and the political stagnation in
the drive for a unified, mutually supportive Europe. Instead, it attempts to demonstrate how
the hybrid dualism of ‘not sufficiently the same’
promotes political obsessions, social mentalities
and economic practices.
It must be stressed that this pattern appears

not only as an externally imposed strategy of
manipulation but also, as Herzfeld states, as an
internal choice that aims to preserve the status
quo. Indicatively, the entire political scene recently admitted to its own inadequacy and MPs
from almost all parties spoke about decay. This
confession, unthinkable for a sovereign European parliament, still does not point to an imminent catharsis, the turning over of a ‘new leaf’; on
the contrary, it legitimises the ‘inadequate politicians’ in the eyes of the ‘inadequate citizens’, i.e.
all of us! (Quite a lot has been written regarding
the facelift of contemporary politics, both on the
state of parliamentary capitalism under an apolitical and homogenising ‘consent’ (Badiou) and
on a state of emergency that turns the dramatic
exception into an everyday rule (Agamben), and
we need not go into it in detail.)
What must be seen as a political constant,
however, is the fact that Herzfeld’s double-headed Hellenism is not an exclusive symptom of the
modern Greek condition but exists as an underlying (and repressed) symptom of the European
soul itself, as Stathis Gourgouris claims, and
appears as the mask of European imperialism.
For instance, the civilised, modernising facet of
Europe and its systematic drive for geopolitical
dominance until the nineteenth century – a drive
essentially focused on splitting up the territories
of “l’homme malade de l’Europe”, as the Ottoman
Empire was called – had Greece as its imaginary
centre. It was called philhellenism: the philhellenism of Catherine the Great and Frederick the
Great. (Similarly, the economic imperialism of
thirteenth century Europe adopted a religious
mantle, centred on Jerusalem, and was called
The Crusades.)
In this sense, today’s Europe is a product of
this almost millenia-long hegemony, which, after the nineteeth century, manifested itself as a
peculiar kind of intra-European colonialism: as
Europe’s colonial attitude towards itself! Today’s
euro crisis stems in a sense from this hidden
European dualism. All this makes it clear why
Europe’s social and financial experimentations
on itself are always implemented at the lower tip
of the Balkans: that’s exactly where its imaginary
centre lies, its constitutionally split unconscious.

And of course this imaginary – being unconscious – centre shifts its position on the compass depending on the historical juncture and is
sometimes called South and sometimes East. We
do not need special academic research in order to
define the contemporary South as it is delineated
by intra-European colonialism; we only need to
look at the Mediterranean places of origin of the
migrant workers in the 1960s and 1970s, the socalled Gastarbeiter. Indeed, the German neologism Gastarbeiter (literally ‘guest worker’) may
well reflect the most recent form of what is a constitutional dichotomy for Europe.
So if the double-headed Hellenism is merely
a metaphor, which reveals the innate dualism of
the European imagination, then the South may
constitute the mirror of Europe’s disenchantment, the use of which exposes the equally imaginary but carefully concealed beliefs regarding
identities, mentalities and potentials. Inherently
“country-less” art is probably the ideal user
of such a mirror, precisely because it operates
equally with reflections and disenchantments.
In corroboration of this view, four decades ago
the founder of modern art curating, Harald Szeemann, described his work as Agentur für Geistige Gastarbeit (Agency for Spiritual Migrant
Work). This leads us to postulate that when the
celebrated film director Jean-Luc Godard movingly exclaimed “we are all Greeks” (like many a
Byron and Winckelmann before him), he probably meant that Europe’s artists and intellectuals
cannot be anything other than migrant workers,
exactly because they inhabit its (southern) imagination.
We must not be beguiled by the phony reflections of this mirror but use it, just like Alice
(not Angela) in Wonderland, walk through it
and discover, expose and de-mythicise its distortions which concern ourselves as well as the
insufficient Others: a friendly piece of advice to
all Europeans, northern or southern! Art as an
expression of the South has been seen since the
age of Charlemagne – the first person to use the
word ‘Europe’ as a geopolitical designation – as
the ‘magic potion’ of the European imagination.
So let us exploit this, not with a feeling of resignation or contention but in a sensible way.
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Thriving inside the black hole
of arts funding
by Fotini Barka

In comparison to other state sponsored arts, many Greek visual and performance
artists boast a successful professional life abroad

Dreyk the Pirate, The Damn Black Hole, 2012
pen on paper, 21 x 29,7 cm, Courtesy of the artist
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It may sound incredible, but over the last two decades the
Greek state has spent huge amounts of money on culture. Hundreds of millions of euros were budgeted each year (some €450500 million on average) to subsidise a broad and disparate range
of cultural bodies and activities, covering everything from the
budgets of museums and state theatres to the activities of parish
churches across the country. During the last twelve years that I
have been reporting on culture, the public debate has always been
about the low percentage of the annual budget of the state allocated to the Ministry of Culture – barely 0.7%.
“How can a country that considers culture to be its ‘heavy
industry’ provide such meagre funds to the relevant ministry?”
That was the standard allegation about which tons of ink flowed.
Of course, there were no hard facts to back this up – was it really
true? Was culture the ‘outcast’? Unhappily, the figures we have today do not point in that direction. On the contrary, they reflect an
incredible orgy of thoughtless spending and squandering which
rendered culture ‘poor’ in terms of vision and institutions. Now
that the party has been hastily wound up, the pathologies surface
one by one to demonstrate that culture had its own huge ‘black
hole’ as well.
The main responsibility lies with the political leaders of the
Ministry of Culture, who proceeded without the slightest interest
in drafting a long-term, consistent cultural policy with clear objectives. You see, petty political interests had found their way into
culture as well. Each change of minister led to changed priorities,
i.e. subsidies. Policy was dictated by who the voters were.
The recipients of subsidies had got used to swanning into the
minister’s office to secure – what else? – money, thus unconsciously perpetuating non-transparent methods of fund allocation.
Those who have vision and talent have been able to survive; but
there are many others who have been running museums, foundations and organisations for all these years who can’t accept that
they can no longer consume and must start producing something
at long last instead.
For instance, it took the success of the new Acropolis Museum for us to realise that it is possible for Greek museums to earn
enough revenue to cover most of their fixed costs. Yet instead of
applauding this new model of museum-running we embarked on
a campaign of passionate slander, undermining it. How else can
one describe the announcements by the Society of Greek Archaeologists and some high-ranking officials of the Archaeological
Service, who talk about the new museum being a “profit-making
cash register”, adding that this is the way to run “commercial enterprises, not cultural institutions”?
Ours is the country with possibly the highest number of museums in the world – almost 500, if not more. They have sprung
up like mushrooms around the country, and no one seems to have
ever wondered whether the people who established them had carried out even a rudimentary feasibility study. Nevertheless, these
museums were subsidised for all those years.
Even the Acropolis had escaped our notice. Billions may have
been spent on restoring the Sacred Rock – and quite right too. But
how can we explain the fact that we discovered only last year, and
could hardly believe it, that there is not a single sign in English to
guide the tourists around the monuments of the Acropolis? What

heavy industry have we been talking about for all these years?
Something else was heavy: our ignorance of our deficiencies.
We had failed to notice –but, again, discovered this only last year
– that out of 170 sites that charge for admittance, 117 lacked such
basic visitor amenities as drinking water, toilet facilities or even
a simple leaflet. We were never bothered by the gradual fall in the
numbers of visits to museums and archaeological sites, or even
by the miniscule figures of return visits to our monuments. Given
these facts, it’s a wonder our museums had not been robbed earlier!
Now let us move on to what we have come to call contemporary culture, where the champion is the theatre. Over the last decade, theatrical subsidies averaged €3 million per annum. Add to
this the funding allocated to the two national theatres (in Athens
and Thessaloniki) and the regional municipal theatres, and the
total exceeded €21 million every year! The total number of subsidised theatres was over 70, a particularly high figure even by European standards and for much larger countries. I don’t think that
Britain’s Arts Council provides anything like that kind of funding to British theatre. The thirty-two-year-old system of theatrical
subsidies never worked properly. In all my years as a reporter I
remember the troupes protesting at the end of each season about
delayed payments and the state’s degrading behaviour towards
them. They were right; the system itself turned them into beggars
and shredded both their professional and personal dignity.
The failure to adhere to a specific schedule had additional repercussions as well. The state’s control over the use of these subsidies was rudimentary, and several troupes received funds for
projects that were never staged. Moreover, it is no secret that as
ministers and governments changed, the names of certain theatrical companies appeared or disappeared from the list of subsidies.
Yes, we should not hesitate to say that the system was fraught with
favouritism and a lack of transparency.
The list of the subsidised is long. I shall stop at one more example, that of the Hellenic Foundation for Culture, established
twenty years ago to play the same role as cross-border cultural
institutions like the British Council, the Goethe Institut and the
Institut Français. Alas, after two decades it has not made its presence felt and has failed to earn the respect of expatriate Greeks.
Given the absence of any kind of domestic cultural policy, perhaps it would be too much to expect a ‘foreign cultural policy’.
Nevertheless, the Foundation received on average €2.5 million
annually.
Yet there are also some ‘poor relations’ in the area of culture,
and these are the visual arts and contemporary dance, which are
truly underfunded in Greece. Their work has enjoyed little support, with the necessary infrastructure either non-existent or
homeless (see for instance the National Museum of Contemporary Art). And yet in comparison to other arts, many visual artists
and dancers/choreographers boast a successful professional life
abroad. Especially in the last decade, the generation that studied
abroad may not have had the opportunity to see healthy institutions in Greece but they were able to make their own way, with
spectacular results, appearing in major exhibitions, museums and
festivals and securing awards and recognition.
Could it be that we needed a crisis after all?
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by X & Y

Not for nothing do we speak of “naked” poverty.
The worst, the most dreadful aspect of such
exposure, which gained currency under the
law of necessity but which nevertheless reveals
only a thousandth part of what remains hidden,
is not pity or the equally grim sense of his own
impassivity that it evokes in the observer but the
sheer shame of it. One cannot live in a German city
where hunger obliges the poorest to exist on the
pretense with which passers-by seek to cover a
nakedness they find wounding.
Walter Benjamin
One-way Street, 1928
(Walter Benjamin, One-Way Street and Other Writings, Penguin Books, Modern Classics, 2008)

3rd Athens Biennale 2011 MONODROME found collage poster,
part of the collection of the ex-employees of Olympic Airways’s
cultural center POLKEOA, currently in the squated former Athens
Airport. Photo by Margarita Myroyianni
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Riot Shoes: Ramblings
on the Enclosure of a Heimat
by Angela Dimitrakaki

You get the picture because you’ve read your
North and all politico-cultural stereotypes suddenKafka. One spring night of 2010 I went to bed as a
ly made sense. I could finally understand Eastern
human and woke up as a cockroach. It happened in
European philosopher Marina Griznic describing
Edinburgh but could have happened anywhere in
Eastern Europe as “a piece of shit” in the euro-social
the European Union really, given that my sole tie to
imagination.
the place had been a job contract following another
The Vienna ride was the end of my euro-naiveté,
job contract somewhere else. Whatever. It was awa state of being in which I had been born and raised.
ful. My case made headlines wherever I looked: the
It was my world, having lasted for the best part of
BBC, The Guardian, you name it – article upon arfour decades. In that world I had moved around,
ticle about how a lazy, parasitical people in the Eurowithout a second thought. Everyone did, for all sorts
pean South were trying to live off the hard-working
of reasons: for love, for gigs, for sun, for snow, for
people in the European North. Omg! Someone had
parties, for that special x course which happened to
cast Greeks as the eurozone’s Gregor Samsa: the
be offered by university z in country y. You moved
euro family would pretend to care about Gregor
easily because you knew you could get back at any
who mysteriously had metamorphosed into verpoint. You were the girl “with a thirst for knowlmin but would eventuedge” who Jarvis Cocker
ally drive him to suiwrote “Common People”
cide. I felt like hiding in
for – how appropriate
a crack in the floor but
that he is now no longer
kept reading instead: a
sure that you ever existed.
deluge of readers’ comYou got a job somewhere
ments about how the pain that world because you
thetic southern beggars
could get a job elsewhere.
should be punished for
It was not that important.
trying to live “beyond
You were a cosmopolitan
their means”.
euro-worker
watching
It would go on for
from a comfortable dismonths; it’s still going
tance the getting-bigger
Illustration by Marios Perrakis
on. In Vienna, a German
waves of people who accurator I had never met before and with whom I was
tually had to migrate to get jobs. So many of them
sharing a taxi ride to a conference spilled the beans:
had flocked to Greece in the late 1990s that it be“There’s a lot of racism against Greeks right now in
came impossible for the younger cosmo-natives
Germany, you know.” “Really?” “Yes, before [sic] a
to think that one day – within fifteen years! – they
Greek was someone who served us fish in the summight actually have to force-flock themselves really
mer, now a Greek is good for nothing.” An Eastern
far away from Mykonos. To Australia, for instance.
European scholar was also sharing the ride. I wantGreek restaurants, wherever in Europe you came
ed to ask her and the taxi driver their views on this
across them, were an embarrassment to you: relics
verdict but didn’t (they didn’t volunteer/intervene).
of post-war devastation, markers of exorcised ecoI opted to turn red in the face and keep quiet, keep
nomic migration: all those unskilled, cheap-labour
low, as it were, like any reflective cockroach would
Greek peasants. Nothing to do with you, the Greek
do. Inside me something was turning though. I’d
web designer/ business consultant/ academic/ artrather be a good-for-nothing than serve you lot fish,
ist/ medical doctor. You went ahead and procreated
the something screamed. Hadn’t all those 1970s Italwith some other cosmo-euro worker you happened
ian Marxists said that to refuse to work was the first
to meet in your travels, never having imagined that
step to empowerment? Hmm, one should be suspiyour Nordic ‘family’ would believe what the papers
cious: Italians are southerners too and they love
wrote about your southern ineptitude.
chilling out in cafés so of course they came up with a
Along with everyone else, I sleepwalked into the
version of communism that couldn’t be further from
end of that world. Some time after the eruption of
Stalinism and its labour camps. Terrible: I had clearan Icelandic volcano (and Iceland’s economy – a hint
ly transformed into an immigrant to the European
that the South didn’t quite get), I realised that I had
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transformed from the accidental, over-educated, immaterial labourer with an airport accent and mentality into a good-for-nothing Greek, an underdeveloped southerner, a paradigmatic PIIG-passport
holder, a continental abomination. Athens-of-theNorth taxi drivers berated me, wanted to know what
I was doing in Scotland, a question to which my defensive answer was that I had accepted a job offer
long “before”. Colleagues started asking politely how
things were “at home”. At home? So, I was a guest. A
guest worker. An economic exile. They were right,
because I sure as hell started feeling that way. I was
trapped outside the newly enclosed homeland, with
no prospect of ever going back because the higher
education sector where I could be employed was being demolished. Apparently, all sectors I could be
employed in were being demolished. The IMF and
the capitalists of Europe (including Greek ones, that
is) had taken over my Heimat.
What a TV series Heimat was! It sure beats the
past, present and future production values of HBO,
catering to the global masses. Heimat – if you haven’t
watched it, this is the time – would open with its
beautiful, melancholy score and then proceed to
show how Germany ruined the twentieth century
and the twentieth century ruined Germany. Then in
the last season, the reunification season, when the
twentieth century and Germany got their shit together, your cosmopolitan adult life had already started
(possibly in Berlin nightclubs) and you thought you
knew the rest. For example, how Heimat was very
much about Europe and how lucky you were to have
been born in a land so inclined to learn from history.
Yes, I am being funny.
The most unforgettable thing about Heimat was
how it made your screen turn from colour to black
& white. This was an unfathomable mystery, which
sent shivers down my spine at the prospect of living such a life, switching between illumination and
greyness for no good reason, or getting stuck in the
grey. The world’s media tells you that these southerners are presently steeped in grey misery, overwhelmed by pessimism, mobilised only by fear. Yet
writing this text in Athens (of the South), Greece
does not seem stuck in grey. On the contrary, its rioting squares and streets, generating a captivating
YouTube visual culture, are so colourful that they
may be experiencing illumination. Unwanted illumination, to be sure, as waking up to the real (by
which I mean the Lacanian Real, the indescribable

remainder after all veils of pseudo-consciousness
have fallen) is no nation’s cup of tea. Nation is a word
that I have rarely used in the past and mainly in a
scoffing manner. Yet now that Greece has become a
classed nation, a southern nation, I am reconsidering.
Being a classed nation introduces other lines of
division, even within so-called national space. The
widespread feeling that the Greek middle classes
are being, hmm, disarticulated may lead to flights
of actually existing solidarity (not the kind you type
with your fingers). Or it may not. It may instead lead
to more ready-made economic migration. The glorification of the migrant in contemporary left theory
and contemporary art has been so extreme that only
when the prospect involves you personally do you
begin to see its bitter political truth. It’s called atomised escape, ultimately in support of the system that
sought to de-territorialise your labour. It’s called a
better future for your children, assuming that a better future includes high profile slave work elsewhere
rather than the right to protest against slave work
here. Escaping injustice is not the same as fighting
injustice, escaping poverty is not the same as fighting
poverty – and grasping this is the unwanted, potential illumination I am talking about.
Cosmopolitanism is over – at least for this classed
nation. Cosmopolitanism can survive as an aspiration, something akin to the struggle for global citizenship. In 2012 Greeks travel to find work, not to see
how ordinary people live in Hackney. As the newly
minted Gregor Samsa of the European ‘Union’, they
find mostly closed doors. Anyone who had a job in
the North before hell broke loose in the South is considered lucky. When I say to people that I want to
return “home”, they think I’m mad. Inevitably, they
ask “how?” Indeed, how can you return somewhere
where you are deprived of the means to make a living? This is the extent to which we are kept hostage
to global capital’s regime of labour. How can you take
the decision to bring your child to a land of no prospects, a land that she will have to leave later anyway
in search of a job? This is the extent to which we have
identified the future with the rat race.
I haven’t figured things out yet. What I do know,
however, is that anyone contemplating such a decision – of leaving one’s South or returning to it – will
have to effectively answer this question: should the
future be imagined as Carrie Bradshaw unable to
walk in her taxi shoes or as a protester using her
body to the max in her riot shoes?
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Hegel on the Beach
or Why the South is its
Own Worst Enemy
by Stilpon Nestor

In ‛Southern European’ politics the abdication of responsibilities has resulted in a
new version of tribalism, as ancient as the South itself

When I was asked to write about ‘my’ South1,
hubris got the best of me. What a challenge it would
be to describe its intimate vastness in a thousand
words; to explore the heady blend of tribalism and
wild individualism, the power of the Mother, the
unbreakable bonds of loyalty, that unique language
of physical intimacy, the South’s particular brand
of cosmopolitanism; what fun! It took me just few
hours in front of a blank screen to accept defeat.
So, I decided to write a bit more prosaically about
the South’s greatest enemy: its (modern) state. We
are not talking about a watchman of a multi-voice
civil society or a referee of clashing private interests.
Bizarrely enough, most southern societies ended up
with an all-encompassing state that aims to regulate and define every aspect of the lives of its citizens, Hegel’s “universal consciousness” from which
all power in society flows. The problem is that this
Hegelian state sits very awkwardly with the famously individualistic southerners. The rest of this piece
will argue that the ‘ethical idea’ behind this southern
monstrosity is to perpetuate the very selfish interest
of its own stakeholders. In fact, this Hegelian beach
bum is not defining but devouring southern societies.
Let us start with a well-known fact: the South
is poor, possibly not by Bono’s definition but poorer than the North. It was not always poor. In fact,
the South’s ancient pedigree might be a principal
cause of its relative poverty today. Maybe the South
is carrying too much baggage from its past. It never
concentrated on making things for others, only on
trading them. In its distant heyday, making things
was less essential to material wealth creation; it was
trading them that mattered. From the North African
or Andalusian souk to the ancient roman forum,
workshops were backroom accessories to the small
trade shops that fronted them.
Also, maybe as a remnant of its long-standing
quest for beauty – sheer vanity in northern Protestant eyes – the South loves to consume conspicuously. When things are going well, southerners do not
invest nor do they save. The EU numbers are instructive on this point: it is domestic demand (along with
EU public funds) that drives the southern regions’
GDP more than anything else. When things go bad,
the South cannot adapt because, like the proverbial
cricket, it has not saved for the coming winter. Its
spending kept the northern ants going in good times.

While in bad times the North has savings and adapts
by switching markets for its products, the southern
shops cannot transplant to China and Russia and
there are few savings to support their owners. So the
crickets turn to the ants for help. The deal is merciless: the South exports lovers of wealth and wisdom:
myriad, invisible hard workers (always mistaken by
the ants for crickets in disguise). It still has to import
most of its goods — and a few brains, often victims
of love.
In the second half of the twentieth century, the
South, with typical cricket logic, thought that it had
found the remedy for its small-minded fickleness in
the form of a big state. Not that it ever came to love
or trust it. Taxation is there to be avoided and laws
to be skirted. But the state became all-encompassing
because it increasingly fulfilled three key functions
that formed the essential elements of the twentieth
century social contract in southern societies. First,
in the southern sea of private consumption and
sub-scale businesses the state is the only organisation that can (and does) invest. Second, the state is
the sponge that absorbs the abundant excess labour
of southern economies. Third, the state ensures that
the few powerful political and quasi-oligarchic private economic players are kept in check by powerful
institutional labour interests not through the blind
rule of law but by an agreed sharing of the spoils that
trickle down to each side’s constituents — what we
usually call crony capitalism.
This social contract is at present stuttering but
is still in force. Ambitious reformers ignore this at
their peril.
State dominance has resulted in four afflictions
that are sapping southern societies’ creativity and
vigour. The first one is the vicious circle of the state’s
permanent expansion. This expansion has resulted
in an absurdly dense web of laws, regulations and
state institutions. If these were to be fully enforced
and operational, they would have completely choked
both the economy and society. But they are not. Instead, they just manage to significantly slow economic activity and numb civil society. Their half-idle but
ubiquitous presence reminds everyone why the state
cannot be trusted nor believed, and affords armies of
parasitic gate keepers with innumerable corruption
opportunities. This legislative and institutional cancer results in ever-weakening trust between the state
and the citizens. And because state institutions such
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as courts of law cannot be trusted to resolve private
disputes, the end result is that the cancer permeates
the whole societal body.
The second affliction relates to the fact that the
state is often the biggest southern investor. But given
widespread tax evasion and the deficits that result
from its own perpetual expansion, the state needs to
borrow in order to invest. And borrow it has, to the
hilt; hence all the current troubles in Greece, Italy,
Spain and Portugal (not to mention Lebanon and
Egypt). In contrast, in Ireland and Iceland (these
northerners making deceptive cricket noises) the
non-Hegelian state is not guilty of provoking the
crisis, although it is guilty of being an ineffective
watchman. It was private, not public, borrowing that
brought these countries down.
The third affliction is that, in response to the
state’s dominance, the South’s economy is populated by a few dinosaurs and many economic Lilliputians. The few dinosaurs are either state owned
or belong to a few oligarchic families with multiple
interests — see the Koc and the Sabancis in Turkey.
Their presence is often linked to less competition in
the marketplace — and therefore much less wealth
for the retail consumer/citizen. It is not by chance
that Erdogan’s peaceful revolution resulted in the
(partial, as of now) dismantlement of the state’s
incestuous relationship with these interests. The
remaining economic agents are tiny. Maybe it is
the past again that is to blame — the lasting influence of the souks and workshops of antiquity. But
there are other reasons: small businesses fly below
the authorities’ radar, defending themselves from
the rapacious state with pervasive tax evasion.
Restrictive labour laws, resulting from the ‘social
contract’, are another reason that keeps businesses
small: businesses do not hire if they know that they
cannot fire. The complexity and corruption linked
to the state’s multiple gates to economic activity also
keep businesses from growing — it is simply too difficult to get all the permissions in time. Whatever the
causes, the net result of smaller size is much lower
productivity for southern workers, compared to the
outputs of their northern fellows. Low productivity
is an important contributor to the insistent poverty
gap with the North and to the South’s weakness in
post-crisis adjustment. And, just like in Swift’s tale,
the Lilliputians (and the dinosaurs, for that matter)
do not like big people walking among them. Foreign
investment by northern multinationals, although

much praised, is rarely welcome, always tied down
by millions of little ropes attached by myriad civil
servants.
The fourth state-related affliction is a lack — and
fear – of individual responsibility that permeates
the political, personal and economic behaviour of
most southerners. In politics, the abdication of responsibilities has resulted in a new version of tribalism, as ancient as the South itself. The names of
Greek and Lebanese politicians have been the same
for at least a couple of generations. In art, the civil
service mentality has devastated artistic creation by
turning artists – those totemic risk takers – into cautious producers of goods clamouring for higher unemployment insurance and better pensions. In civil
society, lack of responsibility has resulted in a frightening deficit of civic spirit. Experimental psychology
has established that where individual responsibility
is diluted people care less about their fellow humans
(and their environment). Last but not least, lack of
responsibility has resulted in hydrocephalic, inefficient economic institutions, where all the decisions
are taken at the top and where no one expects anything from the people below. All in all, the state is to
blame to a great extent for the lamentable weakness
of the South and the inability of its people to act collectively for their own good.
It’s been ages since I cut the umbilical cord with
the southern mother. For a long time, it seemed that
loyalty to language, family and friends back home
was incidental and largely irrelevant to a citizen of
the world like myself. This is of course nonsense and
the present hard times have made this much more
clear. My heart and mind are still at the mercy of
salty, balmy, melancholic memories of “whitewashed
walls erect on shades of blue”. So there is anger and a
desire for a final showdown with the Hegelian beach
bum. We need to banish his tyrannical regime forever, far from the wine red sea. Our efforts and our
conflicts should no more be about capturing or even
reforming the big state. We should cut it off like the
gangrene that it is, rediscover our inspiration in our
trading roots and in private initiative and rebuild
our institutions from the bottom up.
1
While some of the issues raised in this piece
might apply to the global South, the author’s main reference
is the Mediterranean basin and the countries (or parts of
countries) that are adjacent to it. Apologies for the Eurocentric outlook.
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Untitled
(donkey)

I always thought that this
piece by Paola Pivi, with the
donkey lost at sea on a small
boat, is a perfect symbol
of Mediterranean culture.
I have decided to print it
upside down because the
Mediterranean is the South
of Europe, but it is also
the North of Africa. And
because, after all, the countries on the Mediterranean
haven’t been feeling so well
lately.
Massimiliano Gioni

Paola Pivi
Untitled (Donkey), 2003
inkjet print on PVC
1020 x 1230 cm
Photo by Hugo Glendinning
Courtesy of Massimo De
Carlo, Milan
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The Hidden Law of a Probable
Outcome: On the Development of
a Southern Kunsthalle
João Mourão and Luís Silva

In the beginning there was the hoax. Our claims were orbiting around a certain idea of performativity conducted through
lies and deceit. Through faking something until it became real.
Tess McGill was instrumental in this as, for us, she embodied to
perfection such a performative gesture. “If you want to be taken
serious you gotta have serious hair,” she tells Cynthia, her sidekick, and this became a mantra of sorts during most of Kunsthalle
Lissabon’s early existence. Cynthia, however, also had her share of
knowledge when it came to hoaxing and faking something into existence and at a later stage, in a quasi oracle-like fashion, provided
the insightful: “Sometimes I sing and dance around my house in
my underwear. Doesn’t make me Madonna. Never will.” Bam! Reality check... In the end, Tess was right and Cynthia wasn’t (Tess
was, after all, the hero of the story and Cynthia nothing more than
her amusing and flamboyant sidekick), the hoax stopped being
a hoax and became reality, real life if you will. In a twist of faith
similar to that of our Hollywood fictional companion, very insidiously and without any of us noticing or being aware of the shift occurring, Kunsthalle Lissabon slowly became a real institution, or
at least one according to our very peculiar understanding of what
a relevant institutional platform can currently be.
The hoax, however, didn’t just disappear. Either it gradually
transformed into something else, or it was gradually replaced by
something else. It could also be that from the beginning it was
already something else: we just misinterpreted it and gave it the
wrong name. To this day, we haven’t figured out what happened,
and I imagine we never will. It doesn’t seem that relevant. If the
founding principle of Kunsthalle Lissabon was to hijack the mainstream and infuse it with criticality, how could we have done it,
without budget, staff or any of the prerequisites for proper institutional activity? Through the only thing we could provide: hospital-

ity. Hospitality thus became, and still is, at the core of what Kunsthalle Lissabon is about and how we choose to enact (perform)
the institutional. Our guests, whether they are artists, curators or
invited writers, as well as the audience, our visitors, the people
who see our shows, come to our lectures or read our books, are the
reason we work. Not only are they the recipients of what we do,
they are also, and maybe foremost, the source of the relevance, the
meaningfulness and the creativity of our endeavour. The notion
of radical hospitality has been put, in recent years, at the centre
of the discussion about institutional practice. To us, hospitality is
not only a condition for inhabiting the institutional, it is an ethical
imperative, and being such there is no way around it. Whether it
is an intellectual construct or an empirical fact, or maybe both, is
irrelevant; hospitality presents itself as a very specific and socially
imprinted way of doing things (cue southern hospitality and associated stereotypes) and the radicalism of positioning it at the heart
of the institution lies in signalling very explicitly that there is life
beyond budgets and audience numbers (and debts and bailouts).
There is being together, thinking together, working and acting together, refusing to feed and being fed by the market and its everexpanding demands and offers, and, of course, always having a
great time!

André Guedes
Pleasure Gardens, 2011
performance
Photo by Bruno Lopes

Mariana Silva
A Composition for Two, at
Two Distinct Moments, 2011
video projection, color,
double channel (front
projection: Yvonne Rainer,
Trio A, 1978, DVD, rented
from Dideo Data Bank,
Chicago), 9’30’’
Photo by Bruno Lopes
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Ahmet Öğüt, Stones to
Throw, 2011
documentation photo
of stone abandoned in
Diyarbakir, Turkey
Photo by Askin Ercan

Pedro Barateiro, Today
Our Eyes Are Closed,
2010, film still from the
16 mm black and white
film, 10’30’’
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SOUTH: Learning to Live
with the Missing Piece
by Kaelen Wilson-Goldie

‛Reading’ Beirut through the interventions of an elusive
anonymous collective called Heartland

detest? Would it change my reading of their work? Even to know
that they are rich or poor, francophone or anglophone, from this
social background or that, from one sectarian community or another? None of this should matter, but it might.
So I won’t ask and I won’t dig. I’ve learned to live with them
being a missing piece in my mind. I have too much respect for
their anonymity and collectivity, so central to the Heartland project, to wreck the precarious and ephemeral nature of their work.
So much of the contemporary art that is challenging in Beirut is
about the struggle to imagine and embody what the experience of
citizenship, belonging and common cause could be in a democracy
so deeply flawed and compromised that it has emptied the word of
all meaning. So much of what we – that dangerous pronoun, used
here to mean the loose assortment of people who are engaged in
the art scene and have carved out greater space for it in the last

Marx, Giorgio Agamben, Antonio Negri and Michael Hardt. But
it resonated. We are all victims of a system we don’t like but we
are also complicit in that system, too. Can we withdraw and disentangle ourselves from it and build some kind of solidarity through
pleasure, desire, empathy and compassion? Beirut is a distinctly
dangerous place to talk about isolated islands and clustered communities, but Berardi made a strong case for their potential, in the
creation of a common space for poetic and intellectual production.
The idea was that in that common space, a new system could
be composed. Berardi noted that, historically, revolutionary
movements have too often neglected money, and then he reeled off
examples of groups who are now devising their own, alternative
systems of exchange. What got us, my friends and I, was the question: why does it have to be money? Couldn’t it be something else?
Wouldn’t we end up replicating the same system, with the conse-

Courtesy of Heartland Collective

In the spring of 2005, I started exchanging emails with a group
of artists I didn’t know. Sandra Dagher – who is now one of the
artistic directors of the Beirut Art Center – was running a gallery
called Espace SD at the time. I lived down the street, and used to
stop in on my way to or from work at a newspaper nearby. Dagher’s gallery was ostensibly commercial, but it also functioned as a
de facto community centre and non-profit art space. The main exhibition venue was booked months in advance and showed work
that was almost always for sale, but there was one room called Le
Laboratoire (The Laboratory) that was reserved for experimental
work, which, in those days, had no chance of selling to anyone.
Dagher had told me about an upcoming project for Le Laboratoire by an anonymous collective that called itself Heartland. They
had done two interventions in Beirut. One, called Al-Murashah
(The Candidate), involved a black stencil of a man’s face on a sheet
of white paper, which appeared on walls throughout the city during a municipal election season crowded with layers upon layers
of campaign posters. Another, called Sarraf (Exchange), involved
stamping words related to Lebanese pop culture on banknotes of
different denominations and then putting them into circulation.
For Espace SD, Heartland had proposed to show documentation of those two projects in Le Laboratoire, and to make another
intervention, called Propaganda, which would spill throughout
the three-level gallery space. The group’s members had communicated with Dagher only through email, alerting her on occasion
to a package or an envelope they had left for her somewhere in the
gallery. It was all very cloak and dagger, and extremely interesting.
The posters for Al-Murashah included a nondescript email address — today@thisiscyberia.net — so I sent them a note to see if
I could ask them a few questions. For a while we went back and
forth about their work, and about anonymity and collectivity in a
country beset by dismal identity politics and communitarian conflicts, in a city that functioned like a village, where everyone knew
everyone else’s business and no private matter was left alone.

Their responses were generous and to the point, warm without
divulging anything beyond their thinking about the work, which
they described, evocatively, as “a blank,” “a trace,” “an interrogation” and “a missing piece”.
If I do a deep search of my email inbox today, I find 70 messages with the search term “heartland”. Some are unrelated — a
letter I wrote to an old friend asking her distractedly about a trip
she took to some destination in the United States west of the East
Coast; an email from an ex-boyfriend with ten words of reprimand
for having left him, followed by 5,000 words of bitterness about
the state of American politics. The rest are clustered around 2005
and 2006.
I ended up reviewing Heartland’s show at Espace SD for a
newspaper, and I wrote a chapter of my master’s thesis on their
work. When the curator Suzanne Cotter started visiting Beirut for
research, I told her about the collective, and she invited Heartland
to be part of the exhibition Out of Beirut. Their fourth project was
a map of Lebanon that slipped stealthily, ingeniously, down a central stairwell in Modern Art Oxford. Most of our later exchanges
are about that, or me sending them huge files of text, which they
acknowledged with kindness and thanks but no further comment.
By then I had three different email addresses for Heartland. Our
communications died out in June 2006 – a month before the war,
when Israel bombed the country for 34 days, financed in some
small part by my tax dollars – and it hasn’t resumed since.
To this day I have no idea who Heartland is or was, where they
are now, whether they are still together or making new work. Given that Beirut is small and the contemporary art scene even smaller, the chances are good that I already know them – I just don’t
know that it’s them. I could start asking around, making phone
calls and sending emails. With enough digging, I could probably
find out who they are. But what if I discover that I do know them,
and I don’t think much of the rest of their work? What if Heartland includes someone I adore or, more complicated, someone I
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few years – are trying to do is create a system that is better, more
productive and more just than the one we are subjected to on a
daily basis, a political and economic system that is thoroughly corrupt and laughably indifferent to us. The art scene is effectively
fighting for a territory between shopping and war, both of which
can easily coexist in a place like Beirut. We so often fail to conduct
ourselves according to that system we would like to create. But
Heartland somehow did it by putting the work first, and remaining unknown, a body of work based solely on ideas, strategies,
materials and traces.
This is not to say I don’t miss them or wonder what happened
to them. They initiated me in the practice of reading the city – for
the signs of its crises, for the desires of its residents. Heartland’s
projects signalled an explosion of street art, graffiti and urban
intervention that was provoked, in part, by the assassination of
Lebanon’s former prime minister, Rafik Hariri, who was killed
by a one-ton car bomb that shattered two windows in my apartment, a good three kilometers away. The weeks and months and
years that followed saw mass demonstrations and an outpouring
of public art, some of it incredibly sophisticated, hopeful and critically self-aware. Some of those projects – stencils, stickers, posters and seemingly random glyphs – still stop me on the street. It’s
been a volatile few years. There’s been much to say. So who is this
now, making these fabulous, intricate, black and white murals
in my neighbourhood? Sometimes I wonder if Heartland is still
there, somewhere in the mix.
I thought of Heartland recently during a debate among friends,
after a lecture by Franco ‘Bifo’ Berardi at the Home Workspace,
Ashkal Alwan’s new home in the former industrial neighbourhood of Jisr al-Wati, next door to the Beirut Art Center. Berardi’s
talk was primarily about the financial collapse in Europe. He admitted his knowledge was limited when it came to the uprisings
lumped together as the Arab Spring. But the links were there.
In many ways the lecture was nothing new, an amalgamation of

quence being the same exploitation and the same precariousness,
all of us freelancers of one kind or another, disembodied entities
on the other end of a phone call or an email, saying yes, flushing
away our time out of the overwhelming fear that if we were ever to
say no we couldn’t be sure we’d survive?
Ashkal Alwan’s new space is primarily an art school, but it
is also, like Espace SD in an earlier era, a community centre. It
has begun restoring something that has been missing, to a certain extent, in Beirut’s art scene over the last few years, which
is the time and space for unhurried discussion. As Berardi’s
talk bounced around our heads in the days to follow, it seemed
he had been prescient to address financial collapse in Europe
and its tenuous connections to the Arab Spring in the context of
Beirut. We are waiting. We have no focus for demonstrations,
only the entire system, which depends on so much else besides.
What will happen in Tunis and Cairo? Is Libya sorted out? Is
Syria in a full-blown civil war? If Greece defaults on the debt
and drops out of the eurozone, will the EU fall apart, will the
Schengen regime end, and will we then be able to travel more
easily to Alexandria through Greece, to Algiers through Italy,
to Tangiers through Spain? Will the cities splayed out around
the Mediterranean be restored to some kind of vexed and complicated whole? Will we recognise each other across that impossibly small sea, even if we remain unknown to each other? If
there is a South, and a southern state of mind, then maybe that’s
it. Draw a jagged line from Beirut to Athens, Cairo, Rome, Tunis, Madrid, Rabat – will we find some kind of solidarity in our
experiences of violence, frustration, underemployment, uneven
development and governments that regard us with contempt?
Will we one day form some anonymous collective, and will we
find the concepts and the curiosity for something like Heartland
all over again?
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break out the zombie factory
by Cibelle

this text i write
i write it down sweating
dripping these words, the sweat drips down my back
in a stream of consciousness
birthing at the epicentre of rio de janeiro
with bits of glitter from past carnivals and future beaches of
forests to come
purpurina é areia (glitter is sand)
areia é purpurina de sereia
ja dizia a cantora mirim
a soltaçao de todo mundo (sand is the mermaid’s glitter, so she
sang, the child singer, the world hangs loose)
big let go
nothing matters as much as you may think
this is an experience
enjoy
embrace
big let go
the power of colour
it activates, regenerates, it bursts vortices in your spine
breathe the air into your lungs up and down your column of

light
bring in the colour
big let go
spirit rules over here, in the southern heart
emotion is way more important than all this rationality
who told you that the brain knows more than the heart?
break out the zombie factory
illusions of dancing around thoughts to find a point
run naked in the wind
naked of ideas of who you should be
naked dressed up in hot courage
open arms, legs spread open like the hairy trees of rio de janeiro
the trees where other plants live
eat up the world
eat yourself up
the heart is the point
the soul is the point
the flow is the point
real life is heat
the sun is inside your mouth
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All images courtesy of Cibelle
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South-o-rama
by Angelo Plessas

The Fantasy Plot Generator comprises a website
(FantasyPlotGenerator.com), performances and a series of photographic novels. On
the website visitors invent character names and automatically generate a story using a
programming code. This code ‛borrows’ extracts from different philosophical dialogues
about extreme concepts and social conditions and ‛remixes’ them in a random way.
These stories are ‛animated’ by actors performing on a stage of borrowed furniture in
costumes from the National Theatre of Greece. The stories then become part of an
archive of photo novellas that are distributed through the website. The project aims
to combine written and spoken concepts and connect people in different spaces, at
different times

AMALIA, materialized in a desert. Everything seemed
mundane. It was the sixth time to apply critique to everything. Being completely sober, whispered ‘I am the Medieval
artist.’ In a blinding moment of misguided bravado, AMALIA
hoped that AMALIA’s crucial experiment is to be perpetually
visible. Under precise consideration AMALIA called OTTO,
AMALIA’s favorite rape victim/persona ‘What do you do
when you dont see anything?’, said OTTO. AMALIA spent
OTTO for 11,000 days post-Athens riots, most of them were
complicated memories of a transaesthetic experience. OTTO
was an anti-modern. A neurotic lying on the analyst’s couch.
OTTO was easygoing more or less... funny-smelling. AMALIA invited OTTO trying to resolve the problem of political
impasse. ‘Your obsession and your grand ideas’, said OTTO.

in denial!’ In vain. A complicated look started to take shape
AMALIA’s face ‘The world is shrinking and a feelling of incarceration is already looming’ he thought. AMALIA turned his
memory to notice a rectangle that seemed clearly out of place
‘Honestly I am beginning to give up on television.’ ‘Time is
mind. Time is pure thought.’A statement copied from actions fundamentalists. ‘It is my way to see people like this.’
AMALIA seemed nonchalant and a snobbish temperament
before OTTO say a word, AMALIA aimlessly signified something very strange with the voice, looked at it, an attempt
for teleportation. The secret was passing to the end of vista.
‘I am drifting into the void’, said AMALIA. ‘We have never
been modern’, said AMALIA. But then Zeus appeared flamboyantly with his congenial omen and recreated AMALIA’s
experiment. Sensing puzzled, The Lord of Limbo detonated
the venomous avatars on the cruel playground. Entered the
trance of magic flying carpet and zipped away with the enthusiasm of 2,000 Texas fundamentalists jumping from a big
bunch of androids. AMALIA tripped musically when saw this.
AMALIA’s experiment was safe. It was a good thing, too, because in two fractions AMALIA’s favorite website, was going
to come on (followed immediately by ‘When avatars encounter gun’). AMALIA was pleased. Everybody and everything,
OTTO and a few ebolapulling Texas fundamentalists teleported to the Communist Utopia. ‘Phychoanalysis is a formidable enterprise’. The unbearable management of real-time.

OTTO brought here a complicated AMALIA. ‘I have hate’,
said AMALIA. OTTO deliriously assured AMALIA that ven-

omous avatars panic before gaining independence, yet Pseudo-Dadaists usually indiscriminately shudder after trying
to explain Lacanian concepts. OTTO could not get it. OTTO
was worried by the inoculated Oedipus virus of AMALIA. ‘I
have Nothing to Admit’, said AMALIA. Why was OTTO conspiring against AMALIA? While OTTO had deceived AMALIA with the worker only nine years prior. It was a crucial
hesitation... how could OTTO resist? The economy of desire.
‘Undo’, said OTTO.
Gaily, OTTO said ‘Fantasy is the very screen that separates
desire from drive.’ ‘You are an observatory of schizophrenic
revolutions!’ ‘Wh-what the fuck? I don’t get anything..or I am

‘An object exists, if it is caught in the web’, said OTTO.
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Still from the photographic novel
(Actors Nikos Maramathas and Maria Tzani)
Courtesy of the artist and Rebecca Camchi Gallery

NOTE: Text is selected from the following
books: Two Regimes of Madness, Gilles Deleuze,
Politics of the Very Worst, Paul Virilio,
Simulations, Jean Baudrillard
The Plague of Fantasies, Slavoj Žižek
We Have Never Been Modern, Bruno Latour
The Conspiracy of Art, Jean Baudrillard
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River deep, mountain high
by Javier Peres

All the images courtesy of the artist

Javier Peres, Río (Teal), 2011
painting - oil on linen, 120 x 80 cm

Javier Peres, Río, 2011
painting - oil on linen, 120 x 80 cm

This star fell down
On Sunset Boulevard

River Phoenix was not only a film star, but also a man of

conviction who rejected the solipsism of Hollywood for the more rounded
ideals that resonate with a southern audience.
River Phoenix (1970-1993) received widespread acclaim for his roles
in movies such as Stand By Me, Running on Empty and the unforgettable My Own Private Idaho. But River was more than just your
typical Hollywood actor. He was a young man full of convictions who
often stood up for his views on issues related to the humane treatment of
animals and the preservation of the environment. He was the first vegan
person I knew. Despite all of this, River’s life ended tragically young in
the most classic of Hollywood ways when he collapsed on Sunset Boulevard after a drug overdose. Shortly after his death, Natalie Merchant
wrote a song, aptly titled River:

Young & strong beautiful one
One that we embraced so close
Is gone
Was torn, torn away
Let the youth of America mourn
Include him in their prayers
Let his image linger on
Repeat it everywhere
With candles with flowers
He was one of ours
One of ours

“River”
Natalie Merchant

Why don’t you let him be?
He’s gone

Young & strong Hollywood son
In the early morning light
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Javier Peres, Río (Blue), 2011
painting - oil on linen, 120 x 80 cm

We know
Give his mother & father peace
Your vulture’s candour
Your casual slander
Will murder his memory
He’s gone
We know
And it’s nothing but a tragedy

I heard rumors explode, explode with lies
I saw children in tears
Cry and crowd around the sight
Of where you had collapsed that day
Where your last breath & word
Had been sighed
Where your heart had burst
Where you had died, where you had died, I saw where you died,
where you had died

Lay to rest your soul and body
Lay beside your name
Lay to rest your rage
Your hunger and amazing grace

I saw how they were lost in grieving
All half-believing you were gone
The loss and pain of it
Crime and the shame of it
You were gone
It was such a nightmare raving,
“how could we save him
From himself?”

With candles, with flowers
He was one of ours
One of ours
I saw cameras expose, expose your life
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Everyone is south of something

Hans-Peter Feldmann, Untitled (Eiffel
Tower) (1992), Courtesy of the artist
and 303 Gallery, New York

by Lorenzo Bruni

The South is not only a physical space but also a state of mind

What is the South? When I was
asked to collaborate on SOUTH
magazine, which takes an ironic look at stereotypes about the
South, I was in one of the many
southern cities: Palermo (Sicily).
The condition of the South is based
on the pleasure of a warm climate
and the difficulty of easily organising practical things. As Matisse
said: working in the South of the
world is dramatic, working from
Arab Spring: images
the South is an economy. I believe
taken from the internet that in a moment of crisis ‘South’
can become a ‘model of attitude’.
We must consider South to be not only a physical space but also
a state of mind. This statement gives us the chance to think of the
South as a destination to go back to as well as an ‘exotic place’. I
would like to start my short journey by looking at these two meanings of ‘South’.
In “Il Filocolo” Boccaccio describes Florio’s journey around
the world looking for his beautiful Biancifiore. This impossible
love “because of religion and different cultures” ends happily after many vicissitudes between North and South. They move to the
North/East to generate wealth and stability and to the South/West
looking for themselves, searching for the mythical place where the
known world begins. In fact, maps up until the sixteenth century
showed “paradise on earth” as being located in the south-west
of Athens. This mysterious land persuaded people that a perfect
society (even if hidden or vanished) existed, which could then
be used as a starting point to built a new society. In this way we
can interpret the words of Nick Bottom, one
of Shakespeare’s characters in A Midsummer
Night’s Dream. He says that there could be many
“South”, but only one North.
This contradictory way of living – dreaming about another society in an exotic place – is
embodied by the poet Arthur Rimbaud, who,
disappointed by western society, wandered in
Yemen, Djibouti, Ethiopia and Eritrea, before
reaching Abyssinia, where he became an arms dealer. Sometimes we escape from a place to rebuild a model of something
that we would like to change. Sometimes an exotic place is nearer than we think, as Emily Dickinson stressed
in her works when she defined her room, from
which she never escaped, as her perfect southern archipelago.
These literary quotes are all examples of

the South being defined as a place that allows one to look and live
differently. This literary dimension inspired Gauguin to leave a
self-righteous society and reach Haiti. However, it is an intellectual attitude towards the South that the twentieth century rethinks
and represents with many different nuances, thanks to the new
technological advances such as cameras and smart phones that
are popular and portable.
From the eighties onwards our imagination has been marked
by a new idea of the South thanks to campaigns that spread generic images of poverty and makeshift documentary makers. These
images testified that the South was a physical presence, but also
flattened out post-colonialist problems, rather than solving them.
The South was always the destination of escape. From the nineties
onwards the arts tried to cover the distance between this utopian
ideal (Chatwin) and the pragmatic and simplistic representations
promoted by advertisements (Benetton, Greenpeace, WWF). Politically-oriented art and the use of a documentary style (as exemplified by Documenta 3, curated by Okwui Enwezor) opened the
doors to different and new political, social and anthropological
way of thinking that were not shaped by western habits. Works by
Alfredo Jaar, Steve McQueen, Carlos Garaicoa, Francis Alÿs and
Armin Linke eschewed mass communication, while artists such
as Hans Peter Feldmann, Roman Ondak and Johanna Billing focused their attention on making the images implode. On the other
hand, Rikrit Tiravanija, Surasi Kusolwong and Cai Guo-Qiang
preferred to express their alternative views of South and of the
far away through a relational type of art, letting mankind see the
world and its differences. Thus the South is everywhere.

But in a collective sense, what does South mean?

After the fall of the Berlin Wall, the western model entered a
period of crisis and the concept of national belonging lost importance, creating the problem of a need
to construct new, aggregated systems. The diffusion
of new media, which allows people to be connected
but detached, enabled the creation of an autonomous mental geography, divided
from the physical one. This way
of consuming knowledge has
destroyed every boundary that
limits information to what can
be found in national newspapers. Nineties ‘movements’ such
as No Global (ironically a movement of international and globalised people) were created not
to oppose a strong system but as
a compensation for a generalised ar-

rangement of social ideas. Where are
those young people? How did the social and political changes affect them?
After many years of discussion
about the fake democratisation of information and the birth of a series
of apolitical social network, such as
Facebook, a real transformation has
taken place: the Arab Spring. A Cairo
blogger writes: “the South has something to teach to the world
again.” The question is: why doesn’t this type of action happen in
the North? Why do London’s clashes cause only destruction and
plundering? Edward Saïd said that the most important weapon
for the future of the South would be that the people from the North
lacked imagination. At this time, the South, thanks to the easy use
and transfer of information, can suggest a new way to affect reality
and to reflect on the idea of society and cultural belonging.
In 2002, during the famous Social Forum of Florence (one
year after the tragedy of Genoa), two artists in Tuscany made two
different works highlighting the necessity of building new communities, even temporary ones, which are based on dialogue and
meetings. This was their idea of a pragmatic revolution – and it
was very similar to the one that is now starting in the South. The
first work was Leggere Gramsci/
Reading Gramsci by Rainer Ganahl, made for an exhibition at a
not-for-profit space in Florence,
Base/progetti per l’arte. The exhibition comprised photos, a video,
texts and books that were mentioned during a series of meeting
with students of philosophy from
all over the world. The work consisted of Ganahl inviting people
to help him improve his Italian by
reading with him Gramsci’s texts
concerning popular culture and
immigration to the North. The result was
to make the general public reconsider apparently commonplace statements.
The same year, a few months after
the Social Forum, I curated an exhibition called So far so close/Così lontano così
vicino for the Fondazione Baldi, Pelago,
which is still directed by the international art critic Pier Luigi Tazzi. On that
occasion, Pavel Althamer created a performance based on a family trip from

Warsaw to Tuscany. For three day, Althamer’s Polish relatives became involved in the
Pelago community, making the inhabitants
think about the concepts of belonging, foreignness and South/North. The starting
point of the performance, and the only thing
that remains to testify that it happened, is a
poster hung all over the town announcing
the arrival of this family and inviting people
to a party at ‘la casa del popolo’ for dancing and ‘foreign’ food. The
poster is a family portrait taken during a picnic showing young
people dancing, children playing and old folks taking a rest on a
blanket. On the right, three people are carrying one little apple,
while a black cat looks carefully up at them. This family portrait
has all the iconographic codes of the Garden of Eden, showing the
possible elements/secrets that will put its integrity in danger. In
the twentieth century the South was the place where you could escape from the North’s rules and secrets. Instead, as Boccaccio said,
it is actually a place where there are no secrets because there are
social conventions and not enough time. The main concept now
is to recreate this impulse – not to escape, but to establish a new
perception of community and reality. Thus in this modern, liquid
society every place can embody the South.
I am finishing writing this article while in Palermo. Everybody
says the South is the perfect place
to reflect, but that it is not so good
for working in a practical way
and getting results. But in reality,
this is not necessarily the case. In
January, in Palermo, a popular and
apolitical movement raised public
awareness of the planned private
sale of some of Zisa’s sites after
renovation. After this event, there
was a week of meetings about the
RISO issue. In fact, the RISO museum will temporarily close because it has won a European grant
of €12 million. Then the ‘Movimento dei Forconi’ began because
the island was stalled because of transportation issues, and Palermo’s mayor resigned. Who could imagine that after Berlusconi,
in a time of global crisis, such movements would begin in Sicily?
Everybody has remarked on this paradox, telling us that maybe
we have now done enough and reached the end of the road. Let’s
hope, instead, to be only at the beginning.

‘Sicillia, Terra Di Contrasti’
Photos taken by Lorenzo Bruni
Rainer Ganahl, Reading Antonio
Gramsci (2002), Courtesy of
the artist and BASE / progetti
per l’arte, Firenze
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Breadcrumb Trails
by Julieta Aranda

Like a marker in space, a map should tell us that certain things exist,
not what these things are
the novelty wore off, I quickly came to hate it. The ability to orient myself came at a heavy cost: the GPS started to determine my
relationship to space in terms of speed and maximum efficiency,
which are not the cardinal notions that I want to use to measure
life. In essence, the GPS took away my opportunities to get lost,
which is something that I then realised I enjoy. After this realisation the GPS didn’t seem worth it, so I quickly gave it up.
There is a valuable aspect to getting lost: the moment when the
question “Where am I?” breaks into my assigned set of tasks and
trajectories and momentarily impregnates my world. A disruption occurs and I have to establish myself in relationship to the objects that surround me: Where am I? Who am I? Who am I while
I am here?
What I noticed from this experience is that when I am mapping a trajectory from point A to point B, I choose non-stationary
landmarks. The instructions that I give myself are “ok, make a left
there where the three pigeons are resting on the tree branch, and
then walk until you reach those five men gathered on the street
corner. Then make a right at the yellow car that is idling on the
red light.”
These transitory landmarks effectively create a ‘one-way only’
map, a trajectory that cannot be retraced and therefore cannot be
repeated. Like the breadcrumb map made by Hansel and Gretel,
one-way maps disappear as fast as they are being written, and
they convey an idea of the unmappable: ‘indirect’ or ‘errant’ trajectories that develop according to their own logic and that cannot be
captured as data, or as readable paths on a simulation of space, or
on a Cartesian plane.
The maps that we use and make are a constant territorialisation of space, a definition of reality in terms of the known. They
generate sets of ‘productive’ relationships — and I say this meaning the worst possible connotation of the word ‘productive’. The
problem is that once those ‘productive’ relationships become categorically defined as real, the tension and urgency to find another
possibility for reality becomes slackened. The essence of maps is

The uniqueness – and also the precariousness – of the relation between concepts and the things we presume they stand for in the process
of research is derived precisely from the fact that these things are in a
state or condition such that we simply cannot yet point to them. If we
could point to them, they would already have lost their urgency and their
essential epistemic value to us. Thus, epistemically interesting relations
between concepts and objects cannot take the simple form of ostension;
epistemic objects cannot (yet) be pointed to. They have no reference in
the everyday sense of the word. If there is reference, it is always only suppositional; its precise meaning remains elusive.
A possible solution to this essential tension is that the epistemic object is transformed into a technical object, that is, into a state in which
the relation between concept and object is no longer problematic. This
means that within the confines of the accepted standards, the object has
become transparent with respect to the concept that refers to it.
Epistemic things are invested with meaning; they are not just
“named.”
Hans-Jörg Rheinberger, “Epistemic Objects/Technical Objects”
Negotiating a city implies different levels of awareness and
stress: the unconscious awareness needed for the constant calculations that one makes so as not to bump into people, cars, cyclists,
etc. and the conscious awareness that is required for performing
complex actions like orienting oneself or ‘finding the way’. In my
case this is more stressful than usual — I have what could be called
‘spatial dyslexia’ — meaning that I constantly get lost and cannot
find my way from one place to another. This ‘condition’ is so severe
that even though I have spent almost fifteen years in New York, I
still get lost in Manhattan — which is a city laid out as an orderly
grid and where, moreover, the streets and avenues are numbered
sequentially.
Not long ago I was given a GPS as a birthday present by a
friend who had got tired of waiting for me to find my way to appointments. At first I was quite happy with the present, but after
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that they are devices that outline power relationships and a kind
of obligatory language. They lay out a disciplinary grid, describing
and accounting for all of the complex rules that could be involved
in any given operation, and the use of the map then becomes indexical to power structures.
How much? How many? How fast?
There are maps that give us the content of things and accumulate data: how many hamburgers have been eaten in Kentucky
over the past year, how many people used their cell phones at midnight during New Year’s Eve, what is the median age of the average
listener of 93.4 fm. Those are frightening maps that try to tell us
what the world is made of and what kind of relationships exist,
formally packaged to define things not in terms of their ontological qualities but in terms of their use value, as if that was what
constitutes the thing-ness of a thing.
The world is presented to me as a set of ‘productive’ relationships, so I am tricked and start believing that what things are is
what things do.
An ideal map should only determine the perimeter of things,
rather than the space within those things. Maps should tell us that
certain things exist, and even that they have a given shape, but
without telling us what these things are – a map should only act as
a marker in space.
Looking at the density of maps generated by data mining —
not in terms of what is being mapped, but in terms of representation — it is evident that there is very little elbow-room when it
comes to their propositions about space. I don’t quite know what
these maps are of, but they feel very ‘productive’ — productive, in
a capitalist sense, in the sense that they produce a predictable ‘engagement’.
So if I have to think about a map, then what appears to me as
truly urgent is to figure out how a social body can resist being reduced and inserted into this disciplinary grid, and to somehow
redistribute the situation enough so that all the dispersed activities and engagements that take place in the space of tension of the
everyday can continue happening without being classified and entered into a system of checks and balances.
We produce maps because we want to know where everything

is, because we think that we are lost, or because we think that we
have lost something; we seek a connection to what we understand
to be the immanent core of the world. But is this core actually
available to us, or is it being determined precisely in terms of its
absence? This ‘core’ is always alluded to by tradition, and while
an alleged disconnection from tradition is commonly considered
to result from a modern break, could it be that not only this break
but also the very remoteness of tradition itself is one of modernity’s primary myths?
Whether or not and in what sense this immanent core exists and can be mapped is one question. And whether, as a global
metaphysical fact, absence or negativity is ontologically prior to
positivity is a different question. This is a case of negative dialectics, in which a positive is potentially thought of in terms of the relevant negative(s). The difference is that usually negatives are not
construed as ‘thing-like’, and in this case the effort is to give priority to the absence-of-the-object, itself construed as object-like.
The relevant thing here is that the connection to the essential
qualities of the world has never been directly available to us. It
has always been there, but it has always been something that we
have to find without a fixed map, since the location of the essential qualities of the world is different for every person. There is no
shortcut, no way to get there fast. We can find things quickly, but
we cannot find the meaning of things all that quickly, and a world
made of things without meaning is a world made of relationships
of production that have no productive use.
The meaning of things is never going to be located in a fixed
place – you can know that a given thing exists, and you can know
that this given thing has a meaning. But as to what the meaning of the thing is, it is never revealed outright. The meaning has
to be produced simultaneously in the object and in the subject,
a single use map that binds the thing to its contextual ontological qualities. The thing will never be the same thing twice; the
map that leads you there cannot be used by anyone else because
it charts a trajectory that describes the relationship between the
thing and he who perceives it. The subject and object are fused
in a moment.

Julieta
All images courtesy of Julieta Aranda
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ATHENS GALLERIES aND INSTITUTIONS

a.antonopoulou.art
www.aaart.gr
T: +30 210 3214994 info@aaart.gr
Mark Hadjipateras
(May 12 - June 22)
The Best of the Year group exhibition
(June 27 - July 27, September 5 - end of September)
A.D. Alpha Delta Gallery
www.adgallery.gr
T: +30 210 3228785 ad@otenet.gr
Daniel
(May 2 - June 16)
Nelly’s
(June 20 - July 28)
Steve Gianakos
(September 12 - November 17)
Andreas Melas & Helena Papadopoulos
melaspapadopoulos.com
T: +30 210 3251881 gallery@melaspapadopoulos.
com
Dirk Bell GRID(love)R with Frederic Detjens and
Marcus Steinweg
(March 15 - May 12)
Kostas Sahpazis
(May 23 - July 31)
Liz Deschenes / Charlotte Posenenske
(September 12 - November 10)
ATOPOS Contemporary Visual Culture
www.atopos.gr
T: +30 210 8838151, +30 210 5242004 info@atopos.
gr
Boris Hoppek Full of Love
(May - June)
Batagianni Gallery
www.batagiannigallery.com
T: +30 210 3618188 info@batagiannigallery.com
Group exhibition (Vasilis Vasilakakis, Filippos
Tsitsopoulos, Giorgos Harvalias, Panos
Charalampous, George Hadjimichalis, among
other participating artists)
(April 26 - June 23)
Lena Athanasopoulou
(September)
Bernier / Eliades
www.bernier-eliades.gr
T: +30 210 3413936, +30 210 3413937 bernier@
bernier-eliades.gr
Carroll Dunham
(April 26 - May 24)
Katerina Zacharopoulou
(May 31 - July 5)
Gilbert & George
(October 4 - November 15)
Dionisis Kavallieratos
(November 22 - January 3)
cheapart
www.cheapart.gr
T: +30 210 3817517 info@cheapart.gr
Nikos Artemis
This Is Not a Love Song_Opera di Bestia
(May 11 - June 2)

Eleni Koroneou Gallery
www.koroneougallery.com
T: +30 210 3411748 info@koroneougallery.gr
Group exhibition (Tom Burr, Manfred Pernice,
Andreas Slominski, Cosima von Bonin, Cerith
Wyn Evans, Kitty Kraus, Klara Liden, Nick Mauss,
Sergej Jensen)
(April 5 - May 26)
Summer show (please contact the gallery for more
information)
(June - September)
Elika Gallery
www.elikagallery.com
T: +30 210 3618045 welcome@elikagallery.com
Leonidas Giannakopoulos, Gregory Grozos (Double
solo exhibition)
(April 24 - June 2)
Group exhibition (please contact the gallery for
more information)
(June 7 - July 14)
Fizz Gallery
www.fizzgallery.gr
T: +30 210 3607598 info@fizzgallery.gr
Summer show (please contact the gallery for more
information)
(June - September)
Gagosian Gallery
www.gagosian.com
T: +30 210 3640215 athens@gagosian.com
Dan Colen Blowin’ in the Wind
(April 5 - May 25)
Ileana Tounta Contemporary Art Center
www.art-tounta.gr
T: +30 210 6439466 ileanatounta@art-tounta.gr
Maro Michalakakos I Would Prefer Not To
(March 29 - May 26)
Summer group show (please contact the gallery for
more information)
(May 31 - September 22)
Kalfayan Galleries
www.kalfayangalleries.com
T: +30 210 7217679 info@kalfayangalleries.com
Summer group show (please contact the gallery for
more information)
(June - September)
Kappatos Gallery
www.kappatosgallery.com
T: +30 210 3217931 gallery@kappatosgallery.com
Lynda Benglis Part One: New Works on Paper
(April 5 - May 31)
K-art Gallery
www.k-art.gr
T: +30 211 4013877 info@k-art.gr
Narcissism group exhibition (Vanessa
Anastasopoulou, Efi Asteri, Emmanouil Bitsakis,
Dionisis Christofilogiannis, Martin Donef, Christos
Kotsoulas [Capten], Dimitris Tataris, Eriphyli Veneri)
(April 26 - June 9)

Loraini Alimantiri / Gazon Rouge
www.gazonrouge.com
T: +30 210 8837909 info@gazonrouge.com
The Magic Circle
(March 10 - May 12)
Medusa
www.medusaartgallery.com
T: +30 210 7244552 medusa7@otenet.gr
Lina Bebi In Her Own Way
(April 26 - June 2)
Best 2011-2012 (Yannis Tzermias, Eleni Zouni,
Maria Vlandi, Lina Bebi)
(June 7 – October 30)
Qbox
www.qbox.gr
T: +30 211 1199991 info@qbox.gr
Pavlos Nikolakopoulos Instant Repetition Pets
(April 26 - June 30)
Rebecca Camhi
www.rebeccacamhi.com
T: +30 210 5233049 gallery@rebeccacamhi.com
Angelo Plessas Community Center - The Angelo
Foundation
(June 12 - September 18)
TheArtFoundation TAF
www.theartfoundation.gr
T: +30 210 3238757 info@theartfoundation.gr
Group exhibitions:
Once Upon a Sponge
(May 10 - June 16)
Utopraxia, Ecophenomena
(June 21 – September 2)
The Breeder
www.thebreedersystem.com
T: +30 210 3317527 gallery@thebreedersystem.
com
Mindy Shapero
(March 29 - June)
Jennifer Rubell
(June - September)
Vamiali’s
www.vamiali.net
T: +30 210 5228968 info@vamiali.net
Happy Break #4, #5, #6
(May - September)
XIPPAS Gallery
www.xippas.com
T: +30 210 3319333 athens@xippas.com
(please contact the gallery for more information)
Zoumboulaki
www.zoumboulakis.gr
T: +30 210 3608278 galleries@zoumboulakis.gr
Danae Stratou It’s Time to Open the Black Boxes!
(April 19 - May 19)
Marina Karella
(May 24 - June 16)
Kindergarden group exhibition
(June 21 - June 20)
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A Tribute To The
“Parthenon Bomber”

Yorgos Vassiliou Makris artist,
poet, writer (1923-1968)

tradition

Inevitably, we’ve started this section with Yorgos V. Makris,
the author of Proclamation No. 1, which advocates blowing up the
Parthenon. On 18th of November 1944, just a month after the end
of the German occupation of Greece, this Proclamation, signed by
the UASA (Union of Aesthetic Saboteurs of Antiquities), became
public. The chief of this ad hoc and artistically-driven organisation
was the poet and writer Yorgos V. Makris. He was, at the time, an
obscure personality known to the Athens ‘creative’ circle mainly
through encounters and discussions at different homes and cafés
in the centre of Athens, such as the Byzantium, a renowned meeting place for intellectual misfits. Suggesting the destruction of one
of Greece’s most important and treasured historic sites seemed
like a completely non-patriotic, immoral and transgressive gesture; however, it captured the interest of several marginal intellectuals who most probably found in it a refuge from the tyranny
of history and the absolutism of various ideologies. It was neither
a manifest nor a set of guidelines for a violent act, but more of an
artistic/performative text signalling a desire for the liberation of
sacred archetypes that could easily be – and were – abused so as
to serve conflicting purposes and propagandas.
The Parthenon was the primary symbol for the reconstitution
of Greece, suffering the effects of poverty and war, and a focus for
national morale. It also symbolised the development of the tourism
industry, while serving as a solid excuse for all the iniquities happening in its shadow. Makris and his team seemed to be against
the void-like admiration and the emotionally sterile confrontation
of an historic monument – while the political, social and aesthetic
destruction of Athens could take place uninterrupted at its feet,
but not seem to touch the Parthenon itself. This Proclamation was
more of an urgent call for genuine action by the living, or even an
accusation of society; it was not, in any sense, urging the actual
destruction of the Parthenon.
We came across Makris for the first time not through a literary
encyclopedia but through a book dedicated to youth culture that
chronicles rock’n’roll in Greece from 1945 to 1990 by Manolis Daloukas. This book was published in 2006; since then, our research
has led us to some of his friends, from whom we learned more stories and found out more about his scripts. We also came across
rare writings about him. The late Leonidas Christakis, a key figure in the libertarian underground intellectual circle, wrote extensively about Makris, even if sometimes he manipulated events
with his own projections of reality. It is strange to think that in a
country like Greece, personalities like Yorgos V. Makris and many
of his fellow artists, writers and poets never found their place in
the official history. A peculiarly strong bond between politics and
the intelligentsia left the people that did not identify clearly with a
specific political ideology at the margins. Free spirits, anti-heroes,
arts illusionists, independent beings and their acts were all seam-

lessly forgotten.
In that spirit, it is interesting to add that the proclamation by
Makris, suggesting the destruction of the Parthenon, followed the
heavily heroic gesture of Apostolos Santas and Manolis Glezos who
took down the Nazi flag from the Parthenon on 31st of May 1941,
during the German occupation of Greece. This act gave courage to
Greeks to fight against the conqueror and as a consequence the two
partners went to prison where they were tortured. However, Glezos
went on to become an emblem of resistance in Greece and later redeemed his suffering through a long career in politics, first as the
deputy and then as the president of the communist party EDA and
also the socialist party PASOK when it came to power. Makris, in
contrast, is discussed by relatively few people, but in the light of
recent events, including destructive acts by angry youth and anarchists, maybe his oeuvre, if it becomes more popular, will serve
as a good example for liberal young minds that cannot cope with
the system – and thereby avoid many spectacular-looking, catastrophic gestures. Radical, big gestures are usually looking for an
audience. Destructive fires such as the recent ones in Greece, for
example, needed to be televised so as to have any kind of impact.
This does not lead to concrete and fruitful change and development.
The missing part is an imaginative distance. What makes the record
of Greek ‘revolutionary’ gestures weak is that it neglects the role of
culture and imagination within the society. Adopting an imaginative distance from an event can sometimes, perhaps, be more effective than any other gestural destruction, and thus artists of any kind
can act as constructive agents of historical change.
After all, Makris and his friends were – as stated in one of his
poems – the forerunners of chaos.
“We are the crazy dreamers of the earth, with the fiery heart and
the frantic eyes... we are the forerunners of chaos.”
“He lived without home, without profession, without academic titles or rewards, without published record of his writings in a
society submissive to the idea of property, power and illegitimate
titles,” writes the poet E.H. Gonatas in the introductory note to the
only book on the writings of George Makris, which was published
long after his death, in 1986. During his life (1923-1968) Makris never
tried to publish anything; he did though keep a large archive of diaries and letters, as well as a collection of poems and texts of his own.
Following the Socratic method, he loved conversation and interaction. Many artists of the period considered him their mentor despite
his young age. On 31st of January 1968 he jumped off the roof terrace
of his apartment building. An anecdotal story says that when the
porter – who saw him going upstairs – asked him if he needed anything he replied: “ No, no worries, I am coming down right away.”
Makris was capable of holding on to his sardonic humor and his
anti-heroic vibe until the very last moment of his life.

by Marina Fokidis

In our efforts to reinvestigate the ‘South tradition’ on our own terms and to
renegotiate the models we choose to follow, we have opened up a space here in
which to present southern myths. Dark or popular, cult or mainstream, people or
situations, texts or projects – these are all essential components of our tradition.

We are grateful to Manolis Daloukas, Alexis Christakis and
Panos Koutrouboussis for lending us Makris’s archives and for
providing information and help. We would also like to thank all
the contributors to this section.
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Proclamation No. 1

The Ideal Shatters
by Christos Chrissopoulos

For those of us living at the foot of the Acropolis hill, or even further out, under the
metaphoric shadow it casts all over Greece, the message of Yorgos V. Makris’s
iconoclastic Proclamation No. 1 does not sound all that shiver-inducing
Sharing as we do the aesthetic and philosophical view of destruction
and the mortality of the form of beings that are part of the context of
life’s consummation;
Being determined to destroy the Parthenon with the ultimate aim of
surrendering it to true eternity, i.e. the unconscious and latent
potential of the automatic transmutation of matter which we misguidedly
call a ‘loss’;
Detesting the temporal and historical entrenchment of the Acropolis as
something unheard of and foreign to life;
Feeling that eternity in art is only really needed during its creation;
Understanding that while Phidias invested the work with a temporal and
historical aspect, this is still insignificant in the context of eternity
which, thanks to its powers of volition and its dynamism, knows no
duration and one second is no different to three billion centuries since
these are only meaningful to individuals and nobody cares about the
number of these individuals;

Yorgos V. Makris and the Idealisation of Ruins

The destruction of the Acropolis has been a rather familiar fiction for Athenians. The avant-garde poet Nicolas
Calas in his 1933 poem “Acropolis” creates a very powerful
image of the Acropolis lying in ruins amidst heaps of garbage, empty film canisters, lost coins etc. Much later, the
prose writer Christos Vakalopoulos in his 1988 story “24
Hours for the Acropolis” describes the Acropolis “crumbling suddenly and leaving its last breath in a cloud of
smoke”. One could list several other, lesser-known examples in Greek literature.1 Most recently, my 2011 book The
Parthenon Bomber continues this lineage by telling the story
of a present-day bomber of the Parthenon2. In my book the
Parthenon is shattered and the building of a “new-Parthenon” is commissioned in its place.

TA NEA, October 2011

As Yannis Hamilakis so eloquently puts it: “For people
living in the southern end of the Balkan peninsula, classical antiquity was never purely an abstract entity, a concept
that scholars and western travelers would evoke in their
writings and travelogues. For them, it always was a material and physical presence, a visible and touchable reality, in
the shape of ruined buildings, scattered objects, shattered
fragments of pottery and stone.”3
It is this reality of ‘living monuments’ that brings us
close to the idealisation of ruins. The architectural remnants of the classical era are not valued as fragmentary
remains of a past that once existed in a completed state of
perfection. The present-day monument is perfect only as a
ruin. In a ruinous state. It is this notion of ‘valuable ruins’
that defines the ideology of contemporary restoration efforts. This ideology is not unfamiliar to Makris, and has
not escaped his criticism.

Hating National Tourism and the nightmarish folklore literature around
it;
Believing that we are committing an artistically superior act and
convinced not only that all this false and laughable survival can’t
be compared – even if it is found to be lacking – with a single minute
of energetic action and pleasure but that it is actually artistically
harmful in fostering amateur tourists and eunuchs.

WE DECIDE
To set as our aim the blowing up of ancient monuments and the promotion
of propaganda against them.

The Parthenon Bomber, 2010
(Greek and French editions)

In a lesser-known untitled passage contained in the anthology of Makris’s work (Writings, 1986) he writes:

But the familiarity of a destroyed Acropolis is not only
a fictional eventuality. In some sense it has become a reality
of everyday life. During the last couple of years, European
and local media have been correlating the Acropolis with
the current financial and social crisis, making the image of
a ruined Parthenon a metaphor for a dystopic future.

Our first act of destruction shall be the blowing up of the Parthenon,
which is literally suffocating us.
This proclamation only aims to provide some sense of our purpose. It is
a missile that begins with a few targets to reach more, but only seeks
to gain a few adherents.
Yorgos Vassiliou Makris
Chief Organiser, UASA (Union of Aesthetic Saboteurs of Antiquities)
November 1944
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“[…] (The enviable ancient ruins that have
always fascinated travelers so much
were and always are close there…
With enigmatic gleams of cold style
one feels the statues prowling the end
worrying about their eternity
while the columns tired from standing straight
desire to sleep and fall down in pieces
but then again, there are those restoration works) [..]”4

Great Square (Grosser Platz) in Albert Speer’s
plan for Germania

In this short piece Makris makes a very poignant critique of what is commonly referred to in Greece as “the
marbles”. Makris points to the fact that ruins are treasured
in their ruinous condition and archaeologists strive to preserve them in that condition. The consequences are threefold: 1) ideas of rebuilding/recreating monuments in their
actual historical form are rejected as sacrilegious; 2) any
further destruction is painstakingly avoided; and 3) existing monuments are restored so that they become aesthetically pleasing.

Images from the restoration
of the Acropolis monuments

In nearly literal terms, our age is creating a ‘new Acropolis’. An Acropolis of purely classical, white marbled ruins.
One could even argue that the idealisation of ruins as
reflected in contemporary restoration practices is not protecting the historical character of monuments but — on
the contrary — it is erasing any sense of historicity. The
restored monument is an ahistorical artefact destined to
remain unaffected by the passage of time.

This last consequence means ancient ruins are restored
according to aesthetic and political principles, eliminating
any elements of ‘dissonance’. In the case of the Acropolis, this means that the monuments are restored without
consideration being given to traces of colour, remnants of
other cultures (e.g. Islamic, Christian) and other uses (e.g.
evidence of the Parthenon being used as a church, mosque,
fortress etc.). In fact, the image of the original Parthenon
would be considered repulsively kitsch according to contemporary tastes.

Makris knew this, and he states in the Proclamation:
“[…] Despising the temporal and historic consolidation of
the Acropolis as something unprecedented and foreign
to life. Feeling the necessary need of eternity in art, solely
during the time of creation […]”.
These ideas are not new though. They were exemplified at the beginning of the twentieth century by Albert
Speer’s “Ruin Value Theory” (Ruinenwerttheorie). Speer’s
theory assumes that a building must be designed and constructed in such a way that, when it finally collapses, it
becomes an aesthetically pleasing ruin which will survive
for long periods without any need for maintenance. Speer’s
ideal is traced back to Greek and Roman antiquity, the architectural remains of which Hitler considered examples
of high culture. The pinnacle was the Acropolis. Speer
used it as an example in the four-year programme of 19371941, including a photo of the Parthenon with the caption:
“The stone monuments of antiquity demonstrate, in their
current state, the superiority of natural building materials.” According to the ideas of Speer, Germania (as Berlin
would be renamed as a capital of the Third Reich), was to
be constructed of stone, with the prediction that over the
centuries its buildings would create an “archaeological
park” showcasing the grandeur of Nazi culture.

The original colours of the Parthenon

Albert Speer and Hermann Goering inspecting the
Germania model

Professor Frangiski Abatzopoulou has hypothesised
that Makris’s Proclamation serves as a violent protest
against the desecration of the “sacred hill” (as the Acropolis is called in vernacular Greek) by the Nazi swastika during the Nazi occupation of Athens. Such a claim is not that
far-stretched if we consider the date of the Proclamation
(November 1944, soon after the liberation of Athens) and
the fact that Makris was detained in a prison camp as a
POW during the Nazi occupation of Greece 5.
Nevertheless, Makris is constructing a more fundamental critique of modernity. He criticises the aspiration of
permanence and the folly of inevitability that are common
to every modern political paradigm (including National
Socialism and communism). In the Proclamation he says
clearly that the Parthenon will be destroyed so that “it is
delivered to essential eternity”. It is as if history is thus
ended. This end is only conceivable if one regards history
as a linear movement in time, leading to some distant transcendental end. In this manner, Makris becomes the stronger advocate of that which he seems to be destroying: an
idea of history that is close to the ancient notion of cyclical
rebirth. The Parthenon should be left to rot – or we are going to put a violent end to its existence. Here lies the fundamentally optimistic, truly humanitarian vision of Makris:
only if the Parthenon is left to die will something new and
equally grand have a chance of appearing in its place.
Maybe we should listen to the deeper meaning of his
message.

1 See: Vassilios Lambropoulos,
“Unbuilding the Acropolis in Greek
Literature” in Susan Stephens and
Phiroze Vasunia, eds.: Classics and
National Culture, (Oxford University
Press, 2009)
2 Christos Chrissopoulos, The Parthenon
Bomber, (Kastaniotis, 2010)
3 Hamilakis, Y. 2009. Indigenous
Hellenisms/indigenous modernities:
Classical antiquity, materiality, and
modern Greek society. In G. BoysStones, B. Graziosi and Ph. Vasunia
(eds), The Oxford Handbook of Hellenic
Studies. (Oxford: OUP, pp. 19-31)
4 Yorgos V. Makris, Writings, (Estia, 1986)
5 See Christos Chrissopoulos, The
Parthenon Bomber, (Kastaniotis, 2010)
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WE, THE FEW
We are the dreamers and the lunatics of this earth
with our fiery heart and frantic eyes.
We are the cursed thinkers and the dramatic lovers.
A million suns are circulating in our blood
and the vision of infinity is chasing us unstoppably.
Form cannot tame us.
We fall in love with the essence of our beings
and of all our loves this is what we adore.
We are the grand enthusiasts and the grand deniers.
We enclose within us the whole world and we are nothing of this world.
Our days are like fire and our nights are like the sea.
Human laughter is echoing around us.

FRONT: Yorgos V. Makris with
Trumpet, Manolis Daloukas’s
archive
BACK: personal note from Makris
The photograph is dedicated to
his friend Dimitris Politimos,
(an emblematic figure of the
Greek rock‘n’roll) who is
mentioned as Duke Polytimus
due to his love for the
pianist Duke Ellington. Makris
signes himself as George Lewis
Makrstrong. The reference is
obvious (MAKRSTRONG = MAKRHS+
ARMSTRONG) MAKRSTRONG. Makris
loved Louis Armstrong. Words and
image from Manolis Daloukas’s
archive.

We are the forerunners of chaos.

Dedication to Makris, a page of
the Alexis Akrithakis’s sketch
book (1997).
Manolis Daloukas’s archive

George Makris with his friend,
the acclaimed artist Alexis
Akrithakis. Manolis Daloukas’s
archive
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Diasirmos ( Disparagement )
by George-Icaros Babassakis

The following text consists of excerpts from the novel Diarismos, part of the
Chaos trilogy to be published by Estia, Athens. The character Markoulis
is a fictional reference to Yorgos V. Makris

III
Fuck, yes, I remember it now! (Velis). Remember what?
(Yannopoulos). The story, Manos. I asked you if you remembered it and then I forgot what the story was and I
was trying to see whether you remembered it. (Velis). So,
what story is that? (Yannopoulos). The story about Markoulis and Kazazis. (Velis).
Yes, the story about Markoulis and Kazazis, okay, but
(Yannopoulos coughs, drinks a sip of Irish, lights a Players,
drinks one more sip, continues) which one?
The story (Velis lights a Gitanes, drinks a sip of
Irish, looks at the chandelier, the record player, the bookcase of Yannopoulos before finally turning his gaze back
to its former position, namely into his friend’s eyes) with
the car, the accident at dawn, after a night’s drinking, the
hospital…
… (Yannopoulos takes over, with a faint smile)…
the bandages, the taxi, the collapse on a bench outside the
Academy…
… (Velis:) the sun burning, that fucker of a sun,
the sickly sun, as Kazazis wrote…
… the sickliness from the sun, to be precise,
Nikos… (Manos)
… the sun that fries and dries you (Nikos)…
… a fuck is no match for a good jerk-off, eh? (Manos)…
… hey, hold your fire… I just thought I’d make a
pun (Nikos)
… (Manos:) so here they are both under the
scorching sun bandaged, sobered up, hung-over, in pain,
pissed off, with the effect of inebriation gone and their
tolerance all but gone, no women today, writing is out of
the question, idle despite their important work, what
can you do about it, one step ahead and two backwards,
they shake their heads, the sun is relentless, that fucking
sun of Camus, Kazazis turns to Markoulis and says, Do
you think we should join up, Yorgos? Markoulis stares at
Kazazis questioningly and says, Join up to what, Nikos?
Kazazis says. Well, how can I put it, find something permanent to do, a job, an occupation, a kind of set working
hours, to join up, that’s how I’d put it, Yorgos. Markoulis
thinks about it, Markoulis contemplates it while the sun
is fucking them, that old fucker the sun, and finally Markoulis says, Nikos, I got it, listen, we’ll go and find Dodos,
tell him we want to join up, as you put it so aptly, and
he knows what to do, he’ll take care of it, he’ll fit us in…
(excerpt from a chapter)

V
They get to the NTO office, says Manos to Nikos. And
they ask to see the Director General, says Manos to Nikos.
Manos takes up the thread ~ he says:
The secretary (you must picture a setting from a black
& white comedy of the Golden Decade, with Lambros
Konstantaras and the works!), to the musical accompaniment of some piece of well-played domestic jazz and with
a brilliant smile, asks who wants to see him, slightly nonplussed (for all her smile) since Markoulis and Kazazis
are bandaged, sun-stroked, fed-up, disgusted (if not also
manacled); in short, they are a right mess. Still, she smiles
at them, a professional twitch (because it’s stupid to talk
about professional conduct in Greece-the-Diamond-onthe-Ring-of-Earth in the sixties, n’est-ce pas?), a brilliant
smile, asks them to wait, opens the double sliding doors
(they never used intercoms and things back then – even
if they had them, they never used such gadgets), and says
to Dodos, to Director General Mr Theodoros Bakopoulos,
two gentlemen are here to see you. What gentlemen? asks
Dodos. Wounded gentlemen, says The Smile. How do you
mean wounded? asks Dodos. Slightly wounded, elaborates
The Smile. Don’t do this, Filitsa! It’s a bad enough day as it
is. Tell me, what are these gentlemen’s names and what is
it they want! snaps Dodos. Quite right, sir, I’ll just enquire
and get back to you. She walks out, enquires and returns.
They introduced themselves as Messrs Markoulis and Kazazis, sir, and they asked me to tell you that they want to
join up. What!!! Oh-la-la!!! cries a suddenly cheerful Bakopoulos who happens to have an unbounded admiration for
Markoulis and Kazazis, for both their lifestyles and for Kazazis’s work (because only Kazazis has produced anything
so far, whereas Markoulis merely envisions a magnificent
work and has only presented some morsels of this great
work, and so on). Show them in at once, he tells Filitsa,
and see that we are NOT disturbed by ANYONE, this is an
IMPORTANT MEETING, no interruptions at all, is that
clear Filitsa? Yes, sir. Just a minute, don’t go, listen, call Mr
Alekos, you know, and tell him to prepare a generous, rich
assortment of snacks for two, for four – nice, well-made, he
knows – and the attendant ouzo drinks and so on, and tell
him also to be on the alert for urgent refuelling, is this clear
Filitsa, my child? Very good, and as I told you: NO ONE, I
repeat NO ONE, is to disturb us!
Let me refill our glasses, in the meantime, says
Nikos to Manos. On the record player the last note (note?)

sounds of Veteran’s Day Poppy, the last piece on the flipside of the second record of the twin album Trout Mask
Replica. In the sky, as it could be seen from the French window in Maronias Street, Kolonos, some clouds are trying to
form as they dance next to the rainbow of gravity. Here on
Earth, at this point, as seen from nowhere, Nikos Velis and
Manos Yannopoulos remember, while listening to Captain
Beefheart, smoking Gitanes (the former) and Players (the
latter), and drinking Irish whiskey (both), a story that featured Yorgos Markoulis (= thinker, poet, saintly bum, polyglot master of Nothingness) and Nikos Kazazis (= Poet with
a capital P, master of profundity, detective of the ontological riddle and first-class drinker. Social drinker.
And at some point dawn breaks.
Manos lights his nth cigarette, remembers once
again to say in a loud, crystal-hoarse voice the phrase You
might say that I live like a gilt nothing.
Nikos drinks his nth sip of Irish, contemplates the
ceiling with a vague expression and wishes first of all that
nothing will happen to the friendship among friends, and
also that no doctor, vile or otherwise, will ever ban him and
his friends from smoking drinking eating fucking reading
writing singing running daydreaming partying…
Remember last year, Nikos? Was that thing with
Anna and Lena crazy or what? Nikos Velis hears Manos
Yannopoulos say this as he returns from the kitchen.

Ah, yes, got it now. It’s just that a plain Anna
didn’t ring any bells. They go together: Marianna and
Lena. That’s how I remember them. Together.
They lived in Kefalinias Street. A large building. Very
Nice. A piano and all. Almost at the corner of Patission.
Next door to Au Revoir. I can’t remember whose idea it
was. Probably Manos’s. Probably. I was still getting over
the paranoia with Olga, I was in no state to come up with
such ideas at the time. Unless it was part of the context, you
know, as in The Anxiety of Influence and stuff like that,
Harold Bloom with chips, since we were talking about that
story of Markoulis and Kazazis and how they went to Bakopoulos and asked him to get them a job with NTO, and
then I may have come up with the idea of Manos and me
also “joining up” in a way, settling down so to speak – you
know. I may have dropped something like this by way of
contributing to the talk about joining up, I may have said
let us join up too, why not? We can’t be bums forever, I am
already past thirty and Manos is approaching thirty as
well, no, that’s a lie, he is thirty, so I may have said something like that and Manos, instead of stopping me, bringing
me to my senses, he took it at face value and, being a clever
man, you know how sharp he is, not only agreed but set a
specific target, too: Anna and Lena. Don’t they live together,
Nikos? Together, Manos. Aren’t they friends, Nikos? They
are, Manos. Haven’t we known them for years, Nikos? Decades, even, Manos.
Well, the time has come to go deeper into the relationship, Nikos.
Are you being vulgar, Manos?
No, I am being serious, Nikos.
Are you, Manos?
Pour another one, Nikos. I will, Manos. Good man,
Nikos.
Shall we chance it, then, Manos? Yes, Nikos. Shall we
go and ask them to marry us, Manos? Let’s go, Nikos.
Who gets whom, Manos? How do I know? One gets
Anna and the other gets Lena, Nikos. Yes, obviously, Manos, but who gets Anna and who gets Lena? Why are you
asking this, Nikos?
What do you mean why I am asking, Manos, shouldn’t
we know who’s going to ask whom? No, Nikos, we don’t
need to know that and I insist that it does not matter, what
matters is that we settle down, what matters is that they
are two fine, affectionate, tried-and-tested girls – okay,
okay, women, fine – of known quality, with their French
and their piano playing, intelligent, fine kids, Nikos, why
bother with such details as who gets whom, let’s just get
dressed and go ask them to marry us and that’s all there is
to it. To get it over with, Nikos.
Yes, to get it over with, Manos.
So we went.

VI
Yes, alright, it’s true. We did go and asked them to
marry us. Both of them. Together. With flowers, neckties
and all mod cons. Nine o’clock in the morning. After the
marathon with Beefheart and the story about Markoulis
and Kazazis, and a boilerful of Irish whiskey in our bloodstream. We went.
What do you mean, Markoulis and Kazazis? Ah,
you mean how did that story end? It ended like this: So
they went and asked to join up, fine. Dodos, overjoyed to
have his routine interrupted, orders ouzo. Ouzaki, they
used to call it then. Let’s have some ouzaki, they’d say. So
he says, welcome, boys, I was just thinking…
They start talking about poetry, about this and
the other poet, and here is one ouzaki, here’s another, toasting each other and eating snacks and again more ouzaki
for hours on end, they get up at dusk, they are thinking of
going for an omelette at a good place in Pangrati. Dodos
takes them all in the new Audi, they drink some more in
Pangrati and then Dodos leaves, he has a lot of work in the
morning and why don’t they drop in again anytime they
want, yes? Yes! It was great, and then Markoulis and Kazazis try to recall why on earth they had gone to Dodos but it
was impossible to remember.
Yes, it was days, even weeks before they finally
remembered.
Anna who?

[ ... ]

[ ... ]
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“1981” (Allagi)
by Vangelis Vlahos

Allagi is a Greek word that means ‘change’. The project consists of
twenty-two framed card boards (80 x 110 cm).
The “1981” (Allagi) (2007) attempts to construct a reading of the
first nine months of the Greek Socialist Party’s administration in the
early 1980s through visual material found in the archive of the right
wing Greek political newspaper Eleftheros Kosmos (Free World). The
newspaper operated from 1966 to 1982 and was considered to be the
official mouthpiece of the Greek military junta of 1967-74. The archival
material of the newspaper, which was found in an Athens flea market,
coveres a broad spectrum of political and social events along with
secondary features about shipwrecks, erotic crimes, robberies, car
accidents, army parades etc.
The Allagi project consists of images and newsreels which were
extracted from this archive and which were dated from October 1981
until June 1982. These images and newsreels are displayed in an absolute
chronological order in a calendar form without any kind of selection,
covering a period of nine months, from the time that the Greek Socialist
Party won the elections (October 1981) to the time the newspaper closed
(June 1982).
“Allagi” (Change) was the main political slogan of the Socialist Party for
the elections of 1981.

Vangelis Vlahos
“1981” (Allagi), 2007
The project consists of
22 framed card boards
(80 x 110 cm each frame)
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MAURIzio has left
the building
by Carolina Corbetta

Simple like a toy yet mournful like a mass hanging

One day I asked Maurizio Cattelan if he had ever thought of
substituting Charlie and other “mini-mes” for a son in flesh and
blood. “Every work is actually a way to conquer death” was his
response*.
I have never believed those who define Cattelan as a prankster
whose works are clever jokes. I’ve smiled when looking at some of
them, but most of the time I’ve felt a knot form in my throat. Like
at the Guggenheim, standing before All, his flawless final feat: it is
seductive and simple like a toy yet mournful like a mass hanging.
Cattelan had the courage to sacrifice one hundred and twentyeight creatures that he’d made over a career spanning more than
twenty years – the beloved ones as well as the disowned – for his
one hundred and twenty-ninth work of art. It is the most beautiful
of them all because it projects such a strong image, but contains
weakness and missteps.
Like every worthy artist, Cattelan is engaged in a desperate and
beautiful struggle against the very concept of death. In this way
the subject matter is constantly evoked. All is, among other things,
an attempt to suspend time, to delay the end. It freezes more than
twenty years in an eternal present in which every hierarchy among
the various works is removed. It is an unorthodox anthology that
becomes a synchronic and infinite act.
After all, the balancing of lightness and weight is the key
to Cattelan’s success. He has exploited the “great void” of the
Guggenheim’s iconic rotunda, defeating the narcissistic, sadistic
gesture with which Frank Lloyd Wright confined the art of the
museum to the galleries along the ramp. He has put his own
spectacular architecture at the centre.
Overturning spatial perspective, All invites visitors who
ascend the ramp to see the life, death and miracles of Maurizio
Cattelan whirl before their eyes like a film with no end.
* in KLAT magazine, no. 2, 2010

NOTE: Text published in Maurizio Has Left the Building, a project by Pierpaolo Ferrari and Sebastiano Mastroeni.
Published by Le Dictateur Press, March 2012.
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The Casino
of Mont Parnas
by Andreas Angelidakis

A building lies wounded on a mountain range, tangled up in tubes, wires and construction paraphernalia. The tubes run down the hill, connecting this networked ruin
to a city in crisis. The ruin is the Casino de Mont Parnas and the city is Athens. How
could a building designed for luxury and pleasure end up in such a state of disarray?
How could a city in a prime location on the Mediterranean screw up so badly?*
Cold War Billboards

shall-planned economic power of Greece, and so it had to be perfect. Perfection comes at a cost, and the hotel apparently tripled
its planned budget before construction was finished. Local newspapers protested about the scandalous amount spent on top of
Mount Parnitha, and everyone waited for the inauguration. “Fait
vos Jeux!” shouted Karamanlis to the crème de la crème of Athens society and politics, as he cut the pink ribbon to his pet project, the luxurious Hotel of Mont Parnas. The crowd seemed a bit
dazed and confused, maybe from the long drive up the mountain?
The atmosphere was a bit tense at the opening, as the glamorous
guests tried to locate the view they had driven so far to enjoy. The
layout of the public areas was confusing and the outdoor patios
too windy and too few. The architect Pavlos Mylonas must have
been disappointed by the first reaction to his masterpiece, because
that same night he accidentally drove off the road on his return to
Athens. The architect’s accident was widely reported in the next
day’s papers.

Athens became a big city after the Second World War, when
Greece received the benefits of the generous Marshall Plan from
the United States. The exchange was quite simple for countries like
Greece: join NATO and you shall receive lots of money. With this
money you will modernise your country and become a good example of western capitalism. And how do you modernise a country?
You build fancy buildings, connect them with fancy roads, maybe
add a slick airline, and of course luxury resorts. Resorts were a
particularly useful actor in the soap opera of Cold War politics, especially in countries like Greece and Turkey, because they stood so
close to the border with the USSR. You could almost make out the
lights of the Istanbul Hilton from Odessa, or so the legend goes.

That evening proved prophetic, and the building couldn’t get
a lucky break. Some particularly harsh reviews in the architectural press called it plainly mediocre and badly planned. They
said that the hotel did not have a clear identity; it was not a proper
mountain resort because it did not provide a place from where you
could enjoy the mountain. They said that such a building should
not sit high up on pilotis but closer to the ground, so you could
be closer to nature. The accommodation felt like the small and efficient rooms of a hotel in the city centre, and the swimming pool
was clearly designed for a seaside palace, but not for a mountain

Stills from a computer
generated animation
that narrates the story
of the building and its
unlucky circumstances.
They are based on the
gradual inhabitation of
archival material.
Images by
Sotiris Vasileiou,
Andreas Angelidakis

The official architecture of the Marshall Plan was Americanised modernism, because it represented everything that the
American dream stood for: modern efficiency built with elegant
technology resulting in fantastic comfort. The buildings it produced were not just buildings, but propaganda billboards for a
western way of life. A billboard for the nation’s economy.
The Hotel of Mont Parnas was meant to be an exclusive resort
overlooking the city of Athens. Arabs would flock to Mont Parnas
for their winter holidays, because it was closer than Gstaad and
cheaper than Geneva. The hotel was the dream project of prime
minister Kostas Karamanlis, who commissioned its architect
Pavlos Milonas, ordering him to spare no luxury. This building
would be the perfect advertisement for the new found and Mar-
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chalet. Interestingly, one of the reviews mentions that this was not
a real place of luxurious comfort but a building designed as the
image of a resort.
Designing a building as an image of a building would not enter
the architectural discourse until Learning from Las Vegas was published in the late sixties. In the still innocent fifties, this must have
been a case of accidental postmodernism by the architect: a building designed as a Cold War propaganda billboard ends up being
accused of being an image rather than a real building. What would
you expect? But even if the post-modernity of the billboard building was accidental, its architectural influence was evident to the
city that was growing at the foot of the mountain. As with many
examples of southern Marshall Plan development, the people
copied the masterpieces as
best they could, and came
up with their own, adhoc
versions of southern modernism. One could argue
that the Polykatoikia, the
Greek apartment buildingtype that makes up 80%
of Athens, is just a cheap
version of Americanised
modernism. Mont Parnas
was working, if only as an
architectural
billboard.
Mont Parnas was a bit like
the Hollywood sign for the
sprawling city of Athens.
Once the building was
completed and photographed, posters were promptly printed, proving the prowess of
the new Greek economy. The poster features the Hotel of Mont
Parnas next to the Parthenon, the Xenia Resort of Nafplio and
the Theatre of Epidaurus. Interestingly enough, three out of four
buildings on the poster are located on top of mountains. The image that concludes the composition is the jagged line of the ever
expanding Greek economy, a financial mountain range diagram,
on top of which more monuments would be built. Or not.
Soon after the poster was published, the hotel went bankrupt,
as it turned out that the beach was a more interesting destination.
Now the Karamanlis government was stuck with a wildly overpriced emblem of success that turned out to be a failure. To save

the situation they turned it into a state funded school of tourism,
which did not fare much better and closed its door due to lack of
students. In a fast forward through history, the unlucky billboard
building racked up a series of losses. It got turned into a glamorous casino during the Colonels’ dictatorship, for which it became
famous. It was the first and only casino that Greek citizens could
gamble in. To enter you had to have a tax statement that proved
you could afford it. Civil servants were not allowed to gamble, for
fear of massive mistreatments of public funds. Still, the casino
proved too expensive to run and went bankrupt, only to be sold
off to offshore companies, before returning to the ministry of tourism’s possession, where it was rebranded and so forth.
In the late nineties an earthquake shook Athens and did a
fair bit of damage to
the neglected resort.
Worst hit was the
hotel’s fancy nightclub, whose dance
floor cantilevered like
a flying saucer over
Athens. During the
quake, the famous
dance floor collapsed,
even though it had
been originally advertised as a feat of
engineering genius.
The hotel’s bad luck
culminated in the fire
of 2007, which burned
up a large part of
Mount Parnitha, leaving the financial beacon of the sixties looking
like a scarecrow of the noughties.
Now to compare the history of this unlucky building to the
economy: the hotel was designed to represent and advertise a
South economy that guided a South architecture. This southern
country, whose gambling governments borrowed heavily from the
reigning superpowers, had inflated its stock market like a glossy
pop-up casino operation, having previously managed to grab
an invitation into the eurozone by faking the paperwork and lying about its finances. And its architecture was adapted to every
legislative tweak in order to cost less and make more – buildings
that were nothing but cheap copies of the originals, cut and pasted
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to cost even less. But this was not a copy of the Chinese variety,
where an original is almost perfectly reproduced in endless examples: no, this was an adhoc, artisan-level copying, where an
original from Paris (Le Corbusier) is taken to the local seamstress
to disassemble and remake with cheaper materials, less fabric and
poor quality concrete, deviating so far from what it was meant to
reproduce as to somehow be an almost original creation.
Greece has had a gambling, lying and cheating economy that
went out on a date with a fast and easy, cheap and available architecture.
The casino of Mont Parnas’s future seems to promise even
weirder developments. At the beginning of 2010 the building’s
next overhaul was announced: even though it is a listed building the hotel would be demolished, redesigned and rebuilt “in
the spirit of modernism” by one of the movements’ last remaining practitioners, Nikos Valsamakis. In the published rendering,
the hotel looks more like a generic nineties resort, a sort of budget
version of Amman worldwide luxury hotels, scaled down for the
Greek banana reality. But should one even try to build a modernist
building in 2010? Iconic modernist buildings have been popping
up in China recently, as part of their copycat capitalism, and one
can imagine such a pastiche reconstruction taking place in Las
Vegas too, but Greece has always traded on its apparent authenticity. And what could this remade building represent, in the current
crisis?
Perhaps sense is not what a southern country is about, and
maybe it’s time for its architecture to have fun and enjoy the crisis.
If there is no hope left, maybe it’s best to party. As I drive up to
the Mont Parnas casino for yet another site visit, I notice a graffiti on some roadside ruin: “Bomb the Casino!”, and somehow this
stays in my mind as I arrive at the strange networked ruin of today.
The building is now almost unrecognisable, a strange collage of its
former self. Isobox modules have been added on and green corrugated cladding covers parts of the shell, while older additions have
been revealed in the process. Now the Cold War modernist ‘masterpiece’ looks like the rest of Greece: a random, almost folkloric
addition of ruins and shacks pasted onto the old modern facade,
while pieces of semi-demolished concrete parts hang off its skeletal corpse. Cables and multi-coloured infrastructure tubing run
down the hill seemingly connecting this half-dead building’s body
to the rest of the city of Athens. I wonder what the tubes carry?
Is it electricity, or water, sewage or euros running down the hill?
The ruin is perfectly networked with the city sinking in crisis,

entangled physically, financially and even mentally, just like the
economy it was always meant to represent.
The casino apparently still operates, though mostly at night
when it’s lit up with little bright lights, and the view from inside
has been manicured to photoshop perfection. I keep thinking
about the graffiti that urged us to blow up the whole thing. An
explosion is by far the most radical crisis for a building: maybe
we should explode the economy too? If the post-capitalist reality
is just a cycle of crisis and regeneration, if capitalism really feeds
on crisis just to regenerate itself, could an explosion really be the
crisis the casino needs?
Suddenly, I imagine fragments of the modernist building flying
up in the air – this could be a benign explosion after all – and softly
landing on the ancient mountain of Parnas amongst the now overgrown pines. Maybe when Greece has recovered, we’ll discover
those casino fragments and make little mountain cabins, combining the modernist shards with wooden appendages, like the simple forest huts you find in the North. The deer and the birds of the
mountain would live there, maybe some people too. These forest
shelters would be disconnected from the electricity grid, they would
collect rainwater on their own, they would be the artisanal follies
we can fantastically escape to from Greece’s current casino reality.

* This text examines the curiously interlinked history of
the casino and the city it served, considering the ways they
both gambled away their fortunes and the ways buildings
can become billboards for both success and failure.
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The Oracle
“ The compass is brought from the source, read the compass, collect the lore
and reveal its possibilities; the interruption of the natural order reasserts
any previous order and shows the Novus Ordo ”

Sibylla dressed in game cards, with the black eye line pentagram.

Sibylla inside Källa et les contre espaces, spreading out the game cards.
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Inside Källa et les contre espaces, the keeper and father. Outside, She
Who Shows the Way, and on the wall the grey silk ribbon pentagram.

Sibylla and the three pentagrams looking for the magnetic south pole, which is the
same as the geographic north pole, the home of Snöfrid, and the Oracle.
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Sibylla overlooking Snöfrid lying in the foreground, standing on the yellow
chair made by Ylva’s father.

Sibylla kisses Snöfrid.

NOTE: Ylva Ogland took the photos in our
(Rodrigo Mallea Lira and Ylva Ogland and
Sibylla Wadjet Marina Snöfrid Virginia)
home/studio/living room in Stockholm,
February 5, 2012.
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ISADORA DUNCAN IN GREECE
The articles in this section will function like a domino game, inviting us to follow the paths of
some of the main actors in the cultural history of the southern part of Europe, and beyond.
Altogether, they will form a possible cartography of the South and the artistic, political or
philosophical initiatives that shaped it
by Florence Derieux

This is an excerpt from Isadora Duncan’s autobiography, My
Life (1927). She recalls her family’s arrival and stay in Greece
in 1904.

We decided that the clan was sufficient in itself, that other people
only had us deviate from our ideal. It also seemed, in contemplating the Parthenon, that we had reached the pinnacle of perfection. We wondered why we should now leave Greece, as we find
in Athens everything we needed to satisfy our aesthetic sense. It is
surprising that after all my success, after my passionate interlude
of Budapest, I had no desire to retrace my steps. When I was a
party to this pilgrimage, I was not looking for any spiritual, and it
seemed that the spirit I was looking for was the invisible goddess
Athena who lived in the ruins of the Parthenon. We decided that
the clan Duncan would remain forever in Athens, and it would
build a temple that would mark our genius. [...]
Athens was then, as usual, in revolution. This time the revolution was based on a difference of opinion between the royal family
and students, on the question of whether we should give a version
in Greek tragedy or a modern version of ancient Greek. Crowds
of students marched through the streets with banners in favor of
ancient Greek. The day we returned to Kopamos, they surrounded
our car, we cheered our coats and asked us to join in their procession, which we did gladly for love of ancient Hellas. That day was
organized representation at the municipal theater by students.
The ten boys and the Greek Byzantine seminarian, all dressed in
flowing tunics and colorful, sang the chorus in Aeschylus’ ancient
Greek, and I danced. A delirious joy broke out among students.
[...]
When these various events took place, I discovered that our
bank account was nearly depleted. I remember that during the
night after the royal representation, I could not sleep, and at dawn I
went alone on the Acropolis. I entered the theater of Dionysus and I
danced. I felt that this was the last time. So I climbed the Propylaea,
and standing, I contemplated the Parthenon. Suddenly it seemed
that all our dreams burst like shiny soap bubbles and that we were
not, we could not be anything but modern.
Next issue , Michail Bakounin in Italy.

In Patras a real battle was fought in us whether we would go to
Olympia or Athens, but in the end our eager anticipation to see the
Parthenon prevailed, and we took the train to Athens. We crossed
a brighter Hellas. Sometimes we could see the summit of Olympus
covered with snow, sometimes we were surrounded by nymphs
and dancing hamadryads came from olive trees groves. Our joy
knew no bounds. Often our emotions were so violent that in order to express them, we only knew to embrace in tears. The heavy
peasants were watching us in amazement in the small train stations. They probably thought we were drunk or crazy, when we
were only excited by the expectation of the highest and brightest
of wisdom, by the expectation of blue-eyed Athena.
We arrived that evening in Athens crowned with purple, and
dawn found us trying to climb the steps of his temple, not the
trembling, the failing heart of worship. As we climbed it seemed
that all the life I had known until then stood out to me as a garment variegated, that I had never lived before, that I was born for
the first time in this long breath of beauty, in this first contemplation. The sun rose behind the Pentelic, revealing his amazing clarity, the splendor of its marble sides which sparkled under the first
rays of day. We climbed the last step of the Propylaea and we admired the temple shining in the morning light. By tacit agreement,
we were staying silent, each of us was alone in front of Beauty! The
time was too sacred to be expressed in words. It filled our hearts
with a strange terror. No more cheers, no more embraces. Each of
us had discovered his worship, and we remained for a long time
immersed in meditation where we went out as weakened and undermined. I often wonder why mortals who have reached such
heights must come down. Why cannot we be transformed by some
magic into Temple priests and remain forever in the divine service
of clear-eyed Athena, to gain wisdom by ecstasy?
We were now all together, my mother and her four children.
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Isadora Duncan Dancing
Photo by Arnold Genthe, created/published
between 1916 and 1942
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VISUAL ARTS

VISUAL ARTS

[ athens ] [ buenos aires ]

Even though these projects emerged in different southern topographies (one in Buenos Aires
and one in Athens), they coincide in many aspects of their nature and activity. Both initiatives
bypassed the existing institutional order and achieved an extension of cultural and political space
through the reconfiguration of physical space. Arts and cultural networks played a key role in
their constitutions, which manage to provide a constructive resistance to certain sociopolitical
conditions. It remains only to be seen whether or not such cases will constitute the future mode
of cultural production, since an autonomous and transient status provides a fertile alternative to
the current dead-ends in cultural policies.

Forwards in a Backlash:
The Reactivation of the
Embros1 Theatre, A Timely
Cultural Paradigm for
Athens

post-gentrification leisure area – bordering on ghost town
as the ‘Greek crisis’ swept through Athens’s centre. The
theatre changed hands frequently over the years, and
in 2006 ceased all activities and fell into a grey zone of
troubled management, before finally being abandoned.
Now belonging to a subsidiary department of the
Ministry of Finance, the theatre seemed destined to remain
derelict and, most seriously, inactive. The Ministry of
Culture had plans to turn it into a hybrid cultural mall.
The rumour mill suggested that it would be turned into
a bar or a club, according to a prevailing business trend
in the city. On the 11th of November 2011, the Mavili
Collective, a group of well-known actors and artists from
the broader field of performing arts, occupied the building.
They had asked the state to restore the theatre back to its
original purpose – but the Ministry of Culture had never
replied (up to this point, there has been no official or
unofficial contact from the Ministry of Culture about the
theatre, despite all the efforts made by the group).
The news about the occupation of Embros was
announced through a big press conference held in the
theatre, open to all interested parties. At the same time,
the Mavili Collective arranged an extensive inspection of
the building to check it was stable and that its future as a
performance space was viable. A twelve-day programme of
events began immediately, including experimental theatre,
performance, theoretical discussions and open talks. The
collective initiated a session called ‘Self goal’/’Own goal’
that basically amounts to an open, topic-free display on
stage and another called ‘Friday’s Theatre’, which includes
the presentation and screening of a performance followed
by an open discussion.
What is remarkable about Mavili’s collective initiative
is that it includes professionals and acclaimed artists
and appeals to visual and performance artists, some of
them very well known. For example, the internationally
established Greek avant-garde stage director,
choreographer and visual artist, creative director of the
opening ceremony of the Athens 2004 Olympic Games
and director of large-scale performance productions,
Dimitris Papaioannou, took part in the first and crucial
twelve days of the occupation through a video-enhanced
presentation and discussion (a type of action entitled ‘live

by Angeliki Roussou and Apostolos Vasilopoulos

A recently occupied theatre has
become the centre of attention in
Athenian artistic circles, challenging
existing patterns of cultural production
and presentation and dismantling
misconceptions about how a selfsustained structure can develop a
vibrant cultural programme and achieve
an influence outside its initial scope.
Entering the space, we felt a mixture of disbelief and
awe; a slightly odd combination caused by the way the
ambience of the abandoned building blended with the
vigour and energy of its recent occupiers. Familiar shapes
began to appear gradually as we looked around: a small
corridor used as a waiting room with a table and a couch,
announcements pinned on the walls and, a little further
ahead, an old fashioned bar that somehow seemed new
again. Along the corridor, there was a room with a big
table. Four or five people were sitting there talking and
we wondered if this was the discussion about ‘otherness’
that we’d seen on the programme. The room with the stage
revealed a certain past grandeur and also the potential
future this initiative might have.
Embros used to be an emblematic downtown theatre in
the early nineties, located in the Psiri district, only minutes
away from Acropolis hill. Psiri is now a defunct, almost

1
Embros in Greek means literally ‘Let’s
go, forwards, avant, move ahead’.
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archive’) of an older project of his, titled Sapfo in the Squat.
Kostas Tsioukas, another well-established choreographer,
supported the initiative with several ‘Self goals’ and weekly
residencies, involving students from the fine art faculty.
Mary Zygouri, Dora Economou and Eirene Efstathiou
were among the other well-known Greek visual artists
that supported the effort. Open seminars have been taught
by the renowned director and artist Eva Stefani, among
others.
Combining interdisciplinarity, professionalism and a
high level of artistic quality and research, Mavili Collective
is very different to other squats or independently run
places in Greece that are largely about purely political
issues or merely housing squats. This occupation is not
informed by a need to battle the system per se, but aims to
suggest another, self-sufficient model in the heart of the
conflict.
Kostas Tsioukas performance

So, what is the larger picture?
This initiative is not setting out from a negative
beginning, caused by a threatening external force that it
reacts to, but instead imagines its own existence and invents
its own potential. Vassilis Noulas, a member of the group,
believes that the current condition in Greece in a way
favours the creative process in that it provides the harshness
that often inspires artistic production. In any case, during
times when self-sustained forms or places seem to be
spreading both as a trend and as an alternative to existing or
failed ones/existing or failed policies, not only in the arts but
also in other fields of socioeconomic activities, these kinds
of occupations are becoming increasingly important and
urgent.
Mavili Collective’s ‘reactivation’ of Embros is by
definition a movement/gesture of a temporary and
precarious nature, given the way in which they have
occupied the building, the lack of coordination with the
officially responsible authorities, the constant risk of being
shut down and sometimes the annoying feeling that all
these issues turn the group into executive art managers
rather than experimental artists. However, Noulas also
observes that the initiative flirts with the established art
system. During the first twelve days of activities at Embros,
the unexpected success of the initiative brought a lot of
publicity and media coverage. The group has realised that
the nature of their project allows it to move in the cracks
within the system, oscillating back-and-forth between
transience and sustainability. Is it going to find its core value
in what it can produce through its purely self-organising
and temporary mode of being, or is it going to work towards
a more permanent character? Other voices in the group
appear to orient themselves towards the potential for some
sort of future continuation or stability.
Last but not least, the group that occupies the Embros
theatre has largely opposed itself to all state cultural policies
concerning the performing arts on the basis that no artistic

Dimitris Papaioannou presentation
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research or production is protected or better ‘endorsed’
as a national product. By defining an artistic product
as national, it can be used to represent, for example,
Greek culture to the outside world. However, this, as
the group contends, is not what happens in reality. In
that spirit, they want everything they produce to have,
first and foremost, a meaning that relates specifically to
the extended artistic community of Athens or Greece
in general, rather than to a global culture and global art
market. The Mavili Collective is showing that to be local
is to be ambitious. It is a productive and brave paradox.
Nobody, not even the members of the collective,
can predict what this initiative will become. Initiatives
like this must always question the conditions of their
existence. The only sure thing is that any future scenario
will be organic, involving transformations – or an
ending. Whatever happens, the Mavili Collective’s
occupation of the Embros theatre has achieved a cultural
importance far greater than anticipated, bringing people
back together at a time when the bonds of society are
being shaken by the economic crisis. Their gesture had
– and still has – an ethical gravity. It has also shown how
an independent, cultural organisation can penetrate
everyday life and transform it.

Akilas Karazissis performance
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Technologies of Friendship
and Technologies of
Confrontation: Not Even
One Square Metre of
Sociability?
by Syd Krochmalny

Situation

All pictures © Georgios Makkas
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of the new socialising space quickly surpassed its initial
purpose of an integrated dining area, as it came to host
academic, political, cultural and artistic activities.
This political act was supported by the majority of
students, professors, three chairs, the Department of
Sociology, artists and the founders of the Madres de Plaza
de Mayo.
The participation of students, student directors and
activists made this space culturally vibrant and full of life.
This new cultural ecology was developed while waiting for
the completion of the new social science building, which
was delayed.
Nevertheless, the rector interpreted the activists’
actions as a “usurpation”. This interpretation not only
privileged the function of a car park above the social
function of the academic space but also led to the superior
board requesting that lawyers intervene in order to arrive
at a solution.
The faculty authorities then seemed to change tack,
and admitted that the conflict between the different actors
should be worked out through dialogue and without legal
intervention.
In 2009, the student centre received a letter that
notified it of the existence of an open legal case involving
the activists, and specifically naming Germán Feldman,
former president of the student centre. The university

At the end of 2008, activists from the student centre
(CECSO) decided to take over the three campuses
of the Faculty of Social Sciences at the University of
Buenos Aires. The move was prompted by the students’
demands for structural improvements, a higher budget
and the completion of the new multi-department centre.
All academic activity within the university building
was suspended and classes were held in the streets.
The students held assemblies, public classes and
demonstrations.
The principal issue was the necessity to provide
adequate space for student and faculty members to
socialise. The students held a meeting and decided to
extend the student centre’s dining area into the car park,
on university property. The student activists took the
opportunity to reappropriate the car park as a space
for socialising. During the demonstration, the activists
occupied no more than 5 percent of the total area of the car
park.
During the summer of 2009, an independent student
group and members of the student centre began the
construction of the dining area in the car park. The
installation consisted of a roof and ‘stone-enclosed
gardens’, creating a space-maximising architecture that
allowed the activists to achieve their goals. The creation
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All pictures © Syd Krochmalny, 2010

rector ordered the dwellers and student centre members
to be identified, and also ordered an eviction during the
summer of 2009, which was prevented by the students. The
rector’s resort to the legal system was not only a setback to
the activists, but also to the history of the university and its
tradition of democracy.

‘being along with’ or the ‘we’, but the conflict, ‘the other’,
which becomes the foundation for the (art) groups and for
political militancy.
From this paradigm, which turned out to be
inescapable since it was a main part of the situation in
which we were going to operate, we took the following
elements:
a. Intervention in a conflict space between actors (mainly
students and the rectorship)
b. The collaboration between artists and activist groups
(members of the political groups of the student centre)
c. Media coverage (articles in different media and video
documentary)
But, at the same time, it was necessary to avoid some
constant elements that were part of these technologies,
namely: the reproduction of the conflict centred on a
friend-enemy relationship, the rhetoric of denunciation and
protest, the strategy of opposition, the modality of defensive
action and the verbal and material attack. Our idea was to
prioritise certain elements that are part of the background
of the activist art tradition. The cafeteria/car park was a
situation in which we could work artistically with other
technologies, namely those that Fernanda Laguna and
Cecilia Pavón had coined, towards the end of the nineties,
as “technologies of friendship”.
The technologies of friendship consist of connecting
and articulating fragments of the world and artists’
initiatives within a vast cultural ecology in which artists
proclaim themselves as their self-producers: as their
own directors, curators, critics, gallerists, writers and
researchers. From these technologies we took the following
guidelines:

Technologies of friendship and technologies
of confrontation

Together with sociologist Lucas Rubinich, we decided
to intervene in the conflict. We resolved to call on a group
of artists to operate and generate artistic and social
productions in the car park/ dining room space. We
thought that we shouldn’t use the typical rhetoric, tactics
and strategies that were used by student groups and
which were similar to the artistic practices of the activist
art groups: the ‘technologies of confrontation’, which
meant actions and discourses during conflict situations
that consisted of opposition, protest and denunciation
techniques .
The ‘opposition strategy’ is founded on the political
relationship between friend and enemy, where the enemy
is the bourgeoisie, the bureaucrat or the genocider. This
strategy is an act of resistance and vindication when
facing an attack on a friend. The ‘other’ in the strategy
of opposition is the aggressor whose function is to make
those who are victimised/attacked bond together, making
the conflict a reason for community, collectives and the
gathering together of groups. This type of organisation is
formed in a defensive way. The generation and proliferation
of this strategy is in line with the extent of confrontation,
which thereby defines the groups’ limits: it is not the
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a. The participation of artists and non-artists
b. The emphasis on the connection – philia – between
different actors in conflict (activists from other parties
that were not a part of the student centre, members of
the board of the faculty and the deanship)
c. To build a new status quo to face the deterioration of
institutions
d. To give a visible image to what was invisible before
e. A positive logic of action, by accepting heterogeneous
proposals
f. To build bridges, cross symbolic borders and multiply the
opportunities for fertile encounters
g. To put the ‘economy of giving’ into practice
In order to put this plan into practice we summoned
together artists who could provide practical and theoretical
tools and who had previously been part of the ‘activist art’
and ‘autogestive art’ scenes.

Our first activity was a visit to inspect the site, where we
presented some ideas and took some photographs of the site. The
second meeting consisted of reading two books, the one about the
thousand seats and another on contemporary architecture; as we
read we worked with four wooden spools of wire that were lying on
the parking lot, sanding, painting and refinished them, and placing
spinning wheels of polypropylene on them. The third meeting
was within the context of the second Independent Book Fair held
in the parking lot of the faculty; we continued our work on the
construction of mobile tables and in the afternoon Pio Torroja,
Gustavo Dieguez and Lucas Rubinich put together a discussion
panel to reflect on the urban possibilities of the conflict.
Other actions on site included the making of soup using
ingredients from the on site garden, contrasting with the unhealthy
high-fat food served in the student cafeteria, a public general
sociology class taught by Lucas Rubinich and a ‘social sculpture’.

Conclusion

Tactics and open command experiment

The parking lot was perceived as a privileged urban space
(outside of the market), with great dimensions, scarce in that zone
of Buenos Aires. The space had not been privately developed
because it belonged to the university. We evaluated the loss of
potential that resulted from its use as a car park. Therefore, the
architects proposed to inject political imagination so the car park
became a public plaza of arts and sciences, coordinated by the
university. At the same time, two underground car parks could be
built. The construction and financing of this self-sustaining project
would take five years.
The implementation of a plan of this magnitude would bring
prestige to the college, involve the participation of different
social actors and be an exemplary example for other community
outreach projects.

With the technologies of confrontation as a factual
situation we invited different artists to display friendly
technologies. We defined the dining room as a ‘lumpen
bar’ and conceived of it as an installation in which we could
intervene, configure, redesign and collaborate.
We decided to call the artists and think on site. The
common opinion was that the space lacked ‘visuality’. If the
occupation had legitimacy because of the lack of a territory
for socialising, this could be crumbled with just one image.
Therefore, we considered the need to create a ‘face’. Another
common thought was that we should work with the needs
and materials on the site and accept donated materials that
could be attached to those we found there.
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Less is More: La Loseta
and the Economy of Means
by Carla Acevedo-Yates

Presenting artworks outside of the strict confines
of an institutional setting is at times a subversive act. It
allows ample space for experimentation, the proliferation
of creative impulses and a tangible exploration of the
economy of means. As an artist or curator, using a private
residence as an exhibition platform is both liberating and
exhilarating, and can be used as a recourse for artistic
practices that have been relegated or marginalised either
on political grounds or as a consequence of dire economic
times. A case in point is the surge of apartment shows
in Leningrad (St. Petersburg) during the second half of
the twentieth century, where artists whose work did not
conform to the strict parameters of socialist realism were
rejected by the political establishment and consequently
blacklisted. As a result, and with an unbridled desire to
show their works, these ‘unofficial’ artists used private
residences as exhibition spaces for art events, happenings
and performances.
Today, in our current global economic crisis,
apartment shows continue to be a consistent and costeffective resource for exhibiting artistic practices. Here,
an alternative to the neutral exhibition space or ‘white
cube’ is constructed, which offers artists and viewers
innovative ways to approach visual practice, as something
that truly incorporates the everyday rather than as a
set of commodities. In San Juan, Puerto Rico, a project
titled La Loseta (The Tile), initiated by artist Radamés
‘Juni’ Figueroa, comprised a one-year programme of
monthly exhibitions during 2011 involving local as well
as international artists and curators whom Figueroa
had met during the course of his travels: Adriana Lara
(Mexico), Jesús ‘Bubu’ Negrón (Puerto Rico), Matura
Sucias Ratas (Puerto Rico), Gerardo Contreras (Mexico),
Stefan Benchoam (Guatemala), Kristen Fink (Puerto Rico),
Joel Rodríguez (Puerto Rico), Christopher Rivera (Puerto
Rico), Esther Planas (UK), José ‘Pepe’ Rojas (Mexico),
José Vera Matos (Peru) and Pablo León de la Barra (UK).
Although La Loseta comprised twelve distinct exhibitions,
as a whole the project encouraged self-management,
experimentation, interdisciplinarity and artistic
cooperation without regards to geographic location.
The title of the project, La Loseta, references the
floor of Figueroa’s San Juan apartment, which consists
of hand-made cement tiles with geometric patterns
that conform to what is called in Puerto Rico and other
Caribbean islands ‘creole tiles’. These tiles were first
imported from Barcelona to Puerto Rico in around 1900
and then produced locally in Santurce, Puerto Rico. They
were widely used in houses, government buildings and
apartment buildings throughout the island until they

Radames Juni, Figueroa
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became outdated during the 1960s. Providing a historical
as well as an aesthetic setting for the exhibition programme
– the opposite of a sterile white cube environment – the
tiled floor functioned not only as an essential support and
backdrop, but also as an indispensable focal point for the
production of works.
The first exhibition was a xylograph by Mexican artist
Adriana Lara titled Index, which showed a hand signalling
with its index finger which, according to the artist’s
instructions, could be pointing in any direction. Figueroa
chose to present it pointing upwards, referring to the first of
a yearly cycle of exhibitions in his residence. The exhibition
that followed, titled Alive and Kicking, showcased works
by Puerto Rican artist Jesús ‘Bubu’ Negrón, who produced
several small scale versions of a previous work titled
Colillón Masculino: a cigarette-end sculpture comprised of
glued cigarette-ends that the artist collected from the streets
as a sort of urban anthropological survey. Guatemalan artist
Stefan Benchoam, referencing a sculpture by Figueroa titled
El Arcoiris, presented a video documentary that shows him
creating a rainbow by pouring paint buckets over the side of
a cement slope, next to a road.
Other artists chose minimal interventions and situations
that necessitated the direct participation of visitors.

Christopher Rivera, for instance, established a provisional
and rather improvised tattoo shop where visitors could get
a tattoo of the logo of the rock‘n’roll band of their choice.
For his part, Joel Rodríguez opted to physically intervene
and alter the architectural structure of the space by drilling
a hole in the wall of the living room, thereby creating a
peephole through which you could enjoy viewing the city
of San Juan and its commercial pier. This work seemingly
alluded to the interplay between the public and the private
sphere, as posited by an apartment exhibition programme
such as La Loseta. It was a minimal intervention that
highlighted space itself.
For the final exhibition, Figueroa invited London-based
curator Pablo León de la Barra to develop a project which
embodied the spirit of La Loseta in both form and content.
Gathering a group of Puerto Rican and international artists,
La Gran Bienal Tropical: Trópico Abierto approached visual
practice from the myth of ‘Tropicality’ as pronounced by
Brazilian artist Hélio Oiticica in the late 1960s. He was not
referring to a set of particular objects, geographic locations
or clichés, but to an attitude that entailed a conscious and
deliberate rupture from the establishment. Departing from
this ideological framework, de la Barra selected specific
works to create a ‘tropical’ scene of sculptures, installations
and actions. Staged in the surroundings of the beachfront
food kiosk La Comay, in the town of Loíza, Trópico Abierto
was not an ordinary biennial. Although the event gathered
a group of international artists working within a curatorial
framework, it disregarded the pompous grandeur and
financial muscle-flexing that characterises the international
biennial circuit. The artists who were invited to participate
from abroad, from countries such as Cuba, Costa Rica and
Brazil, sent their works as detailed instructions, employing
perishable materials and ordinary objects which were
readily available, inexpensive and relatively easy to find.
In what de la Barra defined as a ‘green cube’, works by
Wilfredo Prieto, Erika Verzutti, Alana Iturralde, Karlo
Andrei Ibarra, Michael Linares, Marxz Rosado, Carolina
Caycedo, Guillermo Rodríguez, Federico Herrero and
Rafael Vargas Bernard, among others, were shown. The
project Trópico emphasised the feasibility of the economy
of means in art practice represented by projects such as
La Loseta. It also assembled together artists and the local
community, directly engaging context and content within a
theoretical framework.

Erika Verzutti

Despite a restricted budget, La Loseta also succeeded in
achieving an international presence with presentations in
Medellin, Colombia, Porto Alegre, Brazil (on the occasion
of the Bienal do Mercosul) and Barcelona. La Loseta cannot
be merely dismissed as an alternative art space, but rather
defined as a viable economic model for exhibition making,
which merges art practice with the everyday and actively
breaks the divisions between the public and the private
realm.

Karlo Andrei Ibarra

All images courtesy of La Loseta
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1.
Outside view
of the exhibition How
to Build a Garden as
it is presented at
the seedbed of Visual
Art Farming in the
Municipal Garden of
Nicosia. © Christos
Hatzichristou

It is obvious why the idea of the ‘enclosed garden’ has
always been an allegory for the inner self and its primary
material: yearning. Leafing through the books with the
innumerable portraits of Andrei Catalin (Polys Peslikas),
visitors feel like intruders into a complex relationship
between ‘subject and object’, while the profuse and
potentially endless views soon demonstrate the inevitable.
Desire borders on the infinite; the garden and non-garden
become identical concepts.
In their work Infinite Library (2009), Haris Epaminonda
& Daniel Gustav Cramer also examine the concept of
infinity. As viewers watch the books made by the artists
being leafed, through the video, they are witnessing the
poetic metaphor of the workings of eternity alongside the
constant flow of time.
In the semiotics of the garden the distinction between
the outside and the inside is of crucial importance. The
socio-political implications of the symbolism are selfevident. The codes through which the system evaluates
and classifies things are disputed. Socratis Socratous
examines the illusion of the nominal and the true value of
things (Loot, 2011), while Michael Panayiotou in Anything
But You (2011) deals with the price of the constant quest for
the boundaries of a nationally idealised garden – see the
Republic of Cyprus. The idyllic image of the proudly flying
flag collapses under the weight of the various national
visions.
In view of the broader socio-political context of the
times, it is my impression that the sarcastic message, “I
was here but I disappeared” that Phanos Kyriakou carved
on his artificial rock could well be the ironic subtitle to the
question of how to build a garden (or anything). For it is
common knowledge that everything that exists contains
the seed of its nonexistence, and everything that no longer
exists may never have existed.
The garden was (maybe) here but it disappeared.

[ nicosia ]

How to Build a Garden
by Louiza Papaloizou

The ‘garden’ persistently revisited my mind for
days after the opening of the exhibition; the question
so deliberately and masterfully planted in me echoed
something of the desperate quest of the time about how to
build anything these days – let alone a garden! – and the
works ‘refused’ to exhaust themselves at a single reading.
Starting with the symbolic aspects of the concept of
the ‘garden’ and the historicity of both the greenhouse
designed in the late 1960s by Neoptolemos Michailidis, a
major exponent of architectural modernism in Cyprus, and
the Municipal Garden of Nicosia, which hosted the event,
the exhibition triggered an almost whispered discourse
with deeper implications. Conceived and curated by Elena
Parpa, it featured the works of nine artists. In a subtle
mood and with a delicate aesthetic suited to the methods
of micro-gardening, each work was created, selected and
installed to discreetly beckon the viewer to approach, bend,
focus, examine and ultimately reflect upon the nature and
the meta-nature of the concepts of the garden and nongarden. There were the branching neurons of memory in
the work of Efi Savvides, the minute incubators of Maria
Loizidou as caches of not only what is about to be born and
take shape but also of things that tend to disappear and the
nocturnal ‘shots’ of Alexandros Pissourios, which release
the Municipal Garden’s matter from sunlight to reveal its
sensual aspect.
In her profound introduction to the exhibition
catalogue, Elena Parpa attempts to compile a genealogy of
the idea of the garden and its multiple symbolisms. From
the biblical Garden of Eden to New York’s Central Park,
the garden is: “this idea of an idyllic place […] where life
finds a refuge to rest or evolve, has survived through the
centuries.” Parpa also goes on to note that the concept of
the garden encompasses the notion of borders as well.

The exhibition How to Build a Garden, curated by
Elena Parpa, was hosted at the Phytorio Art Centre in
the Municipal Garden of Nicosia from February 4 to
March 2, 2012.
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He returned to Cuba after the revolution, playing an active
role in the running of the publishing house Casa de las
Americas, before moving back to the United States to
spend his later years in New York. Desnoës seems to have
put a lot of himself into his novel’s first person narrator,
giving him many sympathetic qualities and flashes
of insight. However, he also holds his alter ego up for
criticism. In Alea’s film the protagonist, Sergio, represents
a “memory of underdevelopment,” a bourgeois who
immerses himself in his own mental acuity but who cannot
break free from angst and commit to anything meaningful.
Both the novel and the film are complex both in style
and meaning. In the novel, the protagonist criticises
his friend Eddy (Desnoës) for writing a story with flat
characterisation about an alienated intellectual who
is saved by committing himself to the revolution. This
reference indicates the vigour with which Cuban artists
and intellectuals have long battled socialist realism.
Indeed, the film version stands as one of the best examples
of Cuban artists’ independence and efforts to create
new forms of political art. Significantly, Memories of
Underdevelopment is thoroughly urban; neither Desnoës
nor Alea include folklore references, popular with other
Cuban artists. The novel and the film look to European
and American cultural influences and are not afraid to use
mainstream Western contemporary modes of expression
even while criticising their impact on Cuban life.
Cuba’s political history provides the film’s framework:
its opening sequence shows a public dance at which
a political leader is assassinated. Later, a central
documentary sequence, seemingly unrelated to the
narrative, depicts and analyses moments from the trial of
the counterrevolutionary officers captured at Playa Giron.
A final series of sequences is about the missile crisis and
combines both documentary shots and narrative material.
In terms of style, Alea comments on the theme
of underdevelopment in two ways. He develops a
psychological narrative in the style of European films
about Sergio’s existential alienation. At the same time
he holds that alienation up to criticism by means of
documentary footage, which shows us the revolution that
Sergio will not join. The film mixes cinematic styles and
modes of spoken discourse, moving back and forth in time,
frequently according to Sergio’s memories. The shots of the
Cuban people on the street during the film and particularly
at the dance at the beginning of the film show Sergio
as a tall, fair man who looks like a gringo – something
a Latin audience would pick up on since skin colour is
often an index of class. It seems that Alea uses such a fair
protagonist to emphasise, in visual terms, this middle class
intellectual’s alienation from the people.
In the film, as in the novel, Sergio’s “perceptions of
reality, sometimes deformed, and always subjective,” also
become the object of our critical attitude. Film director
Alea explains:
“... The confrontation between his world with the
‘documentary’ world that we show (our subjective world)
can have some rich overtones... We developed more than
what was included in the novel, that line which shows

Memories of
Underdevelopment
by Julia Lesage

The word ‛subdesarrollo’ or
underdevelopment plagues everyone
who lives in South America. It may mean
a colonised economy or insufficient
industrial development, or it just may
come to mean that foreign is better.
The Cuban film Memories of Underdevelopment,
directed by Tomás Gutiérrez Alea, deals with the topic of
underdevelopment in a number of ways. Primarily the film
concerns itself with the life and thoughts of a bourgeois
intellectual, Sergio, who has literally stayed behind after
the revolution. He stays in Cuba when his wife and parents
move to the United States because he wants to observe
what is going to happen in Cuba. He thinks of himself as
‘Europeanised’; for him, underdevelopment means that the
Cuban mind is underdeveloped. Sergio criticises people,
especially women, for forgetting things and not being
consistent, but in his own case remembering everything
just paralyses him.
The novel from which the film was adapted (published
later in English as Inconsolable Memories), was written by
Edmundo Desnoës, a Cuban intellectual who spent many
years in the United States, which influenced his writing.
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‘objective’ reality that surrounds the character and that
little by little closes in on him and suffocates him at the
end. That line alternates with the protagonist’s own and
is basically built with documents, that is, with current
testimonies.”
The documentary elements in the narrative sections of
the film are generally effective, for example the depiction
of a round table discussion that Sergio attends. The
forum’s topic is “Literature and Underdevelopment”,
and the panellists include the real Edmundo Desnoës
and Jack Gelber, the North American playwright who
wrote the introduction to the English translation of
Inconsolable Memories. In this filmed panel Desnoës speaks
about his long stay in the United States, where he says
he was just another “spic”, and he especially criticises
the country’s “great white dream”. Another speaker says
that underdevelopment and development are sick words,
a linguistic and ideological alibi, and that Cuba needs
instead the words capitalism and socialism. Jack Gelber
then demands humorously, “Why use an impotent form
like a round table discussion after the revolution?” But
the fact that he uses English to protest against academic
bullshit, also in English, reveals, once more, the presence
of cultural imperialism.
In political terms, the film may challenge a Cuban
audience. Alea shows Sergio living untroubled and alone
in luxury, well after the revolution, in an apartment
that could have housed a family or two. The audience is
supposed to criticise and not envy this way of life. Also,
buildings deteriorated in Havana after the government
prioritised rural development, but Alea shows Sergio’s
Havana apartment as being in perfect condition. In one
sequence in the film, we also learn that Sergio’s income
comes from monthly state payments for a building of
his that had been confiscated, and that he will receive
payments for another thirteen years. All of these details
in the film paint a picture of Cuba as being fair to those
bourgeois who have stayed, letting them, like Sergio, just
fade away of their own accord and not stripping comforts
from them. Yet what ‘message’ does this apartment in the
movie have for a Cuban audience? It seems to say, “You
are superior for you are working for the revolution, while
a character such as Sergio has all these fine possessions
but is empty inside.” But maybe the audience looks at the
nice plumbing with envy or thinks it should go to someone
more deserving. Specifically, the film does not analyse the
relation between Sergio living in material comfort and the
theme of underdevelopment as a whole.

Cuba and the Intellectuals

Both the novel and the film were finished before
1971 and the First National Congress on Education and
Culture when Castro waged an all out war on “cultural
imperialism”. At that time Castro said that artists and
writers must reject “all manifestations of a decadent
culture, the fruit of a society or societies that are rent by
contradictions.” Early in the revolution, Castro had called
for the development of a New Person to meet the exigencies
of the new society. For ten years the motto for intellectuals
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was, “Within the revolution, everything. Outside the
revolution, nothing.” But by 1968, after the film was made,
newspapers published many open critiques of “decadent”
art. Although Memories of Underdevelopment has not lost
its standing in Cuba as a superb artistic achievement, both
as a novel and as a film, neither Desnoës nor Alea have
done any similar works since then, that is, works which
show an obvious European influence. After collaborating
with Alea on the screenplay, Desnoës wrote the English
translation of the novel, incorporating incidents from the
film, and it was released in the United States in 1967.
However, I would argue that Latin intellectuals
cannot, even after the revolution, declare themselves
untouched by European and North American thought, for
the very concept of underdevelopment, which exerts as
powerful an influence in post-revolutionary Cuba as ever,
means that the intellectual has been strongly shaped by
foreign conceptual models. In both its theme and its style,
Alea’s film takes up the subject of underdevelopment and
foreign influences and shows the need to put what has
been gained from abroad at the service of the revolution.
The film does not show, though, what should happen
to an intellectual class after the revolution, and this
is its weakest point in political terms. The New York
critics saw the film as being about the depiction of a
sensitive intellectual and admired the way it treated the
intellectual’s alienation within a changing, proletarian
society. We see Sergio committed to himself, but the
film does not say how an intellectual sympathetic
and committed to revolution would implement that
commitment in real terms. Desnoës, who went back to
Cuba and then returned to the United States, and Alea,
who is sympathetic to the revolution but never joins the
Communist Party, and even the actor Corrieri, who left
acting to lead El Teatro Escambray in rural areas, all made
momentous personal decisions in this regard. But the film
never depicts these kinds of decisions.
According to some New York reviewers, that the
film does not show how an intellectual can ‘join the
working class’ and commit to the revolution is one of
its main strengths, saving it from dogmatism. However,
if, as in Cuba, the audience already has a revolutionary
mentality, the film may be interpreted as a critique of
outmoded ways of thought. Within the context of a society
accomplishing a revolution, the film serves a political end.
In the United States, it can be co-opted.

Stills from the movie Memories of Underdevelopment (1968),
directed by Tomás Gutiérrez Alea
The New Yorker Films

This text is an edited excerpt from the essay “Memories of Underdevelopment” by Julia Lesage, which is
available online at www.ejumpcut.org. The essay was firstly
published in JumpCut: A Review of Contemporary Media
magazine (No.1, May – June 1974), which we would like to
thank. The online version of the essay can be found here:
http://pages.uoregon.edu/jlesage/Juliafolder/MemOfUnderdevt.html
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“Until today we had actors, crew, directors. Thanks
to George Panousopoulos and Mania we have the first
filmmaker, that is to say someone who perceives his film
as an extension of his body, of his physical presence, of his
gaze, of his direct relation to things: Mania exists in such an
arbitrary way (and natural, at the same time), as the way
that Panousopoulos is attached to cinema. That is why the
real protagonist of Mania is neither a plot, a message, an
actress, nor ‘beautiful images’. The real star of the film is
the man who created it: a filmmaker who doesn’t protect
himself by hiding behind the camera, but rather exposes
himself physically all the time through the flickering
presence of his gaze. In a national cinema full of directors
who make safe choices and act as the ultimate masters of
films and despots of the moving image, Panousopoulos
and Tornes are the most physical, therefore the least restassured and the most risky filmmakers we have.”
This is what Christos Vakalopoulos1 (one of the most
prominent and influential film critics of his time) wrote
about Mania. Twenty-seven years after the release of the
film, I believe that there is no better way of defending it
than Vakalopoulos’s argument regarding Panousopoulos’s
physical involvement in Mania (in terms of script, direction,
photography and editing). And it is the physicality
permeating the film that makes it feel so fresh, so full of life
and energy, even today.
With the plot a secondary priority for the filmmaker,
the result is a highly powerful, masterfully shot film
about the personal journey of a woman in the Athenian
National Garden 2. Actually, it is a film about freedom: the
freedom that is only one step away from insanity, pursued
by a woman who breaks the conventions in her life. Zoi
(Alexandra Vanzi), a very successful businesswoman
working at a prestigious computer company in the eighties,
is the only female executive chosen to go on a three-month
training seminar in the USA. She shows no concern about
leaving her husband and two children – a six-year-old girl,
Katerina, and a baby boy, the nursing of which is, in any
case, undertaken by her disapproving religious mother who
lives with the family. Although a person who plays many
roles (a mother, a daughter, a wife and an executive), Zoi is
clearly someone who chooses to invest most of her energy in
her profession. Her aspirations as a person, a very ‘square’
person, are miles away from changing baby nappies, and
her identity is mostly defined by her efficiency as a career
woman3. This is something that Panousopoulos establishes
wonderfully in his initial sequences, where Zoi is shown
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Insufficient Memory Space.
Revisiting Mania, a film by
George Panousopoulos (1985)
by Venia Vergou

1

Rediscover a ‛forgotten’ film about breaking free of all conventions through
the personal journey of a woman lost in the National Garden of Athens.
Welcome to the jungle.

confidently working in the company’s offices. The good
news about the trip to the States explains her willingness
to offer her daughter Katerina the treat of being taken to
the park later in the afternoon, much to her grandmother’s
relief. But, contrary to all expectations, this stroll around the
park will have immense consequences. Relaxing under the
trees while her daughter plays with the other children, Zoi
eavesdrops on the stories told by a man (Aris Retsos) to the
mesmerised children. This seemingly mad man, who has
managed to create a hidden refuge inside the garden, will
lure Zoi into a journey of lust and free will. It is ultimately a
journey of no return – explaining the choice of title: mania,
madness, with which Zoi becomes possessed.
From this point on Panousopoulos offers the best
depiction of the National Park ever made on film and his
use of the park becomes the driving force of the film. After
a series of encounters with pagan bands that are playing
and dancing, hidden couples making love, solitary elders
walking their dogs and unstoppable, playing children, Zoi
gradually breaks loose, becoming a woman whose own
identity is in question. She becomes the woman with the red
shirt, reminiscent of the monkey with the red top that found
shelter in the park earlier in the film (in a scene that signifies
that no matter what developments are made, Greece still
is a country that inclines towards absurdity). This whole
sequence, which exposes an entire microcosm within the
park and takes over the film, shows in the most cinematic
way possible the battle between the primitive forces in
human nature and logic.
Zoi’s transformation and surrender to her instincts
is equivalent to the transformation of the two children in
Walkabout by Nicolas Roeg – an amazing film famous for
its juxtaposition of nature and a colonial society. And if the
set up in Roeg’s film is the vast, mysterious and dry space
of a desert, in Mania the natural protagonist is a garden full
of trees, foliage, earth, shadows and animals, turned into a
jungle through the absolute mayhem caused by Zoi. Again,
Vakalopoulos’s illuminating remarks give an insight into the
reading of the film:
“…The female protagonist is a mysterious person that
becomes even more mysterious at the end of the film. She
doesn’t explain herself to anyone… Panousopoulos’s theme
is finding freedom within confinement, the transformation
of prison into light…the garden of Mania leads its characters
into reinventing freedom as a personal affair. No refuge
is pursued, neither in History or in the selfishness of the
person who ‘creates it’, nor in the cinema itself.”
And whether this ‘prison turned into light’ is Greece
– a country in the South that, one way or another, devours
its children with its dramas like Medea – is a hypothesis
that remains to be proved. It is certainly a prison for Zoi,
who ends up ‘out of data’ with ‘insufficient memory space’
and unable to continue, like her computer at the beginning
of the film. This idea was perhaps unbearable for the forty
thousand viewers of the film at the time of its release (it
had relatively low box office takings). At a time when the
middle class was increasing in prosperity under the rule
of the socialists, the idea of a fast developing country with
a promising future would be far more attractive than
Panousopoulos’s vision.

Anti magazine, issue 306, 1985.

2 A space within the Athenian landscape overloaded with
conotations. It is a place of national heritage, because it used to
be the garden of the king’s palace. It is also the epitome of natural
space within a brutally cement-built capital, as it is one of the very
few green parks in Athens, full of an astonishing number of species
from the Mediterranean flora; it is a garden of peace and serenity, a gem in the middle of the city’s traffic with a timeless quality,
remaining recognisable and exactly the same over the years.
3 This emancipated female character is, strangely enough,
quite a brave representation of a woman for the standards of the
male-dominated Greek society of the 1980s.
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George Panousopoulos, Thessaloniki Film Festival,
Aegokeros Publishing,
pp. 140-142, Athens 2005

Excerpts from the director’s diary during the shooting of Mania
This hand-written record shows the unyielding personality and the driven individuality of the director Giorgos Panousopoulos as he faces all the shortcomings, but also the unexpected joys, of this filmic experience. The record reveals a man fully conscious of going against the current and the cinematic establishment of his times. Consumed by
his obsessions and at the same time running headlong at any drawbacks, he was committed to portraying on celluloid
his unsung characters as had never been done before in the Greek cinema. The diary ends with him describing how his
decision not to submit Mania for consideration to the most established festival in Greece resulted in a huge fight with
Theo Angelopoulos (the director of the festival) and Melina Mercuri (Minister of Culture at the time) and the film’s
consecutive commercial failure in Greece. Panousopoulos did not seem to mind too much...
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Still from Mania (1985),
George Panousopoulos
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the sound of Japan, as well as the á-la-Joy Division, Death
By Stereo. The group’s own members have described
South of No North as their favourite and most accomplished
album. One year later the band played their last concert
together with Last Drive and Villa 21, and then retired; their
only comebacks are the Rajah album of 1992 (essentially
a collection of remakes of older pieces plus some new
compositions) and, most importantly, their 2003 reunion for
a triumphant headline appearance at the Gagarin as part of
the second Elfentanz festival.
Essentially, South of No North left behind, in addition
to a bunch of beautiful songs, their faith in playing fresh,
modern music under adverse circumstances, in a country
that is inclined to abuse and ridicule what it does not
understand. Today, after so many years, new Greek bands
listen to the new sound, assimilate it and produce great
albums that pave their way to success abroad. Bands like
South Of No North, Yell O Yell, Mushrooms, Anti-Troppau
Council and Last Drive must be proud as they watch the
seed they’d planted starting to bloom several decades later.

‘South of No North’, Post–Punk
aloofness in a warm climate
by Panayotis Barlas and Dimitris Bouras

sixties and the multifaceted seventies while also getting in
touch with the pioneer musicians of their own generation.
Guided by the magazines Ihos (Sound) and Pop & Rock and,
of course, the radio shows of Yannis Petridis, a section of
Greek youth was able to fall in sync (for the first time!) with
the global trends.
The Greek eighties produced such important punk
bands as Adiexodo, Genia tou Chaous, Panx Romana, ExHumans, Gulag and Ektos Elenhou. The Greek punks were
by far the most active ‘musical tribe’, and the first to venture
abroad. Two concerts have remained as landmarks in the
evolution of ‘new music’ in this country: in September 1982
the Sporting Stadium hosted a three-day festival with such
names as Birthday Party, The Fall and New Order, and in
July 1985 the Panathinaikon Stadium hosted the Rock In
Athens festival, which featured the Culture Club, Depeche
Mode, Stranglers, Talk Talk, Nina Hagen, The Cure and The
Clash (who were not mentioned in the poster) in their last
live performance.
Those who experienced their own revelations during
these two concerts had two things in common: they
denounced the sterile, old-fashioned rock and were
not taken in by the change in the form of government,
quickly assessing the whole thing as the old powers in a
new guise. Such great bands as Villa 21, Yell-O-Yell, En
Plo, Metro Decay, Mushrooms, Anti Troppau Council,
Libido Blume, Not 2 without 3, Lost Bodies and of course
Trypes and the (still active) Last Drive were created and/
or established by the audience of those concerts. At the
same time, outside this circle of bands, there were other
disparate yet highly noteworthy presences such as those
of Pavlos Sidiropoulos, Lena Platonos and the Musical
Brigades. The need for expression in that ‘brave new world
extended into other areas parallel to music: new venues
hospitable to these ‘strange young musicians’ were set up,
some great independent record companies were established
(Creep, Hitch Hyke, Wipe Out, Lazy Dog) and many music
fanzines emerged. All these creative activities had a spirit of
solidarity that established, for the first time, the feeling of a
vibrant, independent Greek musical scene.

Rearranging the Compass:
The Journey of the Greek
Scene from Sporting, 1982
to Coachella, 2012
Stories from the Analog World

My first contact with South of No North came through
a CD distributed free by Pop&Rock magazine in 1996. The
CD featured various bands signed to the legendary Creep
Records, which was briefly revived around that time. The
musical verve and the youthful passion that surrounded
all those bands made them look fascinating, imperious and
perhaps more important than they really were.
South of No North, named after Charles Bukowski’s
book of the same name, were astute and clear in their
influences. Comparisons with the likes of Bauhaus, Echo &
the Bunnymen or Modern English may seem incongruous
in view of today’s sound, but in the mid-eighties they were
more than fresh: they were bold! In a Greece which was late
in discovering Led Zeppelin and Deep Purple, it seemed
sacrilegious to rock fans that there were bands that listened
to the ‘new sound’ and introduced it into their music. Even
the musical scribes of the time came up with the term ‘neorock’ to bundle hastily together the whole new batch of
Greek bands.
The South Of No North were, together with the

Reporters, among the darkest bands of the time. Their
first album, Lacrimae Christi (The Tears of Jesus), is
representative of their style and sound. From the very first
bars a heavy, rhythmic bass comes in to set the tone and
provide the foundations upon which Andreas Grigoriadis
‘builds’ his highly theatrical interpretation. Songs like
“Fear” and “10,000 Tears” attest to the fact that this is
something major. Describing the album as gothic would not
be far from the truth.
About a year and a half later came Fell Frozen, an album
that was gloomier and more melancholic than their debut.
Although it did not get the promotion it deserved (it was
released when Creep was closing down), I think that over
the years it may have become the favourite work of the
group’s fans. Tracks such as the accursed “Annabelle Lee”
(a poem by Edgar Alan Poe) and the long-drawn despair
that is “Creepin” are dark little gems. Their third album,
named after the band, was released in 1989 (with Wipe Out
this time). The album includes the atmospheric “Sha La
La”, perhaps their best-known track which comes close to
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South of No North were one of the many bands who
dared to challenge the limits of conservative Greek society in
the eighties. The marginalisation of all those who loved this
‘new music’ led to the formation of a solid core of devotees.
Bass player Yorgos Koulouris, a founding member of the
band, remembers that most of their fans would not attend
the concerts of any other groups. Our brief talk established
that for now there is no prospect of any comeback, despite
the sweet memories of the eighties and the vindication of
their exaltation at the live reunion of 2003. Moreover, he
could not hide his bitterness about the fact that in 2003,
at the best possible moment for a strong comeback, their
unpublished material remained locked away. Indeed, how
can he help feeling bitter when he can see their old songs
attracting audiences from fifty-nine different countries on
MySpace today!
Gaining broader recognition ‘after the fact’ is strange:
strange but not unprecedented for Greece. In the eighties
the country had recently shed the plaster cast of the Junta
and was enthusiastically trying on the splints provided
by democracy. Athens started to acquire the traits of a
metropolis, fascinating people with the anonymity it
ensured and scaring them with the first inequalities it
established. In terms of music, connections with sources
from abroad resulted in an influx of belated influences that
young people tried to assimilate all at once. There was a
solid foundation of blues and classic rock already in place,
but the boom of punk and new wave arrived together and
indelibly marked a generation of young musicians. At a
time of an exceptional surfeit of stimuli, most young people
got to know simultaneously the trashy fifties, the brilliant

Establishment of the Greek Indie Community

Was what happened in the eighties scene in Greece
really great, or is nostalgia making us exaggerate? The truth
is that only those able to travel abroad at the time could tell
that the local avant-garde, punk and rock’n’roll scene was
not too far from what was going on elsewhere. It must be
noted here that timely information was still hard to find.
The story that Chris B.I. told me recently sounds like a joke
in the age of YouTube: he and the rest of the gang used to
walk about a kilometre or so to a café in the hope of getting
to watch a Sex Pistols video clip.
In the nineties, when access to records and information
became easy, the Greek scenes began to show signs of
independence in their sound. There are several examples
of bands that went beyond the clichés of mimicry and left
an excellent body of work behind them. Groove Machine,
Bokomolech, Next Time Passions, Raining Pleasure,
Sigmatropic, Make Believe, In Trance 95, Oneiropagida,
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Closer, Honeydive, Xylina Spathia, Nightstalker, Ziggy
Was, Diafana Krina, Stereo Nova, The Sound Explosion
and many others created a lively collage of influences
and inventions which coincided with the maturity of the
libertarian experiments of the previous decade and the
sit-in movement in Athens and Thessaloniki. Very few of
these remain today in their original formats, but many of
their members are now part of other bands/scenes. Special
mention must be made of Deus Ex Machina, a beacon in the
conscience of two whole generations who preserve intact
their hardcore/punk roots, their consistent political attitude
and their unstoppable energy in every single concert in the
last twenty-three years.
The nineties highlighted and promoted quests that were
not evident before. Recording conditions were improved
and the knowhow from abroad became more accessible.
Many great musicians and producers contributed to the
creation of outstanding Greek releases. This was also the
time of a boom in the number of concerts and of better
access to information, while increasing numbers of Greek
music lovers travelled to major festivals abroad. Thus by
the late nineties the local scene was more sophisticated in
terms of both musicians and audiences. The more direct
and denser influences were filtered much quicker, bringing
the local production increasingly closer to international
developments.

in the last five years. The local scene is also teeming with
some outstanding do-it-yourself productions by young
musicians, while some of the old guard continue to remind
us of their enthusiasm and experience. This category
includes The Gift, the recent release of BL ML, which
(although already sold out) is, in my opinion, the most
consummate Greek rock production of all times.
Two releases by ‘old timers’ have stirred things up
during this time: Sixteen Haikou and Other Stories by
Sigmatropic because of its sophisticated aesthetic, the
balance it strikes among a host of influences and the
glamorous guest stars from abroad, and Heavy Liquid
by Last Drive because it heralded the dynamic return
of a legendary scene at a time when local rock’n’roll had
receded behind a much more active electronic scene. The
two albums have something in common: their creators
come from the Greek scene of the eighties – Last Drive are
returning legends and Sigmatropic include Akis Boyatzis,
Cpt. Nefos and Libido Blume.
In recent years the old fans of eighties Greek bands
such as South of No North and Last Drive have found
in the web an ideal way of promoting their love. The
medium’s immediacy and dynamism has helped establish
in the minds of younger music lovers the conviction that
something major took place in Greece in the eighties. The
young people’s interest in discovering those ‘maladjusted’
pioneers who formed the initial core of the independent
Greek scene is confirmed by the spectacular way in which
the concerts of historical bands sell out, as well as by the
rush of young listeners to secure copies of the reruns of old
Greek groups. The most recent example was the recordtime sell out of the box set of Villa 21 that Inner Ear was bold
enough to release.
There is no doubt that today we are at a historical
juncture, with the Greek scene acquiring the historical
cohesion it always lacked. Independent musical production
is now in its early maturity and offers some delightful
results. The improvement in resources, technology and
information has played an important part, yet over and
above all these the primary role is still played by the people.
And the young musicians in this country are willing to fight
against misery with all their might. As Alex K says: “What
is happening in recent years is a new spring for Greek
bands. There are many reasons why this is happening, but
what is important is that we all support it. We must realise
that this is the voice of an era of tough social and economic
conditions… The voice of young people is what matters. No
matter what we say, it is their game now, it is up to those
kids who get their hands on a guitar for the first time. They
have a long way ahead of them, and this in itself makes them
lucky, select and worthy of support…”
Nevertheless, there have been three examples of bands
that took bold steps without waiting for support from the
local scene. They took no notice of the level of acceptance
within their own country and ventured directly abroad. All
close in terms of age, but completely different in their sound
and with attitudes far removed from the local misery, they
stand out as shining models for other musicians.
The first example is Acid Baby Jesus, Greece’s most

Takeoff into the Digital Universe

In the noughties, the Greek scene was marked by two
events unrelated to music: Greece’s entry into the eurozone
and the rise of the internet. The euro gave a false sense of
affluence, and the internet annihilated distance. For the first
time, the local musical underground was fully in tune with
the rest of the planet. Of course, digitisation also created
a schism between the new and the older generations of
musicians and listeners. The ascendancy of the web caused
an upheaval in the mainstream and alternative music press,
as magazines became sites and fanzines turned into blogs
and web-radios. At the same time, the music industry
helplessly watched its slow suicide in the pit it had dug for
itself with the greedy ambition of the years before (when
they sold cheap CDs for the same amount they charged for
expensive vinyl records). Most of the figures who made
a name for themselves outside the country in the last
twelve years remain active, and several of today’s stars are
not fledgling artists but rather have decades of creative
contributions behind them.
Musicians like Drog-A-Tek, Baby Guru, The Callas, 2
By Bukowski, Yannis Angelakas, Κ. Beta, The Earthbound,
The Boy, Antonis Livieratos, Ducky Boys, 2L8, Acid Baby
Jesus, Bazooka, Keep Shelly In Athens, Coti K, The Dark
Rags, 1000 Mods, Exposed by Observers, Dinos Sadikis,
Monika, Le Page, Roundlights, GDaddie, Nasty Beach,
Nalyssa Green and dozens of others carved new ways for
particular aesthetics and captivated a younger audience of
demanding listeners with eclectic tastes. Inspired by the
demands of the age and with their antennae scouting the
country for every morsel of talent, a company from Patra,
Inner Ear, has been monopolising Greek record production
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fun and carefree band. While still in only their third year,
their debut album was released last year by the American
Slovenly Records, and they will soon be (or perhaps already
are) the Greek group with the largest number of appearance
in the US. In late 2011 they also toured Europe together with
the great Black Lips, while in the spring they’ll be playing
in a different American city every night. In April they are
scheduled to appear at two major festivals: the Atlanta
Mess Around (together with the New Bomb Turks) and
the Austin Psych Fest (alongside heavyweights like Brian
Jonestown Massacre and the Black Angels). I can’t wait for
them to get back and incorporate their new experiences into
their next project.
The second case is that of Pill-Oh, led by the resourceful
Hior Chronik and Zinovia Arvanitidi. Hior Chronik had
previously released two solo albums and had done some
interesting collaborations in Berlin and Japan. The first
release of Pill-Oh is scheduled for April 2012 by Singapore’s
Kitchen Label, one of the largest companies in Asia that
specialises in atmospheric electronic sounds. This release,
in itself, shows what a great job these guys are doing. At a
time when the Asian market seems like an exotic dream
even for major European names, Pill-Oh are chosen from
among thousands of rivals to be one of Kitchen Label’s
bands.
The third (and most striking) example is that of Keep
Shelly In Athens. Their career seems like a fairy tale about
the benign little god of indie: this strange little god saw
those kids in Kypseli playing a nice and fresh ambientpop hybrid (let us leave the labels like ‘chillwave’ for more
ephemeral stars!) and said: “These ones will not go to the
dogs; they’ll become famous in America!” It seems like a
huge stroke of luck, but also a confirmation of their merit,
that GorillavsBear (which receives dozens of demos every
day) picked out Keep Shelly In Athens and gave them a
place on the map of the international underground. After
a succession of projects, a few weeks ago Keep Shelly In
Athens was the first Greek band to appear at the famous
Coachella Festival.
The stakes have gone up considerably. I don’t know
how the next hopefuls of the local scene will fare abroad.
The only certain thing is that domestic music production is
now at a rare peak. There is a constant stream of young kids
who work hard, with a dedication that seems to be dictated
by the suffocating crisis. The most interesting ‘bets’ for the
near future are Bazooka, A Victim Of Society, ParrotHeadz,
Bonebrokk, Nasty Beach, Rattler Proxy, Victory Collapse
and My Drunken Haze. I cannot tell how things will go for
all those kids who are living parallel lives to ours, grappling
with similar problems and irritations and dreaming similar
dreams and schemes. What matters is that they are singing
what all of us are going through – and they are doing it now.

Bazooka

Keep Shelly In Athens

The Callas

Alex K, Chris B.I., Be George Bop, Yorgos
Koulouris and Babis Argyriou all helped, in their own
ways, with the writing of this piece. Thanks guys.
The quotations in this text are from interviews
given on two web radios: www.intersonik.net and
www.indiegroundradio.com.
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by Daphne Mangalousi, Eleanna Papathanasiadi, Angeliki Roussou, Apostolos Vasilopoulos

[ greece ]

Island Hopping
[1]

Aegean Islands
aegeanale 2012
June – August

Aegeanale, an international event of contemporary art
comprising open-air exhibitions, theatre performances,
lectures and other activities, will take place for the
first time this year on islands around the Aegean Sea. You
have three hot summer months to visit Paros, Myconos,
Naxos, Santorini, Rodos, Telos, Antalya, Gumusluk,
Lesvos, Chios/Oinouses, Izmir and Ayvalik.
Six young curators, and some not so young,
including Max Henry, invite artists to create
new artworks in public spaces. We haven’t a
line-up of artists yet, which makes us worry a
bit, but on the other hand this is the Greek
way, and in the end miracles happen. So jump
on a ferry and travel around the islands – the
trip will be an experience in itself. (www.
aegeanale.org) EP

In 2000 artist and curator Dimitrios
Antonitsis, who previously worked for
Pauline Karpidas, started the Hydra School
Projects in the old Hydra High School
where exhibitions are now held. This year
a visual dialogue titled Uncommon Denominator
will be presented through a juxtaposition of
two European socioeconomic extremes: Norway
and Greece. Knut Asdam, Yorgos Stamkoglou and
Christiana Soulou are among the participating
artists. Don’t miss it, even if you have to
climb on a rock to get in.
The DESTE Foundation couldn’t stay out of it,
so in 2009 they converted an old slaughterhouse
into a project space. Every year the space
is assigned to a different artist, who is
invited to stage a site-specific exhibition.
This year the talented Urs Fisher and Josh
Smith will take over the space. Running at the
same time in Athens and Hydra
is Collecting Architecture,
a workshop/exhibition run
by the DESTE Foundation in
collaboration with Columbia
Architecture School. (www.
deste.gr)

Andros
approaching surrealism [4]

Museum of Contemporary Art
Basil and Elise Goulandris Foundation
July 1 – September 30

[2]
[3]

In July 1979 the Basil and Elise Goulandris
Foundation inaugurated the Museum of
Contemporary Art in Hora, the capital of
Andros Island (and birthplace of Basil
P. Goulandris). Every summer since 1986,
the Foundation has organised temporary exhibitions of major
twentieth-century artists in the MOCA New Wing. For 2012,
MOCA will be presenting an exhibition entitled Approaching
Surrealism featuring a number of works by internationally
acclaimed artists such as René Magritte and Victor Brauner.
We believe that this is an extraordinary opportunity to see
surrealists outside of the urban environment in a rural
place such as Andros, by the beautiful blue sea. Because the
surroundings are part of the art experience, aren’t they?
(www.moca-andros.gr) EP

Hydra
jakub julian ziolkowski [1]

in 1999, the internationally acclaimed collector Pauline
Karpidas started the Hydra Workshops. Together with Sadie
Coles (director of Sadie Coles Gallery) they present emerging
and upcoming artists from Karpidas’ private
collection and invite the contemporary art
jet set over for a week’s holiday. This
year, their fourteenth annual exhibition,
opening in July 2012, features new work
by the young Polish painter Jakub Julian
Ziolkowski.

We know we don’t have to
prompt you to attend since
you are going to be around
anyway. So see you on the
flying dolphin that leaves
from Piraeus port. Hydra
is only one hour away from
Athens after all! DM,MF

[4]

Naxos
miltos pantelias and
eirini gkonou [6]

Hydra Workshops
July - September

Bazeos Tower
July 21 – September 2

uncommon denominator [2,3]
Hydra School Projects
June 22 – September 23

On Naxos, a favourite holiday destination, there
is an old tower that boasts five centuries of
history and culture. This tower survived pirates,
Hydra DESTE Foundation Project Space,
prevailed during feudalism, protected the poor
Slaughterhouse
when it was the Monastery of the True Cross and
[5]
June 20 – September 20
housed potters in the nineteenth century, before
it was sold to the Bazeos family by the Greek
Hydra is definitely one of the most artistic islands in
state. Since 2000, the Bazeos Tower has been a
Greece. Art events, organised every summer, attract
venue for cultural activities, and this year
international art celebrities who stroll among donkeys,
Miltos Pantelias and Eirini Gkonou will recount
cats and other animals on this small island, where cars
the story of Demeter, the goddess of harvest,
are not allowed. Leonard Cohen and Brice Marden seem to
by creating plastic figures and placing them in
[6] the Bazeos Tower next to the ancient sanctuary of Demeter.
have been the first ‘international contemporary culture’
invaders of the island, along with Greek beatnik poets,
Ilias Pantelias will create the soundtrack. The exhibition,
authors, musicians and classical Greek painters. Then,
called Δη-Μήτηρ-Γη, is part of the 12th Naxos Festival. If

urs fisher & josh smith collecting architecture [5]
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you have a spare moment, don’t forget to visit Naxos’s
famous beaches! (www.bazeostower.gr) DM

ENIAIOS, which took him the last ten years of his life to
make. The film is 80 hours long and separated into 100
titled sections, arranged in 22 cycles. Markopoulos
imagined the project Temenos as a possible way of
screening his masterpiece, and his partner, Robert
Beavers, implemented his vision after his death. In
2012 the third cycle’s premiere (parts VI, VII and
VIII of ENIAIOS) will be screened in a forest glade
under the starry sky. Like bees searching for honey,
viewers will once again organise their journey, travel
to ancient Arcadia, spend some days in this beautiful
region and enjoy Markopoulos’s idea of film-making
on an epic scale. Save the dates and begin planning
your journey to Temenos 2012 – and don’t forget
the screening begins at sunset. Bring your sleeping
bags. (www.the-temenos.org) DM

[7]

Crete, Rethymno
one day in august [8,9]
March 5 – end of May

The One Day in August exhibition, curated by Maria
Marangou, consists of photographs that address the
experience of the vacation in Greece. Each member of
the photographic group Phasma2 will be
presenting a day in August, which was
captured during the summer of 2011. The
result will hopefully be a combination
of personal visual diaries referring
to a collective slowing down that takes
place during the summer in Greece. The
South’s blazing August tends to be
something distinct but also elusive.
One Day in August will offer a glimpse
of it to visitors arriving in
Crete, Greece’s southern frontier.
(www.cca.gr) ΑR

Santorini
Santorini
Biennale of Arts

[8]

Athens
jannis kounellis [11]

Museum of Cycladic Art
April 5 – September 30

[9]

World acclaimed Greek artist Jannis Kounellis will present
– for only the third time in seventeen years – his new
work in his native country. A leading figure of the Arte
Povera movement, Kounellis, who has lived and worked
in Rome since 1956, will create a site specific work
for the Museum of Cycladic Art in Athens this spring,
inspired by the museum’s collection. His work often
reflects themes and ideas from the past, particularly
from Ancient Greece. Ordinary objects and natural
matter hold an inspiring directness and immediacy for
Kounellis, who is always seeking to establish more
concrete communication between the viewer and the
artwork. This new installation will be juxtaposed with
the Cycladic antiquities and will be presented in the
museum’s neoclassical wing, the Stathatos Mansion.
Since Kounellis rarely shows his work in Greece,
don’t miss this wonderful opportunity.
(www.cycladic.gr) EP

[10]

July 1 – September 30
The inaugural Santorini
Biennale of Arts begins
on the 1st of July
and
runs
until
the
end of September. The
programme
encompasses
photography,
comics,
sculpture,
industrial
design, graphic design,
ceramics, collage art,
glass art, paper art,
art installation, video art, short film, painting
and drawing. It sounds like quite a challenge to
separate such diverse artistic media. But despite
this, we are very curious to see what a biennial
on a touristy island will look like, because we
really like this idea. It might just prove to be
a miracle. (www.santorinibiennale.gr) EP

alexandros georgiou [10]

EMST (National Museum of Contemporary Art)
end of October, 2012 – January, 2013

The National Museum of Contemporary Art, Athens,
presents for the first time a solo exhibition by
[11]
Alexandros Georgiou. Georgiou developed three
Peloponnese
journey art projects inspired by
Varanasi, an ancient, auspicious
city in India that was central to
Lyssaraia, Arcadia
his trajectory. The artist has
temenos 2012,
travelled and lived in different
gregory j. markopoulos,
countries and continents over the
eniaios [7,12]
last few years. While travelling,
June 29 – July 1
he made works that he posted to
several collectors and friends,
who supported his grand tour, on
We are very excited that this is a Temenos
a daily basis. The works consist
year! Since 2004 the festival has taken
mainly of handmade cards and black
place every four years, and it is the most
and white over-coloured Xerox
significant film event in Greece, attracting
[12]
copies of his photographs, a
great cinematographers and cinema critics
selection of poetry, music, films, documentaries and ephemeral
into the woods of Arcadia, near Gregory J. Markopoulos’
items. Visit the EMST for a sentimental, internal trip as
homeland, Lyssaraia. It was Markopoulos’s
idea to
seen through the sensitive eyes of Alexandros Georgiou.
create an entirely different experience for his last film
(www.emst.gr) EP
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faces

Onassis Cultural Centre
March 3 – July 1

to Gary Hume’s Sister Troop (2009), this exhibition tells
the story of how art has mapped and reflected socioeconomic
changes in Great Britain – and how it has
indeed been at the very forefront of social
change itself. If you can’t get enough of
British art, you should definitely visit the
Benaki Museum; besides, they also have a
wonderful café, so your visit will not be in
vain even if you know all the rest.
(www.benaki.gr) EP

[13]

John Cassavetes’s film Faces (1968) provides the
inspiration for the FACES group exhibition curated
by Paolo Colombo in the Onassis Cultural Centre
in Athens. Aiming to reflect the mood of the film,
there is no doubt that the mood of the show will be
extraordinary. You wonder though how the show will
reflect the topography of Greece today; something
that the Onassis Foundation exhibition programme
has not yet taken into consideration.
However, the exhibition presents works
by extremely interesting artists,
such as John Cassavetes, Samuel
Beckett, Claude Cahun, Dionisis
Kavallieratos, Margherita Manzelli,
Ilias Papailiakis, Ugo Rondinone,
Lucas
Samaras,
Thomas
Schütte,
Cindy Sherman, Miroslav Tichy, Ryan
Trecartin and Lisa Yuskavage, among
others. Let’s face it. You should go
and see it!
Faces follows a solo exhibition of
Robert Mapplethorpe’s work.
(www.sgt.gr) EP

Thessaloniki
it’s the political economy, stupid [13]
Contemporary Art Center of Thessaloniki (SMCA)
June 27 – August 10
Presidential candidate Bill Clinton’s 1992
campaign slogan, “it’s the economy, stupid,”
modified by the Slovenian philosopher Slavoj
Žižek, inspired the title of this forthcoming
exhibition at the Contemporary Art Center
of Thessaloniki (SMCA). It’s the Political
Economy, Stupid, curated by Oliver Ressler
and Gregory Sholette, aims to bring together
an international group of artists who use
their work to critique thirty years of
neoliberal
globalisation,
privatisation,
flexible working schedules and deregulated
markets.
Among
the
artists
are
Julia
Christensen, Yevgeniy Fiks, Olga Kopenkina &
Alexandra Lerman, Alicia Herrero, Zanny Begg & Oliver
Ressler, Isa Rosenberger, Dread Scott and Ólafur Ólafsson
& Libia Castro, along with the Institute for Wishful
Thinking. If you’re in town and miss this exhibition,
it won’t be just the political economy that’s stupid!
(www.cact.gr / www.greekstatemuseum.com) EP

[14]

eleni kamma. p like politics,
p like parrots

Museum Alex Mylona, Macedonian Museum
of Contemporary Art
June 11 – September 23
Museum Alex Mylona in Athens presents a solo
exhibition by Eleni Kamma titled P like
Politics, P like Parrots, which assembles
video works, drawings and objects from two
previous projects. For the video work, Kamma
asked the amateur choir of the parish of
Bräcke in Jämtland, Sweden, to participate
in a collaborative reading experiment of
a two-page text – which she called P like
Politics, P like Parrot – that
shifts between the famous hand game,
Paper-Rock-Scissors, and P-words
chosen randomly from a 2003 speech
by George Bush. The exhibition is
curated by Denys Zacharopoulos
with the collaboration of Alexios
Papazacharias.
(www.mmca-mam.gr
/ mouseioalexmylona.blogspot.com) EP

made in britain. modern
art from the british
council collection 1980–
2010 [15]

Benaki Museum, Pireos Street Annexe
February 15 – April 22
MADE IN BRITAIN, featuring more
than 150 works by a wide range
of the most prolific contemporary
British artists of the past thirty years, including Keith
Arnatt, Helen Chadwick, Peter Doig, Gilbert & George, Damien
Hirst, Mark Titchner, Sarah Lucas and Mark Wallinger, is
still running at the Benaki Museum. MADE IN BRITAIN aims to
reflect the breadth and diversity of British art from 1980 to
2010. From Gilbert & George’s Intellectual Depression (1980)

SUMMER 2012

[15]

[ cyprus ]
Limassol

utopia. new acquisitions from the
collection of nicos chr. pattichis
and the newspaper phileleftheros
[14]
Evagoras and Kathleen Lanitis Foundation
March 22 – May 17

The
Evagoras
and
Kathleen
Lanitis
Foundation presents Utopia, an exhibition
comprising new acquisitions from the
Collection of Nicos Chr. Pattichis and the
newspaper Phileleftheros. The exhibition
aims to reassess the utopian ideal and its
accompanying contradictions focusing on
artists from the contemporary Greek and
[16]
Cyprian art scene. The works seek to unfold
and question ideologies behind current social, economical and
political structures in Cyprus and Greece. Works by Kostis
Velonis, George Lappas, Christodoulos Panayiotou, Socratis
Socratous, Nicos Charalambidis and Savvas Christodoulides,
among others, will be displayed and curated by Elena Parpa
and Maria Stathi. (www.lanitisfoundation.org) EP
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[ france ]

of sociology, economy, politics and culture. We highly
recommend this exhibition: after all, the worst thing
that could happen to you is that you have second thoughts
before grabbing a banana! (www.betonsalon.net) DM

[17]

Paris

intense proximity. la triennale
(3rd) 2012 [16]

resisting the presence:
mexico 2000-2012 [17]

Palais de Tokyo
May 20 – August 26

Musée D’Art Moderne De La Ville De Paris
March 9 – July 8

The third La Triennale will take place in the
spring and summer of 2012 in the recently
expanded and refurbished premises of Palais de
Tokyo, the reopening of which is definitely a
2012 art highlight. Titled Intense Proximity
and under the artistic directorship of Okwui
Enwezor, the exhibition explores the impact
of globalisation and the diversity of
French society on contemporary art. The
main focus of La Triennale seems to be the
idea that national boundaries are no longer
restricted physically or geographically,
but are being regularly transformed through
the never-ending debate about globalisation
and localisation. (www.latriennale.org,www.
palaisdetokyo.com) DM

Resisting the Presence: Mexico 2000-2012 is an
exhibition that travels from the Museo Amparo of
Mexico to the Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris
of France. It features twenty-four artists including
Erick Beltrán, Diego Berruecos, Iñaki Bonillas
and Minerva Cuevas who mostly create works that
focus on the recent socio-economic and political
circumstances in Mexico. Almost a revolutionary
gesture, this exhibition might provide the spark
for a southern revolution in Europe!
(www.mam.paris.fr) DM

[18]

rosa barba:
satellite 5 [19]

[19]

Rome

Jeu De Paume, Paris, France
May 22 – September 23

concorso macro 2% - arthur duff and
nathalie junod ponsard [18]

MACRO (Museo di Arte Contemporanea di Roma / Museum of
Contemporary Art of Rome)
March 25, 2011 – December 31 2012

This spring and summer Jeu
de Paume will present Rosa
Barba in an exhibition titled
Satellite 5, curated by Filipa
Oliveira. Rosa Barba comes from the South
(Italy), lives in the North (Berlin) and
regularly transforms her exhibitions into
sculptural and textual storylines. She is
a cinema lover who deconstructs films into
their basic components and afterwards
reconstructs them. It must feel great, being
able to surpass gravity in Jeu de Paume! You
don’t want to miss this – so ride in her
satellite and get lost in space.
(www.jeudepaume.org) DM
[20]

tropicomania:
the social life of plants [21]

[ italy ]

Two public art installations alter the experience of
wandering around MACRO’s rigid spaces, providing the
viewer with a feeling of temporality and interactivity.
Arthur Duff’s work, Rope, is a combination of a red neon
installation and a laser projection. Through these two
mediums he physically stages two lines from Hitchcock’s
film Rope, suggesting a certain type of continuity.
Nathalie Junod Ponsard’s work, Orizzonte Galleggiante
(Floating Horizon), is a colourful LED installation
that creates an ever-changing display of coloured light
along the staircase of the museum, playing with its
spatial logic and the viewer’s impression of the horizon.
MACRO’s new director is Bartolomeo Pietromarchi.
(www.macro.roma.museum) AR

[21]

Plegaria Muda. Doris Salcedo [20]

Bétonsalon
April 20 – July 21

MAXXI (Museo nazionale delle arti del XXI secolo / National
Museum of the 21st Century Arts)
March 15 – June 24

In the ex-industrial district that is
currently under construction, widely
known as ZAC Paris Left Bank, next to
the Great Mills, in the Flour Exchange
building, you’ll find Bétonsalon. This
non-profit organisation has been promoting
art and research since 2007 with great
success. From April until July, as part
of La Triennale (3rd), Bétonsalon will be experimenting with
the social life of plants in an exhibition named Tropicomania.
Using the archive/ collection of the historic CIRAD library
as a starting point, the exhibition will explore colonialism
through the simple idea of a tropical plant, seed or
fruit that travels around the world. The exploitation and
commercialisation of tropicality is discussed in terms

The exhibition Plegaria Muda deals with violence in a serene
and contemplative way. Doris Salcedo’s artistic response
stems from her own experience of and research into the
ghettoes of south east Los Angeles as well as the extreme
acts of violence perpetrated by parts of the Colombian
army. Without lingering on any particular instances,
Salcedo manages to put her finger on an intangible collective
suffering. Fortunately, Plegaria Muda is displayed in a
southern capital and therefore can offer a valuable artistic
insight into subtle strategies of coping with violence and
its aftermath. This exhibition is curated by Monia Trombett,
and the lead curator for the tour of Plegaria Muda is Isabel
Carlos.(www.fondazionemaxxi.it) AR
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[22]

[ lebanon ]

[ portugal ]

how soon is now: a tribute to
dreamers [24]

daniel gustav cramer and haris
epaminonda [25]

Beirut

Lisbon

Beirut Exhibition Center
February 28 - April 20

Kunsthalle Lissabon
June 21 – August 18

The exhibition How Soon is Now: A Tribute
to Dreamers presents various media such as
photographs, videos and installations. Through the
simultaneous display of older projects together
with recent ones, Joana Hadjithomas and Khalil
Joreige attempt to rethink the Lebanese view of
the past and the present while at the same time
imagining a possible future. In some projects
the artists wonder how the transformation of
urban space has been represented and remembered.
In others, they examine the subtle unravelling
of hidden historical traces. In Lebanese Rocket
Society: Elements for a Monument, the
newest of the presented artworks,
the artists play with the idea of
what is included and what is omitted
from collective memory in a spirit of
teasing, using their perception of
the past to dream new realities.
(www.beirutexhibitioncenter.com) AR

[ puerto rico ]

Luís Silva and João Mourão invite Cypriot
artist
Haris
Epaminonda
and
German
artist Daniel Gustav Cramer for a summer show at
Kunsthalle Lissabon. These two young artists have
worked together since late 2007 on the project The
Infinite Library, which is primarily an expanding
archive of books, each created out of pages of one
or more found books, which are then rebound. The
project is inspired by Borges’s short story “The
Library of Babel”. The show opens on June 21st
and will run until late August. This seems like
a Portuguese must. (kunsthalle-lissabon.org) EP

[23]

Porto
locus solus. impressions of raymond
roussel [22]
Serralves Museum
March 23 – July 1

[24]

LOCUS SOLUS is dedicated to the poet, playwright
and French novelist Raymond Roussel. The show
comments on the enormous influence Roussel had on
modern and contemporary art by looking at a broad
array of works. Paintings, photographs,
sculptures, ready mades, installations,
videos,
books,
documents,
original
manuscripts and magazines by about thirty
significant artists, including Salvador
Dalí, Francis Picabia, Allen Ruppersberg,
Rodney Graham, Marcel Duchamp, Max
Ernst, Jean Tinguely, Joseph Cornell,
Marcel Broodthaers, Man Ray, Terry Fox,
Cristina Iglesias and Francisco Tropa are
displayed under the curation of François
Piron, Manuel Borja-Villel (Museo Nacional
Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, Madrid) and
João Fernandes (Serralves Museum). Heaven!
(www.serralves.pt) EP

San Juan

san juan poly/graphic
triennial: “the hive” (trienal
poli/gráfica de san juan: “el
panal”) [23]

Antiguo Arsenal de la Marina Española, Galería
Nacional, Museo de Casa Blanca
April – August
[25]
[26]
After
its
first
two
incarnations,
San
Juan
Poly/Graphic Triennial is
unleashing its third edition
this spring, entitled “The
Hive”.
Committed
to
an
extensive presentation of
the graphic art idiom and
the
reproducible
image
in
general,
“The
Hive”
will attempt a brave leap
into the future and will
involve media and artistic
languages dealing in the
contemporary.
It
will
transcend its continental
status
and
invite
all
[27]
interested parties to coform an aesthetic event of lasting importance.
The curators of this year’s Triennial haven’t
released yet any additional information about
their intentions, but it looks like it’s
going to be another case of southern peaking.
(www.trienalsanjuan.org) AV

on the suburbs of Madrid, a South-relevant city. The show is
curated by Manuel Borja-Ville. (www.museoreinasofia.es) AR

Matta-Clark) at MACBA. With ten drawings recently acquired
by the Foundation, as well as photographic documentation of
Matta-Clark’s cutting-edge technique of ephemeral building
cuts that he began in the seventies, the show will bring
to the fore a mature body of work in order to
explore the ways it is still relevant. In the
exhibition title you can hear the phrase ‘Office
Broke’. This is a deliberate linguistic play by
the artist to reference capitalism’s bankruptcy.
In the face of the current (southern) conditions,
it is worth re-examining those building cuts as
passages that could channel new possibilities.
(www.macba.cat) AR

Barcelona
martin parr. photography
and collecting [29]

[28]

CCCB (Centre de Cultura Contemporània
de Barcelona)
May 29 – October 21
The Centre de Cultura Contemporània de
Barcelona (CCCB), always intriguing
as an institution that addresses a
broad range of contemporary visual
culture rather than visual art per se,
presents the Martin Parr. Photography and Collecting
exhibition, curated by Juan Pablo Wert. Through the
exploration of Martin Parr’s work as a distinct
photographer and compulsive collector, the exhibition
will hopefully allow new encounters to emerge on the
interstice between these two practices. Don’t miss
the rare chance to witness a show with the potential
to rethink what is considered artistic through a
dialogue between the significant photographic work
of Martin Parr and the collections of himself and
Juanjo Fuentes. (www.cccb.org) AR

[ mexico ]

Mexico City
moving forward, counting backwards.
eastern europe palestra [28]

MUAC (Museo Universitario Arte Contemporáneo /
Contemporary Art University Museum)
February 25 – May 27

gordon matta-clark.
office baroque [30]

MACBA (Museu d’Art Contemporani de Barcelona / Barcelona
Museum of Contemporary Art)
June 6, 2012 – January 31, 2013
For this summer our top suggestion is Office Baroque (Gordon
[30]

[ spain ]
Madrid

hans haacke, castles in the air
[26,27]

Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía
February 15 – July 23
Even though Hans Haacke’s Castles in the Air show has been
running since the 15th of February in Reina Sofia, it is
definitely worth remembering that it will be on until the 23rd
of July. Acutely thematising the web of relations between
art, patronage and advertising, in a critical moment for the
structure of these relations, the exhibition reactivates the
general artistic insight of – some might say – a veteran of
institutional critique. At the same time, the show focuses
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Focusing on the work of artists from the former
socialist countries of Eastern Europe, Moving
[29] Forward, Counting Backwards is an exhibition
that attempts to recontextualise the potential relations
between form and ideology, dreaming anew a half-forgotten
past. Artists from different generations explore the future
paths of emancipatory ideas, often retracing community and
collectivity, either in the form of self-organised networks
or though personal memories and esoteric interpretations.
Dealing with such ideology in terms of artistic form is a
rather significant challenge out of which ground-breaking,
politically relevant and transformative art can be produced.
All good lessons for a future South! (www.muac.unam.mx) AR

shame

GUEST: PENELOPE GEORGIOU

Penelope Georgiou, Petunia (1980)
film still
Courtesy of the artist
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